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Abstract
The thesis considers analytical approaches to the problem of initiation of excitation 
waves. An excitation wave is a threshold phenomenon. If the initial perturbation is 
below the threshold, it decays; if it is large enough, it triggers propagation of a wave, 
and then the parameters of the generated wave do not depend on the details of the 
initial conditions.
The problem of initiation of excitation waves is by necessity nonlinear, non-stationary 
and spatially extended with at least one spatial dimension. These factors make the 
problem very complicated. There are no known exact analytical, or even good asymp­
totic solutions to this kind of problem in any model, and the practical studies rely on 
numerical simulations.
In this thesis, we develop approaches to this problem based on some asymptotic 
ideas, but applied in the situation where the “small parameters” of those methods are 
not very small. Although results obtained by such methods are not very accurate, they 
still can be useful if they give qualitatively correct answers in a compact analytical 
form; such answers can give analytical insights which are impossible or very difficult to 
gain from numerical simulations.
We develop the approaches using, as examples, two simplified models describing 
fast stages of excitation process:
• Zeldovich-Frank-Kamenetskii (ZFK) equation, which is the fast (activator) sub­
system of the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) “base model” of excitable media, and
• Biktashev (2002) [8] front model, which is a caricature simplification of the fast 
subsystem of a typical detailed ionic model of cardiac excitation waves.
For these models, we consider two different approaches:
• Galcrkin-style approximation, where the solution is sought for in a pre-determined 
analytical form ( “ansatz” ) depending on a few parameters, and then the evolution 
equation for these parameters arc obtained by minimizing the norm of a residual 
of the partial differential equation (PDE) system,
• linearization of the threshold hyper-surface in the functional space, described via 
linearization of the PDE system on an appropriately chosen solution on that 
surface (a “critical solution” ).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
In this work, we seek to study systems of partial differential equations (PDEs) that 
describe the electrical behaviour in nerve cells and cardiac tissues. In general, it is not 
always easy to obtain explicit analytical solutions to problems that involve PDEs. We 
will resort to numerical or qualitative techniques as appropriate where analytical ones 
are not possible or where they are going to be extremely difficult to obtain. Even where 
analytical solutions are found we will use numerical simulations to validate them.
In this chapter, we present an overview of the whole work, then give a brief exposition 
on excitable media and follow it up with some definitions and descriptions of some 
concepts and terminologies to be used throughout the entire work. We will end the 
chapter by stating the main objective of our work.
Chapter two is where we review the literature which starts with the continuation 
of the description of some concepts and terminologies. We then present, by way of 
exposition, some works, procedures which are used to tackle the problems we seek 
to address. Here, we analyse the excitability properties of the celebrated Hodgkin- 
Huxley (HH) model [44] and that of its descendants, the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) 
system [33, 67, 74] and the simplified front model due to Biktashev [8]. The chapter is 
then closed with a review of some analytical approaches used to describe initiation of 
propagation waves: the projected dynamics to class of Gaussian ansatz by Neu and his 
co-workers [68] and the Biot-Mornev procedure [64] which is a variational method of 
computation of non-stationary processes of heat and diffusion mass transfer in regions 
of complex shape.
The major aspect of our work starts in chapter three where we formulate, solve and 
analyse the initiation problem for the three types of equations that we consider. That 
is, the Zeldovich-Frank-Kamenetskii (ZFK) equation, FHN system and the simplified
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cardiac front model. We present and discuss some important numerical results which 
are crucial to initiation of propagation waves in excitable media.
In chapter four some variational approximation procedures are used to solve and 
analyse initiation problem in the ZFK equation and the front equations, and some 
numerical as well as qualitative results are then presented.
Chapter five is where we present the ignition criteria for both the ZFK equation and 
the front equations by deriving explicit analytical expressions for the threshold curves 
which then serve as the analytical initiation criteria for the two types of equations.
Finally, in chapter six we draw conclusions for our work and outline directions for 
future studies.
1.2 Background
Historically, in its original sense, excitability (i.e., the magnitude of perturbation re­
quired to initiate a propagating wave [48, 90]) refers to the property of living organisms 
(or of their constituent cells) to respond strongly to the action of a relatively weak ex­
ternal stimulus [103, 90, 92, 102], A typical example of excitability is the formation 
of spike of transmembrane potential (action potential) by a cardiac cell, induced by a 
short depolarizing (becoming less negative) electrical perturbation (disturbance) of a 
resting state. Normally, the shape of the generated action potential does not depend 
on the perturbation strength provided that the perturbation exceeds a certain thresh­
old value (all-or-nothing principle as is generally known in the literature). After the 
generation of this strong response, the system returns to its initial resting state. A 
subsequent excitation can be generated after the passage of a suitable length of time, 
called the refractory period. For another explanation of the concept of excitability, see 
[93, 18].
An excitable medium., by definition is a dynamical system distributed continuously 
in space, each elementary segment of which possesses the property of excitability [103, 
94, 60, 59, 27]. The neighbouring segments of an excitable medium interact with each 
other via diffusion-like local transport processes. It is possible for excitation to be 
passed from one segment to another by means of local coupling. Thus, an excitable 
medium is able to support propagation of undamped solitary excitation waves, as well 
as wave trains.
Many cells such as neurons and muscle cells make use of the membrane potential as 
a signal, and thus, the operation of the nervous system and the contraction of a muscle
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(just two of the numerous examples that abound) arc dependent on the formation and 
propagation of electrical signals. The division of all cell types into two broad classes, 
excitable and non-excitable, aids in the understanding and the analysis of electrical 
signaling in cells.
Many cells maintain a stable equilibrium potential; for some, if a current is applied 
to the cell for a short time period, the potential returns directly to its equilibrium 
value after the removal of the applied current. The cells with this behavior are called 
non-excitable. For example, the epithelial cells that line the wall of the gut and the 
photoreceptor (a photosensitive cell) found in the retina of vertebrate eyes. Meanwhile, 
there are cells for which, if the applied current is strong enough, the membrane potential 
undergoes a large excursion, called an action potential, before eventually returning to 
rest. Such type of cells are called excitable. Examples for excitable cells include cardiac 
cells, smooth and skeletal muscle cells, secretory cells and most neurons [49]. Excitable 
media, in other words, are active (nonlinear) media as compared to passive ( linear) 
media (for example, electromagnetic waves in a vacuum or sound waves [85]).
There are many examples of excitability that occur in nature and an example of one of 
the simplest of such excitable systems is a household match. The chemical components 
of the match head are stable to small fluctuations in temperature, but a sufficiently 
large temperature change due to the friction between the head and an abrasive surface, 
triggers the abrupt oxidation of these chemicals with a dramatic release of heat and 
light. In other words, the amount of pressure exerted during the striking of the match 
head against a rough surface plays a significant role, where a gentle pressure results in 
little friction and therefore occasionally the small spark generated is self-extinguished. 
In contrast, greater pressure causes more friction which produces a propagating flame 
as a result [49, 87].
Figure 1.1: The match head chemistry, © : [87] (a) Preparing to strike the match head 
against the abrasive surface (b) Ignition after the strike (c) Stable propagating flame.
The most prominent examples of excitable media [61, 4, 37, 14, 102] are propa­
gation of electrical excitation in various biological tissues, including nerve fibre and 
myocardium, concentration waves in the bromate-malonic acid reagent (the Bclousov- 
Zhabotinsky reaction), propagating waves during the aggregation of social amoeba
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(Dictyostelium), plankton’s population explosion as described in [93], waves of spread­
ing depression in the retina of the eye, concentrations waves in yeast extract during 
glycosis, calcium waves within frog eggs and the Mexican wave (or La Ola) [31].
The fuse of a dynamite is an example of one-dimensional continuous version of an 
excitable medium, while a field of dry grass is its two-dimensional counterpart. These 
two spatially extended systems admit the possibility of (excitation) wave propagation. 
The field of dry grass has an additional property that both the match head and the 
dynamite fuse fail to have, the recovery property. Though not very rapid by physio­
logical standards, after a few months, a burnt-over field of grass still has the chance of 
regrowing enough fuel for another fire to spread across it [49].
Excitation waves play key roles in living organisms and they are observed in chem­
ical and physical systems, e.g. nerves, heart muscle, catalytic redox reactions, large 
aspect lasers and star formation in galaxies [52], Understanding conditions of success­
ful initiation is particularly important for excitation waves in the heart where they 
trigger coordinated contraction of the muscle and where failure of initiation can cause 
or contribute to serious or fatal medical conditions, or render inefficient the work of 
pacemakers or defibrillators [101].
The ability of a stimulus to initiate a wave depends on its spatial extent. Rushton 
[81, 71], considering an early mathematical model of nerve excitation, introduced the 
concept of the “liminal length” , the minimal spatial extent of the stimulus necessary 
to initiate an excitation wave. A more modern and detailed concept is that of the 
“critical curve” in the stimulus strength-spatial extent plane. A stimulus generates an 
excitation wave if its parameters are above this curve; otherwise the wave is either not 
created or collapses after a while. For a stimulus of nonzero time duration, the concept 
of a critical “strength-duration” curve is relevant [71].
Mathematically, after the stimulus has finished, the problem is in any case reduced 
to classification of initial conditions that will or will not lead to a propagating wave 
solution. The key question is the nature of the boundary between the two classes. A 
detailed analysis of this boundary has been done for simplified models of excitable media 
such as the FHN system and its variations. This has led to the concept of a critical 
nucleus, briefly reviewed below. Numerical simulations of the cardiac excitation models 
reveal significant qualitative differences in the way initiation occurs in such models, 
compared to the FHN-style systems [89]. In order to understand these differences, we 
analyse a recently proposed simplified model of cardiac excitation in this work, and 
demonstrate that for this model the concept of critical nucleus should be replaced with 
a new concept of critical front.
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1.3 Problem statement
The mathematical models of excitable systems, specifically the detailed ionic models of 
propagation of excitation in the heart, are complicated and so are to a larger extent not 
analytically tractable. Therefore, they are mostly studied numerically and more often 
than not, these purely numerical studies provide limited insights into the mechanisms 
of the phenomena under investigation. In general, the parameter dependence of the 
models are sometimes not entirely known reliably. Therefore, simplified caricature-type 
models become subjects of intense studies. In particular, the study of front propaga­
tion is one of the fundamental problems in nonlinear dynamics. Our knowledge and 
understanding of the experimental and numerical studies of these nonlinear excitable 
systems are enhanced and deepened by analytical approaches which as a result help to 
reveal some qualitative properties of the underlying PDEs formed.
The central theme of this thesis is therefore the exploration and exposition of the 
nature of the critical solutions in some simplified models of excitable media. These 
models are namely, the ZFK equation which is a fast subsystem of the FHN equations 
and the Biktashev (2002) [8] model, a fast subsystem of the detailed ionic cardiac 
tissue models. We are not aware of any analytical approach pertaining to initiation 
of excitation wave propagation regarding the derivation of expression for the threshold 
curves in a compact form for the ZFK equation and most especially that of the front 
equations (Biktashev (2002) model). Therefore, one of the main goals of this work 
is to develop some analytical approaches to solve the nonlinear initiation problem for 
the two subsystems by deriving in a compact form, the analytical expression of their 
numerically obtained critical curves. This then serves as analytical ignition criteria for 
these subsystems in particular, and hopefully for excitable systems in general.
Initiation of excitation waves is a threshold phenomenon [19, 28] and therefore, these 
problems are about classification of initial conditions that will or will not lead to a 
traveling-wave solution (i.e., excitation wave). Basically, the key question is about 
the nature of the boundary between these two classes (i.e., excitation and decay). 
Mathematically, this can be formulated as follows: Given
d'LL ^
—  = /(n )  +  (X, f) e [0, + oo) x [0,+oo),
u(X, 0) =  Ür +  Ust¡m H (X ,X stim),
where Ur is the resting state, H describes the shape of the initial perturbation, say 
H (X ,X stim) =  c@ (X stim — X),  X stim and Us t are the width and amplitude of that 
perturbation respectively; c is a constant vector, ti e  i n is an n-dimensional vector 
of dynamic variables, D  a diagonal diffusion coefficients matrix and f (u)  a vector of
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nonlinear functions that specify the local dynamics. A typical picture observed in 
numerical simulations is that if initial conditions satisfy Ustim <  f/s*tim(Astim), X  G 
[0,oo) then ü(X,t)  decays as t —*• oo, and if Ust¡m > U*tim(X stim), X  G [0,oo) then 
Ti(X,t) approaches a stable propagating front solution as t —> oo. Hence, the goal is to 
find such U*tim(Xstim).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Mathematical definitions and concepts
In this section we present definitions and description of some mathematical concepts 
used in the study.
Mathematical models
The description of the dynamical processes in excitable media are represented in many 
applications in the generic form [103]
dE
-q£  =  V (A  V Ei) +  Fi(V Ei, E) +  Ii(r, t), (2.1)
where Ei are the field variables of the active medium, E  determines the state of the 
system, T) are nonlinear functions of E and perhaps V Ei, Di are diffusion coefficients, 
ij are external actions varying in space (f) and time (t) used for initiation of excitation 
waves. The system in (2.1) is a generic form of nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations 
which arc used widely to describe various phenomena in neurobiology, electrophysiology, 
biophysics, chemical physics, population genetics, mathematical ecology and in other 
areas [21, 103].
Reaction-diffusion systems [78, 69] are mathematical equations which describe how 
the concentration of one or more substances distributed in space changes under the 
influences of two processes: (1) local (chemical) reactions in which substances are 
transformed into each other and, (2) diffusion that causes the substances to spread 
out in space. Originally, as the name suggests, reaction diffusion systems are natu­
rally applied in chemistry. However, later these equations have been used to describe 
dynamical processes of non-chemical nature. Example of such processes are found in 
biology, physics, geology, ecology.
The solutions of reaction-diffusion equations exhibit a broad range of behaviours, 
for example, formation of traveling waves and wave-like phenomena and other self-
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organized patterns like spiral waves and stripes, and intricate structures as solitons.
The simplest type of reaction-diffusion equation is the one which is concern with the 
concentration of a single substance in one spatial dimension which is of the form
and is also referred to as the KPP (Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscounov) equation; f (u)  
is the reaction part which takes on various forms. If the reaction part vanishes, then 
the equation represent a pure diffusion process which is known as the heat equation. 
The choice of f (u ) in (2.2) gives the following well known equations which were named 
after their founders [97, 69]:
• f (u) =  u(l — u): Fishers’s equation [20], originally used to describe the spreading 
of biological populations;
• f (u) =  u(l — u2): Newell-Whitehead-Segel equation, to describe Rayleigh-Benard 
convection;
• f (u) =  u(l — u)(u — a), 0 < a <  1: the general Zeldovich equation that arises in 
combustion theory, and its particular degenerate case f (u ) =  u2 — u3.
In contrast, the basic features of self-sustained dynamics in excitable media can be 
describe by the relatively simple two-component activator-inhibitor (or propagator- 
controller) system
where u(r,t) and v(r,t) describe the state of the system, f (u ,v ) and g(u,v) specify 
the local dynamics, a determines the ratio between two diffusion constants and e is 
the ratio of the reaction rates. For parameter e -C 1, the reaction-diffusion system 
exhibit relaxational dynamics with interval of fast and slow motions. The system is 
referred to as the Brusselator, FitzHugh-Nagumo [33, 28], Rinzcl-Kcller, [80], Barkley 
[5] depending on the nature of the nonlinear functions / ,  g.
The space-clamped version of (2.3) reduces to
( 2.2)
—- =  a V 2v +  eg(u,v) (2.3)
—  -  f {u,v),  
4 t  =  eg(u,v), (2.4)
which is known as FitzHugh-Nagumo equations (also often called Bonhoeffer Van der 
Pol (oscillator) equations).
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Classifications of the reaction-diffusion systems
Based on the nature of nullclines which emanate as a result of the type of nonlinearity 
of the functions / ,  g, [26, 41, 65, 66], the systems (2.2, 2.3, 2.4) can roughly be classified 
into three groups (i) monostable (ii) bistable and (iii) oscillatory.
The monostable systems have only one stable fixed point (stationary state or resting 
state). A small (subthrcshold) perturbation of the stationary state returns immediately 
to it, while a sufficiently large (superthreshold) perturbation induces a long excursion 
in the phase space and eventually the system relaxes again to its rest state.
For the bistable system, it nullclines intersect at three fixed points, two of which 
are stable, sometimes referred to as rest and excited states and the one remaining is 
unstable (saddle point). Meanwhile, in the oscillatory system there is one unstable 
fixed point and a stable limit cycle.
2.2 Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model
In 1952, Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley in their Noble Prize winning work devel­
oped a model from the popularly known cable equation which describes the electrical 
behaviour and properties of the surface membrane of a giant squid axon [44, 84, 72].
Later this system of equations became a prototype of a large family of mathematical 
models quantitatively describing electrophysiology of various living cells and tissues. 
These cells and tissues are specialized electric circuits that carry vital signals from one 
part of either animals or human system to another. Therefore, an understanding of 
the structures of the equations in this model is indispensable as it serves as the spring 
board from which many researches in the field of biophysical sciences take off.
Before giving a brief description of this model there is the need for an acquaintance 
with some terminologies as found in the literature.
2.2.1 Definitions and description of some technical terms
Membrane potential Also called transmembrane potential difference or transmem­
brane potential or transmembrane potential gradient is the electrical potential 
difference across a plasma membrane. In physical terms it is described as the 
voltage drop or the difference in voltage between one face of a bilayer and its 
immediate opposite face.
Resting membrane potential In biological cells that are electrically at rest, the 
cytosol (the internal fluid of the cell) posses a uniform electrical potential or 
voltage compared to the extracellular solution. This voltage is the resting cell 
potential, also called the resting potential. In other words, the constant potential
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difference observed when an electrode is inserted into the interior of a cell. E.g. 
—70mV (in Nuerons) and — 90mV (in skeletal muscle).
Equilibrium potential The membrane potential at equilibrium (an equilibrium point 
is when influx and efflux of ions are equal).
Action potential The rapid change in electric potential that part of a cell or tis­
sue undergoes when it is stimulated (depolarized), especially by the transmission 
of an impulse. It is also called electrical excitation or propagated signal. Mini­
mally, an action potential involves a depolarization, a repolarization and finally a 
hyperpolarization.
Depolarization In biology this refers to the event a cell undergoes when its mem­
brane potential grows more positive with respect to the extracellular solution. 
It typically results from the influx of positively charged ions (such as sodium or 
calcium) into the cell. Alternatively, depolarization can also happen if potassium 
channels are closed.
Repolarization In neuroscience, this refers to the change in membrane potential that 
returns the membrane potential to a negative value after the depolarization phase 
of an action potential has just previously changed it (i.e. the membrane potential) 
to a positive value.
Repolarization results from the movement of positively charged potassium ions 
out of the cell. Typically the repolarization phase of an action potential results 
in hyperpolarization, attainment of a membrane potential that is more negative 
than the resting potential.
Hyperpolarization In neuroscience, this is the event a neuron (nerve cell) undergoes 
when it membrane potential grows more negative with respect to the extracel­
lular solution. It can be caused by the flow of positively charged ions (such as 
potassium) out of the cell, or by the influx of negatively charged ions (such as chlo­
ride). In other words, hyperpolarization is said to occur when a cell’s membrane 
potential dips below it’s resting level.
Absolute refractory period (ARP) This is a period during an action potential 
when a second stimulus will not produce a second action potential (no matter 
how strong that stimulus is). This corresponds to the period when the sodium 
channels are open (typically just a millisecond or less).
Relative refractory period (RRP) This is a period when another action potential 
can be produced, but only if the stimulus is greater than the threshold stimulus. 
This corresponds to the period when the potassium channels are open (several
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milliseconds). In this case nerve cell membrane becomes progressively more ‘sen­
sitive’ (easier to stimulate) as the relative refractory period proceeds. Therefore 
it takes a very strong stimulus to cause an action potential at the beginning of the 
relative refractory period, but only a slightly above threshold stimulus to cause 
an action potential near the end of the relative refractory period.
Threshold (stimulus/potential) The minimum stimulus needed to achieve an action 
potential is called threshold stimulus and the resultant potential change is called 
the threshold potential. Thus, if the membrane potential reaches the threshold 
potential (generally 5 — 15 mV less negative than the resting potential), the 
voltage-regulated sodium channels all open and sodium ions rapidly diffuse inward 
and depolarization occurs.
2.2.2 Equations
In their paper [44], Hodgkin and Huxley formulated a complete mathematical model 
via nonlinear PDE popularly known as the cable equation. The equation gives the
total membrane current (Im) at any point along the axon as the sum of the displace-
dv
ment current of the membrane capacitance (C —  ) and the current resulting from the
C/o
movement of ions through the membrane (/¿) [24, 23]
a d2v 
2~Rdx>
I - C  —  +  I 
m ~  dt +  "
(2.5)
where a is the axon radius (cm), R the specific resistance (ohm cm) of the axoplasm, C 
the specific membrane capacitance (gF /cm 2), v the departure from the resting voltage 
of the membrane (mV), x  distance along the axon from the stimulating electrode (cm), t 
time (msec), /j ionic current density {pA/cm2) and Im total membrane current density 
(pA/cm2).
And by the appropriate experimental procedures, the membrane potential can be 
constrained to have the same value along a finite length of the of axon (i.e., space-clamp 
constraint). Therefore, equation (2.5) simplifies to the ordinary differential equation 
(ODE)
/ — C - f  +  Ji, (2.6)
with Fj =  /Na + Ik +  7l (sum of Na+, K+ and other ions’s current),
^Na =  </Na('f ~  '^Na),
7k  =  ,9k ( v  - v k ) ,
II =  9l(« ~ vl ), (2.7)
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«Na, V K ,  V l , the equilibrium potential for sodium, potassium and leakage current re­
spectively and where
SNa =  .9Na fU3 h,
9k =  9k n4. (2.8)
Note that g^tl, 9k , 9l are respectively the conductivities for Na+ , K+ , and other ions 
species and correspondingly g^a, gK (constants) are the maximum attainable values for 
#Na, 9k -
The dimensionless variables m, h, n, which varies from 0 to 1, are voltage-sensitive 
gate proteins (otherwise known as the gating variables). Specifically, m, h (for activa­
tion and inactivation of Na+ gate) and n (for activation of K+ gate) describe all the 
smoothly varying voltage and time dependence of the kinectics. These gating variables 
obey the ODEs
■^TT =  O tm {v){ 1 -  m )  -  0 m (v )m ,  at
= ah(t/)(l - h ) -  0h(v)h,
c\n
—  =  an(v)(l -  n) -  0n(v)n, (2.9)
where atj(v), Pj(v), j  =  h, m, n are gate’s closing and opening rates in ms“ 1. Hodgkin 
and Huxley empirically determined expressions for the gate rates as
Om(v)
0.1(v +  25)
exp [(?; +  25)/10] — 1 ’ 
oth(v) =  0.07 exp (v/20), 
0.01(17 +  10)a.n(v) =
exp[(v + 10)/10] — 1 ’
Pm{v) =  4.0 exp (v/18),
1
^h{V) _  exp [(w +  30)/10] +  1 ’
/?„(?;) =  0.125 exp(v/80). (2.10)
The values of other constants appearing in the equations are #Na =  120, 9k =  36, 9l =  
0.3 (m.mho/cm2); — —115, Vk =  12, Vl =  —10.5989 (mv). Hence, the Hodgkin- 
Huxley model consist of four coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs), and thus, 
from (2.6) and (2.9) we obtain
(.9Na m3 h{v — uNa) +  9k n4 (v -  vK) +  9l (v -  vL) ) ,
■37 =  am(r)(l -  m) -  Pm{v)m, at
=  a fc(u)(l - h ) -  /3h(v)h,
An
—  =  an(v)(l - n )  ~/3n(v)n. (2.11)
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2.2.3 Action potentials (AP): Solutions and structure
By ‘membrane’ action potential is meant one in which the membrane potential is uni­
form, at each instant, over the whole of the length of fibre under consideration. There 
is no current along the axis cylinder and the net membrane current must therefore 
always be zero, except during the stimulus. If the stimulus is a short shock at t =  0, 
the form of the action potential should be given by solving equation (2.11) with the 
initial conditions that v =  Vo and m, ri and h take on their resting steady state values 
no =  0.3177, mo = 0.0530, ho =  0.5961, to four places of decimals.
The process by which an action potential signal is propagated can be understood 
when we look closely at the events happening in the immediate vicinity of the membrane 
[85, 30]. A certain threshold voltage is required to start the process: the potential 
difference must be raised to about —30 to —20 (mV) at some site on the membrane. 
Experimentally this can be achieved by a stimulating electrode that pierces a single 
neuron. Biologically this happens at the axon hillock in response to an integrated 
appraisal of excitatory inputs impinging on the soma. Consequently, when the threshold 
voltage is reached the following sequence of events occur:
• Sodium channels open, letting to the influx of Na+ ions into the cell interior. This 
causes the membrane potential to depolarize further; that is, the inside becomes 
more positive with respect to the outside, the reverse of resting-state polarization.
• After a slight delay, the potassium channels open, letting to the eflux of K+ 
ions to the cell exterior. This in essence restores the original polarization of 
the membrane, and further causes an overshoot of the negative rest potential 
{hyperpolarization). •
• The sodium channels then close in response to a decrease in the potential differ­
ence.
• Adjacent to a site that has experienced these events the potential difference ex­
ceeds the threshold level necessary to set in motion the first event. The process 
repeats, leading to a spatial conduction of spike-like signal. The action poten­
tial can thus be transported down the length of the axon without attenuation or 
change in shape, mathematically, this makes it a traveling wave.
The system (2.11) and equations (2.10) are used to draw the graphs in Fig. 2.1. The 
red solid curve in the left top panel of Fig. 2.1 describes the complete stages of an 
action potential (i.e., electrical excitability) process: depolarization, repolarization and 
hyperpolarization.
Also shown in Fig. 2.1 are: The absolute refractory period (ARP) which is the period 
during which a second stimulus will not trigger a second action potential (however,
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Figure 2.1: Numerical solution of system (2.11) [44, 63] for initial depolarization vo =  15 mV 
showing the complete stages of an action potential process: depolarization, repolarization and 
hyperpolarization.
strong the second stimulus might be). This corresponds to the period when the sodium 
channels are open (typically some millisecond or less);
The relative refractory period (RRP) which is the period when another action po­
tential is possible if the stimulus is greater than the threshold stimulus. This corre­
sponds to the period when the potassium channels arc open (several milliseconds). In 
other words, the nerve cell membrane becomes progressively more ‘sensitive’ (easier to 
stimulate) as the relative refractory period proceeds. Therefore, it takes a very strong 
stimulus to produce an action potential at the beginning of the relative refractory pe­
riod, but only a slightly above threshold stimulus to cause an action potential near the 
end of the relative refractory period.
In the top right panel of Fig. 2.1 are solutions of (2.11) for initial depolarizations, Vq,
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of 90, 15, 7 and 6 (mV) illustrating excitability around the threshold and equilibrium. 
The HH model has only one equilibrium (resting point), therefore if a small shock 
(subthreshold) is applied to the resting state, then this shock cause small perturbation 
which is below the critical level (threshold) of the system, and it decays immediately 
back to the resting state (no excitation). However, if the shock exceeds the critical level 
of the system due to a large shock (superthreshold), then this cause excitation to occur 
and the cells are depolarized, meaning the membrane potential is moved away from its 
resting state for quite a while before eventually returning to the rest state. In other 
words, above threshold initial voltages lead to a rapid response with large changes in 
the state of the system.
In the bottom panel is the reduced 2-dimensional (u, w) phase portrait of the 4- 
dimcnsional (v , m, n, h) space of the HH model with u =  v — 36 m and w =  (n — 
h)/2 [33]. The regions marked on the trajectories (red solid curves) correspond to the 
physiological responses which are known as: regenerative, active, absolute refractory, 
and relative refractory phases. It also shows the only one equilibrium (resting point) 
of the HH system from which small, below threshold (subthreshold) stimulus do not 
lead to excitation, but rather a gradual return to it; while larger, above-threshold 
(superthreshold) stimulus result in a large excursion through the phase space before 
finally returning to it (the equilibrium). Such superthreshold trajectories are the phase- 
space representation of an action potential. The region marked ’no man’s land’ , a non- 
physiological term is a region where rare trajectories could be obtained and so chosen 
to represent a state the nerve seldom reached in physiological experiments.
2.3 FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) model
2.3.1 Bonhoeffer-van der Pol (BVP) Model
Richard FitzHugh was the first investigator to apply mathematical analysis (phase 
plane analysis) to study the qualitative properties of HH system of equations. In his 
paper [33], FitzHugh suggested that a modified version of the Van der Pol system of 
equations which he called the Bonhoeffer-van der Pol (BVP) model [33, 39, 36, 74], has 
similar qualitative properties to the HH system. He suggested that the four-dimensional 
projection of HH space portrait to a two-dimensional subspace gives a phase portrait, 
(see Sec. 2.2), where the trajectories look similar to that of FitzHugh phase portrait. 
The BVP model is given by
x =  c (y +  x  — *3/3  +  z)
y =  -  (x -  a +  by)/c (2.12)
where a and b are constants and satisfy the conditions 1 — 26/3 < a < l , 0 < b < l ,  b <  
c2 and x  represents the excitability of the system (membrane potential,v), y represents
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XFigure 2.2: Solutions of equations (2.12) [33] having an equilibrium (x0,yo) =  (1.20, —0.625) 
with parameters a = 0.7, b =  0.8, c =  3.0 and z — 0 for stimuli 1.20, 0.6, 0.2. It shows the 
complete stages of an action potential process: depolarization, repolarization and hyperpolar­
ization.
combined forces that tend to return the axonal membrane resting state, 2 represents 
the stimulus intensity which corresponds to the external current /(f )  in HH equations.
Action potentials and physiological states of BVP Model
In Fig. 2.2 the curves fairly resemble those of the HH model in Fig. 2.1 with small shock 
(subthreshold) of 0.2, and 0.6, 1.20 as superthreshold respectively. This illustrates the 
same excitability phenomenon of the HH model in that the small shock fails to excite as 
the action potential it elicits immediately goes back to the resting point of the system. 
The resting point (P) the only one as is the case with HH system is stable , therefore 
if a phase point displaced initially a short distance from the resting point will return 
toward its spontaneously. If a stimulus consisting of an instantaneous shock is applied 
to the system, the phase point jumps horizontally along the dotted line for a distance 
A x  proportional to the amplitude of the shock- to the left for a cathodal (-z) shock or 
to the right for an anodal one (+z) (see [33] for detailed explanations).
After a sufficiently large cathodal shock, the phase point travels along a path to 
the left through the regenerative zone, upward through the active, to the right through 
the absolute refractory, downward to the relatively refractory and finally back to P. 
This clockwise circuit represents a complete action potential (electrical excitability). 
If the shock is too small, no impulse (AP) results; instead, the phase point returns 
more directly to P through the small clockwise- circuits (representing subthresholds) 
as shown in the diagram Fig. 2.2.
The no-man’s land (non-physiological term) is a region where rare trajectories could 
be obtained and is chosen to represent state the nerve seldom reached in physiological 
experiments. The horizontal distance of a point from the separatrix is proportional to
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the threshold (magnitude of instantaneous 2 pulse). It should be noted that since ex­
citation is the result of the phase point being displaced horizontally across the threshold 
separatrix, it follows that the system will be absolutely refractory when the phase point 
is above the separatrix, where such crossing is impossible. In the relative refractory 
zone, the phase point lies to the right of the separatrix and can be displaced across it, 
but the threshold stimulus required is greater than for the resting point [33].
In Fig. 2.2 we can see that we have a stable singular point (equilibrium point) with a 
trajectory that spirals toward its. FitzHugh used the BVP system of equations because 
it has qualitative properties similar to that of HH system. Thus, it can be argued 
that the pair (v,m ) corresponds to x  and they represent excitability. The pair (h,n) 
corresponds to y and represent recovery. As suggested by FitzHugh [33], the phase 
portraits of both HH and BVP look similar and hence exhibit the same excitability 
phenomenon.
2.3.2 FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) equations
The FHN model [33, 67] which is a generic model for excitable media and its numerous 
variants have served well as simple yet qualitatively reasonable models of the compli­
cated processes of excitation and propagation in nerve fibre, heart muscle and other 
biological spatially-extended excitable systems. Among the variants, this is one of the 
format as used by Winfree [96]
du 1 ft \ , n  & u
dv cPv
-  =  e g ( u , v ) + l D ^ , (2.13)
where x, t 6 R are measured respectively in “space units” and “time units” , f(u, v) =  
u — u3/3 — v, g{u,v) =  u +  (3 — 'yv. The propagation variable u represents an electric 
potential, the recovery variable v represents ion channels (as those channels in HH 
model), D  is the coefficient of diffusion in “space units/time unit” and 5 the diffusion 
rate (it is usual in electrophysiological applications to take 5 =  0). Often for the sake 
of simplicity D — 1, <5 =  0 and the system reduced to
du 1 . . d2u
M = -ef { u ’ v) +  W
dv
dt =  eg(u,v).
(2.14)
The generic FHN system has been represented by various formats as discussed in [96, 
28]. The form we are going to use in this work is the one due to Ncu, Pressig and 
Krassowska [68] but with the notational change v =  u, y =  v , p  =  6
du _  cPu
dt dx2 +
dv
—  =  e(au  -  v),
v,
(2.15)
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where /(«.) =  u(u — 0)( 1 — u), a cubic polynomial with the state variables, u and v 
representing respectively the transmembrane potential and inactivation variable; e a 
small parameter, a  a constant and 6 corresponds to the threshold state of the system 
and must satisfy O < 0 < l / 2 i n  order for the FHN system to give rise to a propagating 
wave [56, 57] as shown in Fig. 2.3
U, V
Figure 2.3: A propagating pulse profile solution to the FHN system (2.15).
2.3.3 Zeldovich-Frank-Kamenetskii (ZFK ) equation
The fast subsystem of (2.15) coincides with the ZFK [99] equation, also known as the 
Nagumo equation [50, 6, 58]
du
dt
d2u 
dx2 +  / ( « ) ,
(2.16)
where f (u)  =  — (u — Ui)(u — U2)(u — «3); U\ <  «2 < «3, «2 < (^l +Uz)/2 and U\, «2, «3 
are roots of / ( « ) .  Note that U\ corresponds to the resting state of the full FHN system. 
Meanwhile, U2 , «3 are respectively the threshold and excited state (see [88] for details). 
The ZFK equation in (2.16) has as solution the propagating front which is a profile 
with two different asymptotic states, that is U\ on the right and U3 on the left as in 
Fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.4: A propagating front profile solution to the ZFK equation in (2.16) which is a fast 
subsystem to the FHN system in (2.15).
2.4 Biktashev 2002 model (a front model)
The FHN model has indisputably and reputedly been one of the most widely stud­
ied excitable system in literature for almost five decades now. However, its role as 
a universal prototype of excitable system has in recent times become under intense 
and sustained pressures for reasons ranging from phenomenology to structure of the
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model(s) it ought to caricature. As a results many alternative simplified models had 
been suggested [1, 32, 29, 7, 42, 8].
Here, we are presenting the simplified cardiac front model due to Biktashev [8], 
the main subject of our study. It is one of the direct descendants of the biophysically 
detailed models. The two-variable cardiac excitation front model which we shall be 
referring to as the front model is a simplified model based on the celebrated HH model 
[44], the more recent ionic models such as the Noble-1962 [70] and Courtmenche et 
al (CRN-1998) [25, 86] models. The human atrial tissue model (CRN-1998) is a ho­
mogenous and isotropic one-dimensional medium which satisfies the reaction-diffusion 
system (RDS)
chi - a2!!
dT =  ' ~dX2
+  F(u), (2.17)
where F(u) is a vector defined according to the atrial single-cell realistic CRN-1998 
model, u =  (E , m, h , j , . . . , ) T € M21 is a vector of all dynamic variables of the model 
and D = diag (0 ,0 ,0 , . . . , )  is the tensor of diffusion in which only the coefficients of 
the voltage E  is nonzero. Thus, the simplified description focuses on the excitation and 
propagation of impulses while ignoring the effects due to the geometry, anisotropy and 
heterogeneity of a real atrium [86].
After some non-standard asymptotic analysis [8, 9, 46] based on the smallness of 
certain quantities in the equations in (2.17), formalized with an explicit parameter e it 
is re-written as
| |  =  - C m1 m, h, j )  +  £  'j(E, • • •)) +  D
\ fh(E),dm (m.(E; e) — m)
dT £Tm(E)
dh (h(E; e) -  h)
dT £Th(E) ’
dy_ _ ( y ( E - e ) - y )
ery(E)dT
W  =  w
m(E; e)
h(E-e) 
y -  ua, w, ua, d,
d2E  
dX2 ’
e =  1,
\ @(E — Em), e =  0,
(h(E),  6 =1 ,
\Q(Eh - E ) ,  e =  0,
(2.18)
where ©() is the Heaviside function. The dynamic variables E, m, h, ua, w, oa and 
d as defined in [25] are considered as “fast” variables and change significantly during 
the upstroke of a typical action potential (AP). U = (j,Oi, ••• , Nai, Ki,- ■ -)T is the 
vector of all other slower variables and W  is the vector of the corresponding right-hand 
sides. The sum Yl'i(E, •••), is for all other currents except the fast sodium current 
N^a =  lNa.™?hj, which is only large during the upstroke of the AP and not that 
large otherwise (the m or h gates are almost closed outside the upstroke since their 
quasistationary values fn(E), h(E) are small there).
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Thus, in the limit e —> 0, functions fh,(E) and h(E) have to be considered as zero 
in certain overlapping intervals E  € (—00, Ern\, E  € [Eh, 00) and Eh < Em. Hence, 
the representations fh(E\ 0) =  Q(E — Em) and h(E ; 0) =  Q(Eh — E). Therefore, (2.18) 
in the limit c. —> 0, in the fast time t =  T/e, and with x  =  (i T ) _1 2^ X  gives a closed 
system of three equations
o e  b2e
—  =  - I Na mr hj/CM +  D dx2 ’
(0 (E  -  Em) -  m) /Tm(E),
dt 
dm
dt
^  =  (Q(EH- E ) - h ) / T h(E). (2.19)
Simplifying (2.19) further by replacing Th{E) and I^a(E) with constants and assuming 
additionally the limit of small Tm(E) so that m always remains close to its quasi- 
stationary value Q(E  — Em).
Hence, after suitable rescaling (so that Em =  1, Eh =  0) (2.19) reduced to the system 
of two PDEs (2.20) that models the excitation fronts in cardiac tissue. It describes very 
well the propagation block phenomenon, a feature typical of realistic excitation models 
that the FHN failed to adequately capture [8, 9, 10]
BE _  & E
«■  “  ~d^ + F {E ' h)’
with
§£  =  G(E,h)/r,
F(E ,h) =  S ( E - l ) h ,  
G(E, h) =  e ( - E ) - h ,
( 2.20)
( 2.21)
where E  corresponds to the transmembrane potential, h is the probability density of 
the Na+ channel gates being open and r  is a dimensionless parameter.
2.4.1 Traveling fronts solutions
The solutions to (2.20) are in the form of traveling front propagating rightward with 
speed c > 0, z =  x — c t  and satisfying the system of ODEs
- c E '  =  E" +  Q(E -  1) h, 
- c t i  =  - ( © ( - £ )  - h ) , (2.22)
where (') =  —— and with auxiliary conditions given by 
d£
E {+ 00) =  —a <  0, 
h(+00) =  1,
E (—00) — uj >  1, 
h(—00) =  0. (2.23)
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The phase of the front solution is chosen so that the internal boundary conditions 
E (0) =  0 and E (—A) =  1 at z =  0, —A are satisfied with the requirements that 
E(z) G C 1 and h(z) G C°. The ODE problem along with its auxilliary conditions has 
a family of propagating front solutions that depends on one parameter, the pre-front 
voltage a  which is fixed.
a »  = z £ - A ’
—a + a e ~ cz, z >  — A,
h{z) — <
z < 0, 
z > 0,
(2.24)
where z =  x  — ct, u) =  1 +  T(?(a +  1), A =  -  ln(— — ) and c is an implicit function ofc a
t and a as given by the following transcendental function,
'(1 + a)(l +  r c 2)\ . , / a + Tr (? In (2.25)
For a fixed a, there is a r*(o:) such that for r > r* «  7.6740, equation (2.25) has 
two solutions for c: c =  c±(a, r), c+ (higher) >  c_(lower) [8]. There is numerical and 
analytical evidence that solutions (2.24) with c — c+ are stable and those with c =  c_ 
are unstable with one positive eigenvalue [8, 43].
Figure 2.5: A typical propagating front profile for the unstable front solution to the ODE 
system (2.22) for the simplified cardiac equations in (2.20).
2.5 Approximations to initiation problem for the ZFK 
equation
2.5.1 The critical nucleus
There exist a well developed theory of initiation of propagating waves in the FitzHugh- 
Nagumo equations [34, 35, 68], in the singular limit when the activator (excitation) 
variable is much faster than the inhibitor (recovery) variable. The key role in this 
theory is played by the so called critical nucleus, ucr(x), which is an unstable, non­
trivial stationary solution of
du
dt
d2u
dx2 +  / ( « ) , (2.26)
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such that Mcr(±oo) =  U\ where /(«,) =  — (u—Ui)(u—Uq)(u—113) with U\ corresponding to 
the resting state (see Sec. 2.3.3). The critical nucleus plays a key role in understanding 
the initiation processes for the FHN systems, such solution is unique as found in [68] 
for quadratic nonlinearity (i.e., when the limit of small 0 is considered for the cubical 
f(u ) in (2.16)) as
Ucr{x) =  Y sech-2(~ Y x>)- (2-27)
However, for the cubical nonlinearity f(u ) as in (2.16) we have reproduced the solution 
as found by Flores in [34] though in a slightly different form
u*r(x) =  39V2 [(1 +  0)V2 +  cosh (.tv/#) V 2 -  50 +  02
-1
(2.28)
Its linearization spectrum has exactly one unstable eigenvalue, while all other eigenval­
ues are stable. So the center-stable manifold of this stationary solution has codimension 
one, and divides the phase space of (2.16) into two open sets. One of these sets cor­
responds to initial conditions leading to successful initiation, and the other to decay 
[58, 34, 62, 35, 68].
2.5.2 Variational approaches
One of the analytical approaches to the description of initiation of propagation as 
employed in [68] was the use of projected dynamics (a Galerkin-style approximation) 
to the class of Gaussian ansatz. Neu and co-workers derived this approximation after 
transforming the ZFK equation to gradient form. In general not every equation can be 
written in that form, so we have tried more generic approaches, for instance, we present 
some new results of approximations done on the ZFK equation for both smooth and 
piece-wise smooth ansatzes by minimizing the L2-norm of the residual of the equation 
on one hand and on the other by using a modified Biot-Mornev procedure [64].
Variational approximation of initiation problem by Neu et al
An analytical approach to the description of initiation of propagation as used by Neu 
and co-workers, [68] is the used of projected dynamics (a Galcrkin-style approximation) 
to the class of Gaussian ansatz
u(x ,t) =  a(t) exp(—k(t) x)2, (2.29)
with varying amplitude a(t) and inverse width k(t). After rewriting the ZFK equation 
in terms of variational derivative they obtained ODE system in the limit of small 0. Not 
every equation can be written that form, so we tried a more generic approach, where we 
minimize the equation of the residuals using L2-norm. To find the residue functional,
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we express our approximate solution u(x, t) in terms of the unknown parameters a(t) 
and k(t) by letting
u(x,t) =  V (x,a (t),k (t)) (2.30)
and the residue functional is then
* - f ( S - S  - * ) ' *
Now minimizing (2.31) w.r.t a, k by using calculus we have the ODE system as obtained 
by Neu and co-workers [68] in terms of d, k
à =  —a(2 k2 +  1 — 6‘itt),
k =  —k(2k? — e‘2tt), (2.32)
where
Cl
7y/6 
18 ’ c 2
7a/6 (2.33)
We have approximated the stable séparatrices (the center-stable manifold) of the critical 
nucleus with its eigenvector by using the transformation
a =  1.4697+ 1.2866 s
k =  0.4472 +  s, (2.34)
where s € R is a parameter, (1.4697, 0.4472) is the critical nucleus and (1.2866,1)T its 
corresponding eigenvector.
With the knowledge that oc k, and oc a, we obtain a relationship between 
the threshold curve and the center-stable manifold (the separatrix of our Galerkian 
ODE) as
B  /
®stim — j s^tirn — A. a. (2.35)
Now using the ansatz
V =  a e~{kx)2 w ustim©(a;stim -  x), (2.36)
where O is a Heaviside function and the values of the parameters A =  0.7506376700 
and B =  0.9899390828 numerically determined. The result shown in Fig. 2.6(b) is our 
contribution and therefore, not found in [68].
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Figure 2.6: (a) The phase-portrait of the Galerkin ODE system reproduced from [68]. The 
eigenvector (dashed - green line) of the center-stable manifold (solid - red line) of the critical 
nucleus serving as the approximation of the center-stable manifold of the critical nucleus. The 
unstable manifold is the dotted - gray curve, (b) The threshold curves in the Mstim - s^tim 
plane, the result of our approximation (dotted - blue line) compared with that (solid - black 
line) obtained from simulations with the PDE system in [68].
The Biot-Mornev variational approximation
Mornev [64], devised a modified version of the Biot’s variational method of computation 
of non-stationary processes of heat and diffusion mass transfer in regions of complex 
shape. The modification were necessary because Biot procedure according to Mornev 
[64] had some setbacks. One of the setbacks was the non invocation of any variational 
principle since no minimization functional that would yield the analytical relations 
obtained had been specified. There was also the usage of variables that had no physical 
meaning [13] which made it difficult for physical intuition to be used to construct a 
priori classes of functions via which approximate solutions could be sought for. In 
addition, the method was not applicable to the integration of diffusion or heat matter 
generation by chemical reaction. In fact, the method as suggested by Mornev did not 
even allow for the integration of the simplest reaction-diffusion with nonlinear reaction 
part of the form
<Pt =  div (D  V (p) +  f(<p), (2.37)
where f(ip) =  — — is a nonlinear function generated by the potential II(< )^, d <p
div(DV<p) =  V • {DS7y) =  D V V 1 Therefore, Mornev suggested some modifica­
tions of the Biot method to take care of the outlined disadvantages by developing a 
direct method of integration of reaction-diffusion equations of type (2.37) and their 
generalization based on the minimum dissipation principle.
1For convenience and brevity we retain the original notations for the partial derivatives as used in
[64].
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The generalized versions of the the reaction-diffusion of type (2.37) given in contin­
uous (2.38) format is
Vt
' J V
8G _  dg dg 
6ip 1V9(Vy?) dip'
(2.38)
where tp is an unknown function with arguments X ,  i; 7 =  7 (ip,V(<p),x) is a specified
function and G =  G[ip] =  f  g(ip,V(<p),x,t) dT is the energy functional, and dr is the
w
volume element of the physical space. The integration is performed via the spatial 
region W  which can be finite or infinite. Equation (2.38) is supplemented with the 
boundary conditions
n ö?r7~\ \aw ~  0’ (2.39)0(Vp)
where n is the outer normal to the dW . The dynamic principle of minimum dissipation 
for mechanical system suggested that the actual vector v =  ip, as defined by the right- 
hand side of (2.38) and realized along the paths of the actual motion <p(x, t) obtained by 
the integration of system (2.38) at boundary conditions (2.39), provided a stationarity 
for the local dissipative potential (2.40)
cr =  T +  ^ - ,  (2.40)
in which the functional (2.41) is substituted for G
G =  G[(p\ =  J g dr =  ±J D\Vp\2 dr + J U(<p) dr, (2.41)
w w w
and the dissipation functional
T =  r[p,v] =  (1/2) J 7 (<p,V{ip),x)v2 dr, (2.42)
w
for T. Therefore, the second equation in (2.38) is represented in the form of variational 
condition as
Sva\t><p= 6 v (r[v,v] +  - ^ ^ )  \t„ ,
=  6vr[<p,v]\t,v  +  öv ) k„ = 0 . (2.43)
Mornev method considered some a priori specified family of of functions ( “ansatz” ), 
<p(x,t, q) that satisfy conditions (2.39) at any time t, and where q =  {qa}a=i is a set 
of parameters which Biot termed as Lagrange variables. The main idea of the method 
is that the unknown solutions <p(x,t) to (2.38) are approximated by the functions 
<p(x, t, q (t,)) which at any time belong to a specified family, with functions qa(t) found by 
integration of the ordinary differential equations derived from the variational condition 
(2.43).
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The geometrical interpretations of the stated points in the previous paragraph as 
explained by Mornev are: The evolution of a physical system described by equations 
(2.38) occurs in an infinite-dimensional states space (</>space) whose points are the 
functions ip{x) which obey the boundary conditions (2.39).
The right-hand side of the the second/third equation in (2.38) specify in the (¿-space, 
a time dependent vector field that provides the stationarity to the potential a. Integra­
tion of this field with some initial conditions ip(x,to) — <Po(%) recovers in the (¿»-space 
the actual path, <p(x,t) (i.e., solution) of the system passing through the point ipo{x) at 
t =  to- Therefore, introducing an a priori ( “ansatz” ) family of functions p (x ,t, q) that 
imaged the infinite-dimensional space into n-dimensional space of Lagrange functions 
constructed from qa (q-space). Thus, the states of the system and its evolution is now 
approximated by the points of the (/-space and by the paths in it. Finding the actual 
path q(i), necessitated the construction of the actual vector field in the (/-space that 
would approximate the original field in (2.38) and then integrating the corresponding 
system of ordinary differential equations.
Construction of the vector field in the (/-space
Mornev considered the velocity vector in (2.38) to be such that
d p  d p  . d p  d p  . .
* ‘  =  a T + a i q =  «  +  e 5 u s < , ( l ’ ! ’ q ' u )’
(2.44)
where q =  {(/a}”=1 =  u =  {u " }” =1; thus, the velocity vector is expressed in terms of 
the velocity vector u in the (/-space. Then it is very clear from (2.44),
d p  d v  d p t
<9q <9u dq ’
d p  d v  d p t  .6v = —  du = —-du = —— du.
aq cm aq
Using (2.42) and (2.43), expressions for T become
(2.45)
=  ^ f ' y v 2 d r = i  J 7 $  dr =  T[p,$],  (2.46)
w w
and 5„r
r[0, v] =  ^ J  7 i) 6v dr =  i  J  7 v dr,
w w
f  * dpt
=  ] 1 ^  
w
¿u dr = d  / 1
d e f* \ s
d
w
I V t  dr j 6 u a  =  —  { T [ p , p t } ) 6 u a ,
(2.47)
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are obtained in terms of <p. And for - ^ T 1 in (2.43),
d G[<p\ =  dG[0] dG[ip\ =  dG[<p] dG[0\
df dt dqa dt dqa
(2.48)
and since 6y j  =  0,
(2.49)
Thus, substituting (2.48) and (2.49) in (2.43) and due to the arbitrariness of Sua, the 
system of ordinary differential equations were obtained
Hence, the required vector field is determined by the right-hand sides of the resultant 
equations obtain when (2.50) is resolved with respect to qa. Note that ODE system
(2.50) is now a finite-dimensional approximation of the initial partial differential equa­
tions (PDEs) (2.38).
2.6 Summary
• We have reviewed models of excitable media of two classes: generic ones, including 
FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) system and fast subsystem known as Zeldovich-Frank- 
Kamenetskii (ZFK) equation, and biologically specific “ionic” models, such as the 
Hodgkin-Huxley model one of its descendants, including the simplified model of 
cardiac front due to Biktashev [8, 9].
• We have also reviewed existing analytical approaches to approximate description 
of excitation waves, such as Galerkin style (variational) approaches of Neu et al. 
and Mornev’s modification of the Biot’s variational method. Both approaches 
have been applied to the generic models (FHN and ZFK) but not to the ionic 
models. •
• We note that in the analytical treatment of the initiation problem in the ZFK 
equation, the central role belongs to the concept of the critical nucleus, which is an 
unstable stationary and spatially inhomogeneous solution whose stable manifold 
is the threshold surface in the functional space, separating the initial conditions 
leading to successful initiation from those leading to decay.
(2.50)
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Table 2.1: Glossary of notations for Chapter 2
Notation Explanation(s): bf=bcfore, af=after Place introduced
a pre-frontal voltage af (2.2)
id post-frontal voltage (2.23)
aj(v), Pj{v), 
j  =  m, h, n Na+; K+ opening/closing gate rates (2.9)
£] f- ratio of the reaction rates (2.3); (2.18)
a ratio between diffusion constants (2.3)
a minimization functional [64] (2.40)
r a component of a [64] (2.40)
7 a specified function (2.38)
n the potential in the Biot-Mornev formal­
ism
af (2.37)
© Heaviside step function (2.18)
ô diffusion rate (2.13)
s variational derivative (2.38)
v path of actual motion [64] (2.37)
0 path of motion in the g-space [64] af (2.43)
6 threshold parameter bf (2.15)
T parameter (2.20)
A constant af (2.23)
7 n i  Thi Tn Na+ , K+ time scales (2.19)
dr volume element of the physical space [64] af (2.38)
a axon radius (2.5)
A, B constants (2.35)
c : C-, c+ speed: lower, higher af (2.21), af (2.25)
C, Cm specific membrane capacitance bf (2.5), (2.18)
D ì, D diffusion coefficient (2.1)
D tensor of diffusion (2.17)
continued on the next page =>
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1 = >  continued from the previous page
Notation Explanation(s): bf=bcforc, af=after Place introduced
Eh, E m constants (2.18)
Ei field variable (2.1)
Ë state of the system (2.1)
E Voltage (2.18)
Fi, f ,  g nonlinear function (2.1), (2.2), (2.3)
F, G nonlinear function (2.20)
F nonlinear vector (2.17)
G energy functional [64] (2.38)
g energy density [64] (2.38)
h external actions (2.1)
Im total membrane current density bf (2.5)
In a., Ik , Il Na+, K+, other ions’ current af (2.6)
gNa, gK, 9L Na+, K+ , other ions’ conductance (2.7)
gNa, gK Na+, K+ max. conductance (2.7), (2.8)
Î^Nai VK, Vl Na+, K+ , other ions’ equilibrium poten­
tial
(2.7)
m, h, n Na+, K+ gates variables (2.8)
fh, h Na+ , K+ gate variables’ quasi-stationary 
values
(2.18)
n outer normal to dW  [64] (2.39)
q : q vector of Lagrange variables: its velocity 
[64]
af (2.43): (2.44)
f space coordinate (2.1)
R specific resistance (2.5)
n residue functional (2.31)
s parameter (2.34)
U, V dynamic variable (2.2, 2.3)
Vjçx critical nucleus for the quadratic nonlin­
earity
bf (2.26)
continued on the next page =>■
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=^ - continued from the previous page
Notation Explanation(s): bf=bcforc, af=after Place introduced
Kx critical nucleus for the cubic nonlinearity (2.28)
Ul, u2, u3 roots of f(u ) af (2.16)
v :  v, u velocity, velocity in q—space [64] (2.38): (2.44)
V : a, k Galerkin ansatz : its parameters (2.30): (2.29)
u; U, W vector of dynamic variables (2.17); (2.18)
W  : dW spatial region: its boundary [64] af (2.38): (2.39)
'^ "stim j s^tim stimulus: width, amplitude bf (2.35)
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Chapter 3
Numerical study of two nonlinear 
models
3.1 Introduction
Investigating initiation criteria is not possible without the knowledge and understanding 
of the nature of the critical solution. Therefore, we present some numerical results of 
initiation for the ZFK equation which is a reduced form of the FHN system when 
e =  0. This equation is also known as the Nagumo equation that has the critical pulse 
(a.k.a. critical nucleus) as its non-constant solution which is stationary. Meanwhile, 
for the full FHN system the critical solution is in the form of critical pulse, an unstable 
propagating pulse solution [56, 57, 47]. As for the simplified front model [8] we present 
a numerically verified conjecture that the center-stable manifold of the unstable front 
solution is the threshold hypersurface separating initial conditions leading to excitation 
from those that lead to decay.
3.2 Numerical Methods
Our numerics are carried out on the three models that we consider in this work, that is, 
the ZFK, the FHN and the front equations. These equations are integrated via finite 
dilference discretization techniques based on either explicit Euler forward difference in 
time or central difference in space or both as the case may be. We use C code for the 
implementation of all our discretization schemes. We however, sometimes use Maple 
and/or Matlab for some of our numerical computations, most especially, for verifying 
the evaluations of the integrals from our analytical studies.
3.2.1 Finite difference approximation schemes
We introduce a grid of equally spaced x — and t— coordinates for the rectangular do­
main, say, 0 < x < L , 0 < t < T .  The goal is to approximate the grid values Q(Xi, tj). 
Therefore, we write Q] as a shorthand notation for the numerical approximation of
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Q(Xi,tj) with the grid points Tj, tj chosen as
Xi =  .To + i A t ,
tj =  to +  j  At, (3-1)
where A t , At are the spatial and time grid sizes, otherwise known as the discretization 
steps and i =  0, 1, . . . ,  N, j  =  0,1, . . . ,  M  for N, M  >  0, the pre-determined numbers 
of grid points.
We therefore, discretize our PDEs by replacing the time derivative with the explicit 
Euler forward difference approximation (a forward difference approximation for first 
order PDE with respect to time t)
BQi . Q!+ , - Q i
at ~  At, 5
Q =  u, v, E , h,
(3.2)
and the spatial derivative with the explicit central difference approximation of the 
second order PDE with respect to x
&Qi . .Q Î-,-üQÎ + 0L,
dx2 (A t )2
Q =  u, E. (3.3)
The discretization schemes in (3.2)-(3.3) give the following discretization formulas:
FHN (ZFK) discretization formulas
The formulas for FHN equations are
ui
7+1 7 Atu\ +  Ai f(u\, vj) +  -  2ui +  ui+1)>
t f +1 = v {  +  At£ff(uJi ,vj),
where
/ ( «« , «?)  =  K  (ui -  W 1 -  
9{u\ M )  =  a v j - v l -
Meanwhile, for its initial conditions
-4 «'li,- — U q +  Ustim © (^ ’stim T j ) ,
Vi =  T0,
and boundary conditions
-  „0 ui — uo>
u°N =  Wat- i , 
j+ l —u\  u\
7 +  1 .
U N  — U N - V
0 >
, J + 1
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
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for ï — 1, . . . , N  — 1, j  =  0, — 1.
Front discretization formulas
The formulas for the front equations are
E f ‘ =  Ej +  A tF(E*,h*) +  -  2E? +  E’+1),
¡ 4 * '=  >4+  (3.9)
where
F (E {,k ’i ) =  @ ( E i - l ) h i
G (E j,h i) =  Q i - E f ) - h i .  (3.10)
While that of its initial conditions
■E? =  CX 4" E si\m 0 ( x stim
*i =  l. Vxi,
and boundary conditions
ITtO _ tpO^1 ~~ M)>
ZT'O __ 77»0— &N-1>
£?+1 =  ^ +\
4 +1 =  4 + 1!, (3.12)
for i =  1 , . . . ,  N  — 1, j  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  M  — 1. Table (3.1) gives a summary of the parameters 
that we used for our numerics according to figures
Table 3.1: Parameters used for the numerical simulations
Figure Parameter values
Fig. 3.1(o, 6) e =  0 ,6  =  0.13, Ax =  0.15, At =  0.01, L =  120, xstim =  2.10
Fig. 3.1(c) «  =  0.37,0 =  0.13, e =  0(ZFK), e =  0.02(FHN), Ax = 
0.15, At =  0.01, L =  120
Fig. 3.2 a =  0.37, 6 =  0.13, £ =  0, Ax =  0.15, At =  0.01, L =  15
Fig. 3.3(a, b) a  =  0.37, Q =  0.13, e =  0, Ax =  0.15, At =  0.01, L =  15
Fig. 3.4 a  =  0.37, Q =  0.13, e =  0.02, Ax =  0.15, At =  0.01, 
L =  120, xstim =  2.10(a, b), xstim =  10.05(c,d)
continued on the next page =>■ |
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Figure Parameter values
Fig. 3.5 a =  0.37, 0 =  0.13, s =  0.0094, A x  =  0.15, At =  0.01, 
L =  60, 3?stim =  2.10(a,6), 3?stim =  10.05(c,d)
Fig. 3.6(a) a =  1,0.75, r  =  8, A x  =  0.075, At =  0.0025, L =  450
Fig. 3.6(6) a =  1,0.5, t  =  9, Ax =  0.075, At =  0.0025, L =  450
Fig. 3.7(a) a =  1,1.5, r  =  10, A x =  0.075,0.15, At =  0.0025,0.01, L =  450
Fig. 3.7(6) a =  0.5,1,0.75,1.5, r  =  8,9,10, A x  =  0.075, At =  0.0025, L =  
450
Fig. 3.8 a = l , r  =  8.2, A x =  0.075, At =  0.0025, L =  50, 
®stim =  0.3(top panel), æstim =  1.5(bottom panel)
Fig. 3.9 a  =  1, t =  8.2, A x  =  0.075, At =  0.0025, L =  450, æstim =  1.5
Fig. 3.10 a =  1, t =  8.2, A x =  0.075, At =  0.0025, L =  450, æstim =  0.3
Fig. 3.11 A x - 0.2, At =  0.01, L -  40, æstim =  2
Fig. 4.2 A i =  0.0025, T =  250, a =  0.37
3.2.2 Fitting methods
We have used an implementation of the nonlinear least-squares (NLLS) Marquardt- 
Levenberg algorithm in Gnuplot for the linear fit in Fig. 3.3(b) and for the nolinear fit 
in Fig. 4.8(a).
3.3 Initiation problem for the ZFK equation
3.3.1 The critical nucleus
As pointed out earlier in Chapter 2 the theoretical concept of initiation of excitation 
waves started with the initiation problem for the ZFK equation, which is the reduced 
form of the FHN system when e —► 0, v =  0
du 2^
~  =  ~dx2 + / ( ti)’ (*>0 e  [0,+00) x [0, + 00), (3.13)
where f(u ) =  u (u — 0) (1 — u).
The initiation problem consists of (3.13), the boundary and initial conditions 
Oil
— (0, i ) = 0, t e  [0,+oo),
w(3?,0) =  tistim0 O^ stim ®)> ® G [0,+00), (3.14)
where 0  is a Heaviside step function, ustim and .rstim are respectively the threshold 
potential ( excitation amplitude) and width of the excited region.
Fig. 3.1 (a,b) shows two typical results for the ZFK initiation process: a successful 
initiation, leading to generation of a propagating front, and an unsuccessful initiation,
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Figure 3.1: Initiation of excitation in ZFK equation. (a,b) Fast subsystem (3.13, 3.14) 
“ZFK” of “FHN” (2.15): for parameters values: a: = 0.37, 9 =  0.13, e = 0. Stimulation 
parameters: xstim = 2.10 for both, subthreshold ustim = 0.3304831 for (a) and superthreshold 
wstim = 0.3304833 for (b). Bold black lines: initial conditions, (c) The corresponding critical 
curves, separating initiation initial conditions from decay initial conditions.
leading to decay of excitation in the whole half-fibre into the resting state. The ZFK 
problem has a critical pulse as its non-constant solution which is stationary. Moreover, 
if a continuous one-parametric family of initial conditions contains some that initiate 
a wave and some that lead to decay, there is always at least one that does neither, but 
gives a solution that approaches the critical nucleus. This critical nucleus is the same 
for all such families, that is, it does not depend on the shape of the initial distribution 
ti(x,0), as long as its amplitude is at the threshold corresponding to that shape. Initial 
conditions very close to the threshold generate solutions which approach the critical 
nucleus and then depart from it, either toward propagation or toward decay. This 
transient stationary state can be seen in Fig. 3.1(a,b) where the initial conditions are 
selected very close to the threshold.
The theoretical understanding of excitability stems from FitzHugh’s simplified model 
of a nerve membrane [33]. One of his key concepts is “quasi-threshold” , which gets 
precise in the limit of large time scale separation between the processes of excitation 
and recovery. Then the fast subsystem has unstable “threshold” equilibria; initial 
conditions below such an equilibrium lead to decay, and those above it to propagation 
(excitation).
In a spatially extended FHN system [33, 67, 71, 28, 27] the ability of a stimulus 
to initiate a wave depends on its spatial extent, the aspect summarized by Ruston’s 
concept of “liminal length” [81, 71, 15]. A more generic concept is that of the “critical 
curve” in the stimulus-spatial extent plane (see Fig. 3.1(c)). A stimulus initiates a wave 
if its parameters are above this curve or decays if below.
Mathematically, the problem is about classification of initial conditions that will or 
will not lead to a traveling (excitation) wave solution. The key question is the nature
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of the boundary between the two classes. A detailed analysis of which has been done 
for the FitzHugh-Nagumo system and its variations.
In particular, if initial condition u(x, 0) <  ucr(a;), x  € [0, oo) then u(x,t) decays as 
t, —> oo, and if u(x, 0) >  uCT(x), x  € [0, oo) then u(x,t) approaches a stable propagating 
front solution. The center-stable manifold of the “critical nucleus” is the threshold 
surface separating initiation initial conditions and decay initial conditions. Roughly, 
this is a spatially extended analogue of a threshold equilibrium in the point system; 
critical nucleus is also a stationary but unstable solution, and its small perturbation 
lead to either initiation of excitation wave, for perturbations in one direction, or to 
decay, for perturbations in the opposite direction.
3.3.2 Numerical critical nuclei
The values of the parameters used for the numerics are 9 =  0.13, £ =  0 and a =  0.37. 
The spatial distributions of the potential u are constructed based on a one-dimensional 
fibre model of length L =  15 and a predetermined value of time t given by T =  200 
with no flux boundary conditions. The evolution of u is computed from (3.13) with 
the initial conditions uq(x ) as given by (3.14). The PDE for u was solved using the 
method of forward differences in time and central differences in space with a time step 
A i =  0.01 and the fibre discretized with A x  =  0.15.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
x
Figure 3.2: Plot of solutions (2.27, 2.28), the analytical critical nucleus ucr(x) due to Neu [68] 
shown as the black solid curve and u*r(x) represented by the black-dashed curve, the analytical 
critical nucleus for cubic nonlinearity compared with the four extracted numerical nuclei (shown 
in other colors).
Four numerical critical nuclei (shown in Fig. 3.2) were extracted by means of the 
minimal distance 3>(t) between two consecutive voltage profiles in L2 norm. The min­
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imal distance is an indicator for the slowest voltage profile u(x, t) which approximates 
the critical nucleus. The computation of the minimal distance between consecutive 
voltage profiles is achieved using the following discretization formula
3>{t) =  Iu(x,t +  dt) -  u (x ,t)|2, (3.15)
X
where the right-hand side of (3.15) is equivalent to (3.16) as given in terms of continuous 
functions
lim
dt dx—>0
r
0 Jo
! du(x, t) 
1 dt
dt\2 dx =  (df)2 fJo du(x, t) dt dx. (3.16)
The computation is done by fixing xstim, the excitation width, as the excitation am­
plitude «stim is varied (see (3.14)). Two values, xstim =  2.10, 10.05 which respectively 
represent subthrcshold and superthreshold Uq(x ) . In each case both the lower and up­
per bounds for ustim are determined. The lower and upper bounds for the excitation 
amplitude ustim that correspond to xstim =  2.10 are respectively, 0.3304888, 0.3304890 
and that of xstim = 10.05 are 0.1434738, 0.1434740.
The original values for the excitation amplitude had four digits which were later 
extended to seven significant digits in order to improve the accuracy of the numerics. 
Such a high precision is needed as the solution we arc looking for is unstable, in that 
the slightest change in initial conditions brings with it a significant change in the 
solution. When initial condition chosen is very close to the excitation threshold, we see 
a solution (with bell-shape) developing toward the critical nucleus and which after some 
time interval either decays to zero or propagates (i.e. excites). This critical nucleus 
corresponds to the saddle point which has a codimension-1 stable manifold and ID- 
unstable manifold. The stable manifold of the saddle point acts as a separatrix that 
separates its two basins of attraction. In other words, the separatrix divides the phase 
plane into two regions, one of decay and the other of excitation (i.e. a region with no 
excitation and excitation respectively).
Initial pulses below the separatrix decay to zero with larger time and those pulses 
above the separatrix give rise to propagating wavefronts. The former are initial condi­
tions that fail to start propagation while the latter are those that succeed in starting 
propagation.
In [34], it has been established that the Nagumo equation (3.13) has three relevant 
stationary solutions: 0, 1, and a standing wave u(x). The constant states are stable, 
while the standing wave is a saddle of index 1 (i.e having a codimension 1 stable man­
ifold) and thus corresponds to our critical nucleus. The stable manifold is sometimes 
called a nuclcation manifold or ignition manifold [2, 3].
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Excitation threshold curve for ZFK equation
The excitation threshold curve is a plot of the stimulus strength (excitation amplitude) 
and the width of excited region. It is the curve that separates the region when the 
wave just propagates (i.e. excites) and when it just diffuses (i.e. no propagation).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: (a) The excitation amplitude ustim as a function of the length of the excited 
region xstim plotted using errorbars with 10-7 precision, (b) The excitation threshold curve 
(the separatrix of the critical nucleus) confirming that ustim k as k —> oo [68], where 
k =  1/xgtim! that is, as xstjm —> 0 the separatrix can be fitted with a straight line.
Fig. 3.3 suggests that corresponding to certain excitation amplitude (chosen as ini­
tial conditions) a length of excited region is required in order to initiate propagation. 
This has confirmed the prediction by Neu and his co-workers [68] that for a specific 
pulse width, the separatrix determines the minimum amplitude necessary to start prop­
agation and that infinitely broad pulses require amplitude equal to the membrane ex­
citation threshold. In addition, as the width of the pulses decreases, the requirement 
on the amplitude grows.
Now plotting the inverse of the length of the excited region l/tcstim which is given by 
k in [68] against the excitation amplitude usfim, we obtain the excitation threshold curve 
as in Fig. 3.3 (b) where we see that despite the fact that rectangular initial conditions 
are used instead of the Gaussian one, yet we observe the same qualitative property as 
predicted in [68]: In the limit of very narrow pulses (very small excitation width), the 
pulse width and the amplitude arc related by a linear relationship corresponding to a 
constant charge developed by the pulse (i.e «stim oc k as k —> oo, where k =  l/a?stim)- 
In other words, in the limit of a very large k the separatrix as represented in the 
2D-manifold of initial conditions looks like a straight line.
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3.4 Initiation problem for the FHN system
3.4.1 The critical pulse
We consider the problem of initiation of propagating waves in a one-dimensional ex­
citable fibre by considering the FHN system in the form
du cPu
at-ax‘ + m ~v’
9v ( \—  =  £ { a u -v ) ,
where (x ,t) e [0, oo) x [0,oo) with no-flux boundary conditions
|^(0, t )= 0 ,  ¿€ [0 ,0 0 ),
(3.17)
(3.18)
and a rectangular initial perturbation of width .Tstim and amplitude w,stim ,
li (a ; ,0 )  — festini© (®stim %)i
u(®,0) =  0, ®€[0,  oo), (3.19)
where f(u ) =  u (u -  6) (1 -  u), £ > 0, a >  0, 0 € (0,1/2) and 0  a Heaviside step 
function.
For small £ >  0, system (3.17) does not have nontrivial stationary solutions, but has 
an unstable propagating pulse solution ucr(x — ct), vcr (x — ct) such that ilcT(x) —> ucr (x ), 
vCr(%) —► 0 and c =  O (e1^ 2) as £ \  0. This solution also has a single unstable 
eigenvalue [34, 35, 98, 2, 53, 3], and so its center-stable manifold is the threshold 
hypersurface (see [62] for a different treatment) dividing the phase space into the decay 
domain and the initiation domain. So, here we have a critical pulse solution, which 
is essentially a slowly traveling variant of the critical nucleus. Any solution with the 
initial condition at the threshold hypersurface asymptotically approaches this critical 
pulse (suitably shifted), and any solution starting close to the threshold approaches 
this critical pulse as a transient. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
For much smaller value of the parameter e, the results arc shown in Fig. 3.5. With 
this understanding, the excitation condition in terms of (arstim, «stim) reduces to com­
puting the intersection of the two-parametric manifold described by (3.19) with the 
codimension 1 stable (center-stable) manifold of the critical nucleus (critical pulse). 
This gives the curve on the ( * stim, '«stim) plane separating initial conditions leading to 
excitation propagation from those leading to decay. This can be done numerically or, 
with appropriate simplifications, analytically. An example of dealing with this problem 
in the ZFK equation, using Galerkin style approximations can be found in [68] (see 
also Sec. 2.5.2 and figure Fig. 2.6(b)). We present some further approaches below, in 
Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 5.2.
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t+lOOu
Figure 3.4: The critical pulse is a universal transient for any near-threshold initial condi­
tion. The solutions to (3.17) for slightly sub-threshold (a,c) and slightly super-threshold (b,d) 
amplitudes, for smaller stimulus width xstim = 2.10 in (a,b) and larger xstim = 10.05 in (c,d). 
Parameter values: e =  0.02, a =  0.37, At = 0.01, Ax = 0.15, L =  120. Bold black lines: 
initial conditions. In all cases we see a slow, low-amplitude unstable propagating pulse which 
subsequently either decays or evolves into a fast, high-amplitude stable propagating pulse [45].
3.5 Initiation problem for the front model
3.5.1 The critical front
Now consider the simplified model of /Na-driven excitation fronts in typical cardiac 
excitation models [8]
where
+ F(E,h),dE _  d2E 
dt dx2
^  =  (1 MG{E,h), (x,t) £ (—oo,+oo) x [0,+oo), (3.20)
F{E,h) =  @{E-l)h,
G(E, h) =  @(—E) — h, (3.21)
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(b)
Figure 3.5: The critical pulse solutions to the FHN system (3.17) for parameter val­
ues: e = 0.0094, a = 0.37, At =  0.01, Ax =  0.15. Top panels: xstim = 2.10 (a) 
ustim = 0.380723412971864, (b) ustim = 0.380723412971866. Bottom panels: xstim = 10.05 
(c) ustim = 0.168543917244412, (d) ustim =  0.168543917244414. (a) & (c) for slightly-below 
threshold initial conditions (b) & (d) for slightly-above threshold initial conditions [45].
and 0  is a Heaviside function with boundary condition
BE
-7j^-(0,t) =  0, i £ [0, +00), (3.22)
and initial conditions
E(x, 0) — UL +  F^ stim 0  (x'stim *c)>
h(x, 0) =  1, x € (—00,+00). (3.23)
, .B E  Bh
System (3.20) does not have nontrivial bounded stationary solutions: if =  —  =  0 
then any bounded solution has the form E =  a, h =  0 ( —a) for some a =  const. So, 
there are no critical nuclei in this system. Nevertheless, system (3.20) is known to 
develop stable propagating wave solutions from some initial conditions but not from 
others, and there should therefore be a threshold, i.e. a boundary in the phase space 
of (3.20, 3.23) between initial conditions leading to initiation and those leading to
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decay. Hence the question, what happens when the initial conditions are exactly at the 
threshold? We answer this question shortly. Meanwhile, we note that system (3.20) 
has a family of propagating front solutions
E(z) =
u) —
r V
1 2' eXp ( ““ ) ’ (* -  _ A )’1 +  TC2, \ T C >
—a +  a ex p (-cz ), (z >  —A),
exp ( — ) , (z <  o), — Vrc/h(z)
where z =  x  — ct, u  =  1 +  rc2(l +  a), A =  -  In
1, ( z > 0 ) ,
1, / I  +  a
a
(3.24)
3.5.2 Numerical Results for the front model
Our numerics were carried out via the finite differencing method using forward differ­
ences in time and central difference in space implemented using a C code. The time step 
and space steps for the numerical integration were Ai =  0.0025, Ax =  0.075 but only 
used A i =  0.01, Ax =  0.15 once to check our discretization steps. In the simulations 
the model parameters were r, a and the admissible values for the pair chosen so that 
propagation would be possible.
Threshold curves for the front model
The threshold curve that determines the parameter region for Est[m, x’stim, the paramet­
ric set of initial conditions, is the curve which sets conditions for the success or failure 
of propagation in the simplified cardiac front model. In our case we obtain threshold 
curves for different admissible pairs of the numerical parameters r, a  where the front 
model is simulated with the following pairs. The threshold curves for r  =  8, a  =  1, 0.75; 
r  =  9, a =  1, 0.5; and r  =  10, a  =  1, 1.5 are respectively given in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. 
The solid black curves are for a  =  1 while the dashed blue are for other values of a. 
Note also that the asymptotic threshold value for the voltage, -E y^m is a +  1 which is 
represented by the dashed cyan line as shown in Fig. 3.7(b).
The threshold curves in Fig. 3.7 are calculated with the same values of parameters 
as used in Fig. 3.6 but only with different spatial and time steps, A i =  0.01, Ax =  0.15 
and different r. The lack of any conspicuous error suggest that our discretization steps 
in space and time are not crude.
From the plot given in Fig. 3.7(b) we can easily deduce that the dependence of the 
asymptotic threshold (rheobase), iv Sym on the pre-frontal voltage a is linear and is 
given by the relation F^ym = a  +  1 which is represented by the red solid line.
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1=8, A x=0.075 1=9, Ax=0.075
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: The threshold curves plotted with error bars and represented by the solid black 
line and dashed blue line respectively for a =  1 and a =  0.75, 0.5: (a) r =  8 (b) r =  9. The 
dashed cyan represent the asymptotic threshold voltage for a =  1.
1=10, Ax=0.075
a
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: (a) The threshold curves for r = 10 plotted with errorbars and represented by the 
solid black line and dashed blue line respectively for a =  1 and a — 1.5. The dashed green line is 
for a =  1 but with spatial discretization step reduced by two fold compared to that in Fig. 3.6. 
The dashed green line exactly coincide with the solid black curve indicative of the non crude 
nature of our discretization steps, (b) Asymptotic threshold ivsym (when a:stim —*■ oo) against 
pre-frontal voltage a: the large green dots are values from points simulation. The asymptotic 
threshold voltage (rheobase), Fasym = 2 is for the pre-frontal voltage a =  1.
There is numerical and analytical evidences that solutions with c =  c+ (higher 
speed) are stable and those with c =  c_ (lower speed) are unstable with one positive 
eigenvalue (see Sec. 2.4.1) [8, 43]. Hence by analogy with the FHN system, we propose 
the following:
Conjecture: 1 The center-stable manifold of the unstable front solution (3.24) with 
c = C -(a ,r) is the threshold hypersurface, separating the initial conditions leading to
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initiation from  the initial conditions leading to decay.
An “experimentally testable” consequence of this conjecture is that for any initial 
conditions exactly at the threshold, the solution will approaches the unstable front as 
t —*■ +oo. For any initial condition near to the threshold, the solution comes close to 
the unstable front and stays in its vicinity for a long time: if the positive eigenvalue 
is A and the initial condition is ¿-close to the threshold, the transient front should be 
observed for the time oc A” 11 In <51. This transient front solution does not depend on the 
initial condition, as long as the initial condition is at the threshold.
Figure 3.8: Evolution of two different near-threshold initial conditions toward the critical front 
solution in system (3.20). Initial stimuli: xstim = 0.3, Est¡m = 12.716330706144868 (upper row) 
and Xstim = 1.5, Fstim = 2.619968799545055 (lower row). Other parameters: r =  8.2, a =  1, 
Ax = 0.075, At =  0.0025, L = 50 [45].
We have tested these predictions by numerical simulation of (3.20, 3.22, 3.23). The 
results are shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9. Fig. 3.8 illustrates two solutions starting from 
initial conditions with different In both cases, Estim values have been chosen close
to the respective threshold with high precision. In both cases, the solutions evolve in 
the long run toward the same propagating front. Fig. 3.9 presents an analysis of a pair 
of solutions, one with slightly over threshold and the other with slightly underthreshold 
initial conditions. To separate the evolution of the front shape from its movement, we 
employ the idea of symmetry group decomposition with explicit representation of the 
orbit manifold (see e.g. [11]). Practically, we define the front point x j  =  X f(t) via
E (xf (t),t) =  E „  (3.25)
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for some constant E* which is guaranteed to be represented exactly once in the front at 
every instant of time (we have chosen J5* =  0). Then E(x  — Xf(t), t) gives the voltage 
profile “in the standard position” , and Xj(t) describes the movement of this profile.
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Figure 3.9: Transient “critical fronts” are close to the unstable front solution of (3.20). 
Initial conditions: xstim =  1.5, with Estim =  2.619968799545055 in the upper row and Estim = 
2.619968799545054 in the lower row, other parameters the same as in Fig. 3.8. Left column: 
evolution of the E profiles in the laboratory frame of reference. Middle column: same evolution, 
in the frame of reference comoving with the front. Right column: Speed of the front. Blue/green 
dashed lines in the middle and right columns correspond to the exact fast/slow front solutions 
of (3.20) [45].
The predictions based on the Conjecture are that the voltage profiles should, after 
an initial transient depending on the initial condition, approach the profile of the slow 
unstable front solution given by (3.24) with c =  c_(r, a) and stay close to it for some 
time, before either developing into the fast stable front (3.24) with c =  c+ (r, a) or 
decaying. Likewise, the speed of the fronts should, after an initial transient, be close to 
the speed of the slow unstable front c_(r, a), before either switching the speed of the 
fast stable front c+(t , a )  or dropping to zero. This is precisely what is seen on Fig. 3.9, 
where we have taken advantage of knowing the exact solutions E(x  — c.±t) and c± for 
both the fast and the slow fronts.
Initial conditions with different xstim and Est\m close to the corresponding threshold, 
produce the same picture with the exception of the initial transient. We have also 
checked that length of the time period during which the solution stays close to the 
unstable front is, roughly, a linear function of the number of correct decimal figures in
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Estim, as it should be according to the Conjecture.
t+lOOE
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Figure 3.10: Transient “critical fronts” are close to the unstable front solution of (3.20). 
Initial conditions: xstim = 0.3, with Est¡m = 12.716330706144868 in the upper row and Estim = 
12.716330706144867 in the lower row, other parameters the same as in Fig. 3.8. Left column: 
evolution of the E profiles in the laboratory frame of reference. Middle column: same evolution, 
in the frame of reference comoving with the front. Right column: Speed of the front. Blue/green 
dashed lines in the middle and right columns correspond to the exact fast/slow front solutions 
of (3.20) [45].
3.5.3 Detailed cardiac excitation model
The simplified front model (3.20, 3.21) has many peculiar qualitative features which 
stemmed from the nonstandard asymptotic embedding leading to it. Quantitatively, 
however, it is very far from any realistic ionic model of cardiac excitation. Hence, the 
newly described phenomena of critical front could be an artifact which might have been 
brought about by the simplifications.
To eliminate this possibility, we have tested the relevance of the critical concept in a 
full ionic model of cardiac excitation. We have chosen the model of human atrial tissue 
due to Courtmanche, Ramirez and Nattel (CRN) [25], which is less stiff than most 
stereotypical ventricular or Purkinje fibre model. It is well formulated in mathematical 
sense and is also popular among cardiac modelers. The model operates with 21 dynamic 
variables including the transmembrane voltage V. We have used the default parameters 
as described in [25] and supplemented the equation for V  in the system of equations
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with a diffusion term D  — ■ Noting that the spatial scale is not important to the
ox1
question at hand, we assumed D =  1. Thus, the initial condition for V were taken in 
the form
V(x, 0) =  Vr +  Fstim ®(*stim -  X), (3.26)
where Vr =  —81.18 mV is the standard resting potential, and for all other 20 variables 
at their resting values as described in [25].
Figure 3.11: Critical fronts in CRN model [25]. Shown are voltage profiles in every 10 
ms. Parameter values: At = 0.01 ms, Ax = 0.2, L = 40, the length unit chosen so that 
voltage diffusion coefficient equals 1. Stimulus witdh x stjm = 2, stimulus amplitudes: Kjtim = 
29.31542299307152 mV (left panel) and Vstim = 29.31542299307153 mV (right panel). The 
critical fronts are formed within first 10 ms and then are seen for subsequent 80 ms on both 
panels before exploding into an excitation wave of much bigger amplitude and speed on the 
right panel, and decaying on the left panel [45].
Fig. 3.11 illustrates a pair of solutions with initial conditions slightly above and 
slightly below the threshold. The critical front solution is clearly seen there: it has the 
upper voltage of about -46 mV and during 80 ms of its existence propagates with a 
speed approximately 0.06 space units per millisecond. Then for the above-critical case 
it develops into an excitation front with maximal voltage about +3 mV and speed 0.8 
space units per millisecond, and decays for the below-critical case.
Mathematically, the post-front voltage of about -46 mV observed in Fig. 3.11 is not a 
true equilibrium of the full CRN model, so the critical front can only be an asymptotic 
concept in an appropriate asymptotic embedding, say as ones described in [12] or [77], 
and the observed critical front may well be the front of a critical pulse solution in the 
full model. However Fig. 3.11 demonstrates that the critical front is a practical and 
well-working concept even for the full model, unlike the critical pulse, which may be 
theoretically existing, but practically unobservable: notice the number of significant 
decimal digits in initial conditions required to produce only the critical front observed 
for 80 ms and recall that the number of decimals is roughly proportional to the duration 
of the observation of an unstable solution.
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3.6 Summary
• We have developed a numerical procedure for identifying critical nucleus in an 
excitable model by means of finding the minimal value of the L2-norm of the 
time derivative of a solution with near-threshold initial conditions. This has 
been tested on the ZFK equation for which the critical nucleus solution is known 
exactly.
• Our numerical critical curves confirm the prediction from the approximate ana­
lytical theory by Neu et al. [68] about inverse proportionality of critical stimulus 
amplitude to its width.
• We presented numerical evidence that the role of the “critical nucleus” as for 
ZFK equation is being played by its slowly moving variant, the “critical pulse” 
for FHN system, which is consistent with the theoretical results by Flores [35, 57]. 
The critical pulse is an unstable propagating pulse whose center-stable manifold 
is the threshold hypersurface dividing the phase space into excitation and decay 
regions. We showed that any solution with initial conditions at the threshold 
approach this “critical pulse” asymptotically as a transient. In other words, the 
critical pulse plays the role of an attractor on the critical manifold. This is found 
to be the case even with different nonzero values for the small parameter solution.
• In the case of the simplified front model, we have observed through numerics 
that the relationship between the asymptotic voltage (rheobase), -E y^m and the 
pre-frontal voltage a  is found to be ii'asym =  a +  1, which means that at very 
large stimulus width, the stimulus amplitude should be such that it opens the 
m-gates (see Sec. 2.4). This revelation will among other things assist us to check 
the analytical ignition criteria that we seek to find. •
• We have demonstrated that neither critical nucleus nor critical pulse concepts are 
applicable to the front model. We have conjectured that the role of the critical 
solution is played by the unstable front solutions which were known to exist in 
this model. We have confirmed this “critical front” conjecture by numerical simu­
lation. That is, we presented numerical evidence that the center-stable manifold 
of the unstable front solution in the simplified cardiac model is the threshold 
hypersurface that separate excitation initial conditions from decay initial condi­
tions. This is found to be always true no matter the nature of the initial stimulus 
we consider provided it is chosen at the threshold.
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Table 3.2: Glossary of notations for Chapter 3
Notation Explanation(s): bf=bcforc, af=aftcr Place introduced
a constant Fig. 3.1
a pre-frontal voltage (3.23)
U) post-frontal voltage (3.24)
£ ratio of the reaction rates Sec. 3.1
5 distance between the initial condition and 
the threshold surface
af(Con. 1)
A positive eigenvalue of the unstable front af(Con. 1)
0 Heaviside step function (3.14)
0 threshold parameter af (3.13)
T parameter (3.20)
9) L2-distance between consecutive voltage 
profiles
(3.15)
a constant af (3.23)
c : c_, c+ speeddower, higher af(3.25): 
bf(Con. 1)
D diffusion coefficient bf (3.26)
E* constant (3.25)
E, h dynamic variable: Voltage, gate variable (3.20)
E-L/asym rheobase Sec. 3.5.2
Egtim stimulus amplitude (3.23)
/ nonlinear function (3.13)
F, G nonlinear function (3.20)
N^a Na+ current bf (3.20)
?/Cr critical nucleus for the quadratic nonlin­
earity
Sec. 3.3.1
< critical nucleus for the cubic nonlinearity Fig. 3.2
Her i f^ cr critical pulse af (3.19)
V transmembrane voltage [25] bf/in (3.26)
K resting potential [25] bf/in (3.26)
U, V dynamic variable (3.13, 3.17)
•Tstim ) s^tirn stimulus: width, amplitude (3.14)
X f front position (3.25)
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Chapter 4
Analysis of variational 
approximations to initiation 
problems
4.1 ZFK equation
4.1.1 Piece-wise smooth ansatzes
In Sec. 2.5.2, we have reproduced results by Neu et al. [68] on a variational approxima­
tion to the initiation problem for the ZFK equation, using the method of minimization
require the equations to be written in the gradient form.
In this section, we apply the variational method of Biot-Mornev [64], which we
briefly described (also see Sec. 2.5.2). An advantage of this method is that it requires
from the ansatz to have only one spatial derivative and not necessarily the second, even
though reaction-diffusion equation contains second spatial derivative.
OuWe consider the functional a as a function of u and —  as given by the formulation
of the residual, which is close to that used by Neu et al. themselves but we did not
dt
(4.1)
where
(4.2)
and
(4.3)
It can be easily verified that the variational equation (with u fixed)
(4.4)
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is equivalent to the PDE for u,
du .. , cru
■^ =  / ( « )  + ^ 2  > a?6[0,+oo). (4.5)
A
We consider (4.5) and the boundary condition —  u(0, i) =  0, by applying the procedure 
to the piece-wise smooth ansatz
u =
a,
Qr0 ~ x) 
,t0 -  xa '
lo,
0 < x < xa,
X a <  X  <  T0, 
otherwise,
(4.6)
with the cubic nonlinearity f(u ) =  u(u — 0)( 1 — u) and where a =  a(t), xa =  x a(t) and 
To =  x'o(i) are the dynamic variables. The sketch of the ansatz is as shown in Fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The sketch of the piece-wise smooth ansatz given in (4.6).
duWe use (4.6) and its temporal derivative —  (derived via formulation (4.7))
du ^  du . 
~di =  ^ ~ d q q'9
Q =  a, X a , x0, (4.7)
(q =  - ^ )  in (4.2, 4.3) to minimize the resultant functional a given in (4.1) with respect 
to q. Then by considering xa — Xq/2 due to translational invariant we obtain the ODE 
system
a =  —a(468a2 -  (1 +  0)475a +  4806» +  1920fc2)/480, 
k =  -fc(36a2 -  (1 + 9)25a +  480A:2)/240, (4.8)
where k =  1/tq .
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The phase portrait of the ODE system (4.8) is presented in Fig. 4.2. The equilibria 
of the ODE system are depicted with the thick blue dot, the null-clines by the dotted- 
blue and dotted-magenta lines. The saddle-point equilibrium with both a and k nonzero 
corresponds to the critical nucleus. Its stable separatrix is shown by the solid red line 
and its unstable separatrix is shown by the dashed black line. The stable separatrix 
serves as the boundary between excitation and decay. Initial conditions to the left of 
it correspond to decaying solutions, and initial conditions to the right of it give rise to 
excitation, i.e. propagating waves. The phase portrait is qualitatively similar to that 
obtained by Neu et al. in [68]. However, one major difference is that we have successful 
initiation represented by solutions with a —> 1, which corresponds to propagating waves, 
as opposed to those in [68] which have a —► oo, blow up in finite time. This is because 
we have used the full cubic kinetics in the ZFK equation whereas Neu et al. used 
its quadratic approximation, which corresponds to the limit of very high values of the 
upper zero of the cubic.
a
Figure 4.2: The equilibria of the ODE system are depicted with the thick blue dot, the null- 
clines by the dotted-blue and -magenta lines. The center-stable manifolds (solid - red lines) of 
the critical nucleus (i.e., point of intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds) serving as 
the boundary between excitation and decay. The unstable manifolds are the dotted - gray lines. 
Initial perturbations to the left of the stable manifolds decays to zero, and those to the right 
give rise to excitation. The phase portrait is qualitatively similar to that obtained by Neu and 
his co-workers [68] shown in Fig. 2.6 of Chapter 2
4.2 Front equations
4.2.1 Piece-wise smooth ansatzes
In this section, we consider a variational description of the rightward propagating front 
solution for the Biktashev model (2.20)-(2.21) [8] written in the form of piece-wise linear 
functions. Instead of using Biot-Mornev technique, we use the method of minimization
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of the residual functional, re-written in the form which allows using C 1 but not C2 
approximate solutions. The technique is well known in principle but we are not aware 
of it being described in the literature in the very form that we need, so we explain it here 
in detail. The residual functional, after introducing a weighting parameter fi G (0, oo), 
becomes
5
1 r+°° f  /dE
2  7 - 0 0  \ \ d t
d2E
dx2
F (E ,h ) )2 +  » 2 ( T^ - G ( E , h ) y ^  dx, (4.9)
where F(E, h) =  @ ( E - l )h  and G(E, h) =  Q ( - E ) - h  with © a Heaviside step function. 
Obviously, S >  0, and 5  =  0 only for the true solution of (2.20)-(2.21) (also (3.20)- 
(3.21) in Chapter 3). The strategy is that minimizing 5  for a given set of functions 
yields the “best” ’ approximate solution achievable with those functions. For brevity, 
we subsequently retain the subscript notations for partial derivatives where necessary.
Suppose in general the ansatzes are given by the functions
E =  V ((a k(t))- x),
h = W ( { a k{t))- x), (4.10)
where k =  1, 2, 3. By minimizing our residual functionals with respect to ak(t), that
is, ——  =  0, we obtain the system of ODEs 
dak
where
hfcMjfe — Qj + Fj +  Gj , j ,k  — 1,2,3.
/ +oo r+oo
VaV ak dx +  /I2T2 I WajWakdx,
-OO j  — OO
1 d f +°° /  \O’—nsL v-ixsiL
/ +00
VajF(V ,W )  dx-,
-OO
/ -boo WajG{V,W) dx.-OO
(4.11)
(4.12)
In the equation for Qj above, by using integration by parts, we obtain the form of 
this integral which contains only Vx but not Vxx. This is a standard trick in Galerkin- 
type approximations. Since none of the expressions in (4.12) contains second order 
derivatives with respect to x, we can use C 1 ansatzes rather than C2. We consider as 
ansatzes the piece-wise linear functions V and W  which respectively approximate the 
rightward propagating front and the profile of h that describes the dynamics of the
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gating variable
V{x,t), x < xu
V  = a  +  U} !  \  /  ^- a ---------------(X - X a), Xu, < X < X a
X a -  X u
W =
- a ,
0,
a +  u)
U)(xa -  x j
u ,
Xa <  X,
X < Xu
(x — Xu), Xu < X < X0 
Xq < X.
(4.13)
Here, a\(t) =  u(t,), a,2 (t) =  x0(t) and a3(t) =  x,\(t,). The sketch of the ansatzes, the 
red solid (F) and the blue dashed (W) lines are shown in Fig. 4.3(a).
Figure 4.3: (a) The sketch of the piece-wise smooth ansatzes for the front model given in (4.13) 
and (b) the plot of a propagating front profile. The red solid (E) curve and blue-dashed (h) 
respectively correspond to solid red line (V) and dashed blue line (W) in (a).
We take the function V(x,t)  for x < Xu{t) as the exact solution of the diffusion 
equation Vt =  Vxx with an appropriate initial condition and the boundary condition 
V(Xu(t), i) =  Lo{t). This exact solution can be written explicitly but it is complicated 
and we do not need it, so we omit it. Also W  =  0 in the interval, (—o o ,^ ) .  Thus, the 
terms,
j T (  § - 0 - F (£ ' A)) 2<te' f,2£ ( Tf  (4.14)
contribute nothing to the residuals S. Consequently, we consider our integrals in the 
interval [Xu{t), oo).
From our knowledge of the internal boundary conditions E (x i) =  1 and E(xo) =  0, 
wc derive the relationships between xu, xa and our dynamic variables to, x\ and Xq 
(whichever is suitable) as
xq = axu +  uJXg a  +  u) ’
X u  =  - (w  — 1)xq +  UJX i,
xi =  
'^ a ~
(1 +  a) Xu +  (u) -  1 )xa 
a +  uj
(1  +  a ) x o  — a x \ .
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(4.15)
(4.16)
Also, to simplify the computations of the integrals Mjk,Qj, Fj and Gj and their inte­
grands, we take advantage of the equivalence relationships @(V — 1) =  ©(.Xi — x) and
©(-VO = e(* -  *o)
F(V, W ) =  0 {V  -  1 )W  =  ©(®i -  x)W,
G(V, W ) =  © (-1 0  -  W  =  e ( x  -  x0) -  W. (4.17)
For the computation of the integrands in (4.12) and subsequently the values of the 
integrals see Sec. A .l in Appendix A.
The second order ODE system resulting from the approximation as derived in Ap­
pendix A is
4 “  — ~ ( t /h2uj6 +  (4 a t g2 -  r 2 g2) w5 +  (6 « 2T/i2 +  r3ii4 - 4 a  r2 g2) u>4 
+  (3 t2 g2 — t4 /x4 +  4 a3 t g2 — 9 a2 t2 /i2) uj3
-  (6 a3 t2 n2 — 3 a2r 3 g4 — 2 r 2 g2 +  12 a2 t2 g2 +  r  a4 ¡i2 +  12 a  t2 g2) u2 
+  (12 a3 t2 g2 +  3 a2r2 n2 — 8 a  r2 g2 +  3 r4 g4 — 2 a3 r3 /x4 — 2 a3 r 3 /x4) <j 
- 6 a 2r 2/i2 - 6 a 3r 2/j2 - 2  r4 g4 j  /  ^ 2 r 2 /lx2 (a;5 + 4 a w 4 +  (6 a 2 +  r2/i2)w3
+ 4 a3 tu2 + a4 u; — a3 r 2 g2^
-  +  12 ccw5 +  (9t2 /Li2 +  18 a2) w4 +  (27 a  r2 fi2 +  12 a3) w3
+  (3 a4 +  39 a2 r2g2 +  6 r 4 /x4) w2 +  (3 a  r4 g4 +  21 a3 r 2 /x2) axj /  2^ r2 ¿x2 g2 
(a;5 +  4aa;4 +  (6 a 2 +  r2 g2) a;3 +  4 a3 J2 +  a4 a; +  a3 r 2 /lx2^  =  /(<+ <?)>
- 4  =  ^f2u;5 + ( -4 a  + 3r/Li2 -1 2 ) w4 + ( - r 2 /x2 -  6 a2 +  18) a;3
d/: V
+ (—3 a2 t g2 +  12a2 — 8 +  12 a) w2 +  ( -6  a2 — 8 a  +  3 r2 /lx2) oj — 2 r2 g2 j^ 
/^2w(w +  a) 4>4 +  3aw 3 +  (3a2 +  r2 /lx2) a;2 +  (a3 — a r 2 ¿x2) u +  a2 r 2 /x2^
+  ^15 w4 + 36aax3 + (21 a 2 + 6 r2 /x2) a;2 +  3 a r 2 g2 (u +  a)
4  4 + 3 aw 3 +  (3 a2 +  r2 g2)u 2 +  (a3 -  a r 2 /x2) a; +  a2 r 2 /x2^  =  g{u,q). (4.18)
Choice of parameter value for /x
In the above consideration, /lx is an arbitrary positive constant, therefore, we need to 
choose a value for it. Let us choose it so that some parameters of propagating fronts in 
the approximation correspond to those in the exact solution. A steady front solution 
corresponds to an equilibrium of (4.18) given by
f(u ,q )  =  0, g(u,q) =  0. (4.19)
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The quest for suitable choice of parameter value for /i is simplified if we can reduce 
the 2D system (4.19) into a single equation. Therefore, resolving each of the equations 
with respect to q
q =  f u(u);n,T,a), q =  g“ (u; n,T,a), (4.20)
we obtain a single equation with Q =  0, where Q is a function in terms of lo:
g(u-,H,T,a) =  f u(u}-,iJ,,T,a) -¡P(uJ-,n,T,a) =  0. (4.21)
The equation (4.21) can be written explicitly as
where
Go(uj) =  ta5 + 4 a u 4 +  (6 a2 +  3 t2/j,2) u3 +  (9 /x2r 2a  +  4a3) w2 
+ (2 ¡jl4t4 +  a4 +  13 a2/x2r 2) u +  7 a3r 2//2 +  /U4r 4a,
Q\ (w) = — uj6 — (4 a — r) w5 + (4 r a — 6 a2 — r2/^ 2) u 4 
— (3 r — 9a2r — ;U2t3 + 4a3) uj3 
+ (3a2/x2r2 + 2r — a4 + 6a3r — 12a2r — 12r a) w2 
+ (2a 3T2n 2 — 3a2r — 12a3r + 8r a — 3/r2r3) a; + 6a2r + 2/x2r3 + 6a3r,
02(w) =  5a;3 +  12aw 2 +  (7a2 +  2 r2//2) +  li2r 2a,
^3(w) =  —2w5 +  (12 +  4a  — 3 /x2r) a;4 — (18 — 6a 2 — r 2/r2) a;3
+  (8 — 12a — 12a2 +  3 a2/x2r) w2 +  (8a +  6a2 — 3 r2^ 2) a; +  2 r2/x2. (4.23)
We choose /i using the following consideration: For the ODE system (4.18) to be a 
qualitatively adequate approximation of the original PDE system, it should have a 
saddle-point equilibrium corresponding to the unstable front solution of the original 
system. Ideally, we would like this ODE system to have equilibria corresponding to the 
stable and unstable front solutions. Hence, we choose // to ensure the existence of such 
equilibria. Moreover, we can choose n to ensure not only existence of two equilibria, 
but also their qualitative characteristics, say the value of u of an equilibrium in (4.18) 
which corresponds to the post-front voltage of the stable front or the unstable front. 
It is clear that by varying only one parameter /i we can only arrange an exact value of 
only one characteristic.
From numerics, for r  =  8.2 and a =  1.0, we find that c_ =  0.3318742892 (unstable 
front speed) and c+ =  0.4650981666 (stable front speed) [8, 9]. Therefore, using u =  
1 +  r  c2( 1 +  a), the corresponding values for uj are then o>_ =  2.8063049181 and u)+ =  
4.547587396 respectively.
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If we demand that u)- (a>+ ) is a root of equation (4.22), this then becomes an equation 
for //. For r  =  8.2, a  =  1.0 and — 2.8063049181 (w+ =  4.547587396), corresponding 
to our unstable (stable) front solution we have from (4.22) an equation in terms of ¡1 
as
e  =  ,
C o  +  C i / i 2 +  c2 M4 
j  C3 +  C 4  M2
r  f c s  + c e i i 2 =  0, (4.24)
where for w_
Co =  589.0459329, ci =  12147.71067, c2 =  29897.04797, c3 =  1799.883593,
c4 =  6442.102195, c5 =  224.6514311, Co =  444.6318854, c7 =  292.3125140,
c8 =  277.547141. (4.25)
We have found solutions to the equation (4.24) numerically, and there is only one 
positive real root for fi. Thus, for U- — 2.8063049181 the root is ¡i- =  0.3235887618.
Similarly for lj+ =  4.547587396 the only positive real root is /r+ =  0.3115506093.
Having determined fi and u, we now need to ensure that the corresponding value of 
q represents a feasible equilibrium, that is, it is positive. To check this, we substitute the 
values r  =  8.2, a =  1.0, =  2.8063049181 (w+ =  4.547587396) into the two equations
in (4.20) and find q- =  2.945066761 (q+ =  3.148342385) and which are positive in each 
case.
Equilibrium for the ODE system
Substituting r  =  8.2, a  =  1.0, n_ = 0.3235887618 in (4.18), we obtain an ODE 
system in terms of to, q with three real equilibria (u>*, q*): (0.2187904350, 0.8244415445) 
represented by the magenta solid box, (2.806304866, 2.945066780) by the black solid 
diamond and (3.798043236, 2.878740670) by the red solid circle symbols, as shown 
in Fig. 4.4(a). And the corresponding eigenvalues Ai, A2 from the Jacobian matrix 
of the ODE system are found to be -17.240, 0.116; -0.014, -0.625; and 0.007, -0.107 
respectively. Thus, we have two saddle points, represented by the magenta solid box and 
red solid circle, meanwhile the stable equilibrium is represented by the small black solid 
diamond. This is not good enough as we need to have two stable equilibria with a saddle 
point in between them to exemplify excitability. Similarly for /i+ =  0.3115506095, 
the corresponding equilibria are: (0.2286427356, 0.8563359843) which is a saddle and 
represented by the magenta solid box, (2.054948934, 3.637802532) a node by the black 
solid diamond and (4.547587392,3.148342384) a saddle point represented by the red 
solid circle symbols, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b).
Therefore, our analysis did not yield the desired result, perhaps the ansatz for the 
h variable does not exhibit the vital dissipation property as its slope remains constant 
in the interval [xw, X'o] where it ideally supposed to be changing. The reason for the
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Figure 4.4: The Phase portrait from the approximation to the front using the piece-wise smooth 
ansatz corresponding to n_ = 0.3235887617 for (a) and fx+ =  0.3115506093 for (b) respectively. 
The blue and green lines are the null-clines, the magenta solid box and red solid circle represent 
the saddle points meanwhile the black solid diamond represent the stable equilibrium.
unexpected result is due to the absence of dissipation property in our chosen ansatz. To 
illustrate this, we plot the current profiles I^a =  F(E, h) =  @(E — 1) h (see (2.20, 2.21)) 
together with their corresponding front profiles as shown in the top panel of Fig. 4.5. 
Meanwhile, in the bottom panel we emulate these profiles by estimating the parameters 
in our piecewise linear ansatz to correspond to the ones from our real numerics in the 
top panel. The profile in (d) can be seen to be a correct caricature of that in (b) 
and so its corresponding ansatz can be used in approximating successful propagation. 
However, in (c), we see a considerable I^a profile as opposed to very small In& profile 
in (a). Thus, the two are very different. Therefore the ansatz is not good enough for 
approximating unsuccessful propagation. The results, as shown in the bottom panel of 
Fig. 4.5, (c) and (d), where we have non-changing I^a profile for both successful and 
unsuccessful initiations, illustrate the absence of dissipation for this case.
4.2.2 Smooth ansatzes
We have seen that 2-parametric ansatzes are not flexible enough to represent the es­
sential features (front dissipation) for our ignition procedure. Hence, we want to try 
3-parametric ansatzes. In this section, we try smooth ansatzes akin to the ones used 
by Ncu et al for the ZFK equation [68].
Galerkin residue functional to the front model
We consider the simplified ionic model (2.20)-(2.21) (also (3.20)-(3.21) in Chapter 3) 
We build a finite dimensional approximation to this front model in the following way.
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Figure 4.5: The plots of the current profile in (d) can be viewed as a correct caricature 
of that in (b), so the ansatz is in this case suitable for approximating successful propagation. 
However, in (c) the I^a profile is very different from that in (a), the ansatz in (c) shows 
considerable I^a, whereas the accurate numerical profile in (a) shows only very small I^a. 
Thus, the ansatz is in this case not good for approximating failure (unsuccessful propagation).
We seek for approximations to E(x,t)  and h(x,t) in the form of ansatzes V, W
E t tV (x ,  a(t), b(t), x\(t)),
h t t W ( x ,  a(t), b(t), Xi(£)), (4.26)
where the time dynamics is via the dynamics of three parameters a ,  b  and X \ . Parame­
ters a ( t )  and X \  ( t )  correspond to a ( t ) ,  l / k ( t ) ,  the a m p l i t u d e  and w i d t h  of the Gaussian 
ansatz as in [68] (see also Sec. 2.5.2) and b ( t )  is the new parameter introduced to 
describe the dynamics of gate h.
We substitute these approximations into (2.20) (also (3.20)) and minimize the resid­
ual, that is, a norm of the discrepancy between the left and right hand sides of the 
equations. We do the minimization locally in time, i.e. we vary (a, b ,  X \ )  at given 
(fixed) values of (a,b,xi) at every t. For the «-dependence, we choose the L2 norm, 
with an equal weight for both equations, so the minimization function is
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(4.27)5  =  J +°° ( { v t - V x x - F ( V , W ) y  + ( w t - ± G ( V , W ) y ^ j  dx.
As all time dependence is via the parameters (a,b,xi), the minimization function 
becomes
S =  f  (aVa +  bVb +  ±iVXl -  VXX-F (V ,W )\  dx,
J—oo '  '
+  f ° °  (aW a +  ¿1bWb +  x xWxl -  -  G{V, W ) ) dx.
Using our ansatzes V, W, the functions in (3.21) become
F(V, W )  =  @{V -  1) W, 
G(V, W) =  @ { - V ) - W .
(4.28)
(4.29)
dSdS dS
Now, by minimizing (4.28) with respect to a, b, X\ (using -jp- =  0, -pr- — 0, - p -  =  0), 
we obtain the integral system in terms of the unknown parameters a, b and X\
r o o  p o o  r  oo
a /  Va2 dx +  W 2) dx +  b (VaVb +  WaWb) dx +  xi /  {VaVxl +  WaWxl) dx
Jo Jo Jo
r o o  r o o  i
=  /  Va(Vxx +  F(V ,W ))  d x +  /  - W aG(V,W) dx, (4.30)
Jo Jo T
r o o  r o o  r o o
a /  (VaVb +  WaWb) dx +  b (Vf +  W 2) dx +  xi /  (VbVXl +  WbWXl) dx 
Jo Jo Jo
r o o  r o o  i
=  /  Vb(Vxx +  F(V, W)) dx +  /  - W bG(V,W ) dx, (4.31)
Jo Jo T
r o o  r o o  r o o
a /  (VaVXl +  WaWXl) dx +  b (VbVxl +  WbWXl) dx +  x x /  (Vx\ + W 2J dx 
Jo Jo Jo
r o o  r o o  i
=  /  VXl(Vxx +  F ( V ,W ) ) d x +  - W XlG(V,W) dx. (4.32)
The nature of the front model profiles as observed through numerics informed our 
decision to now choose the ansatzes for both the front and recovery variable as (see
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Fig. 4.6)
a — 1 — a  / ,  , ,x .—a +  a -----------------™— 1 — cosh(—)
1 — cosh(-—) V P
V =
P
(
W =
—a  +  (1 +  ct) exp 
. , b nl - b + — xz , x < x 0,
^ k { x ~ xi)
' V
, X  >  x 0 ,
where
x0
P
1 , . a  . , . » i .
I ‘ - c ln<— ) t “ h (2 j ) ’
a — 1 — a 
c (1 +  a) ‘
, x < Xi,
, x > Xi,
(4.33)
(4.34)
The sketch of the ansatzes (V, W )  presented in Fig. 4.6(a) are shown respectively as 
the solid red and dashed blue lines and that of the front model profiles (E , h) are also 
shown respectively as the solid red and dashed blue lines as in Fig. 4.6(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: The sketch of (a) the smooth ansatzes (4.33) to the front model and that of its 
(b) profile which serves as the motivation that informed our choice of the ansatzes. The red 
solid (F) and blue dashed (W) lines in (a) respectively correspond to the red solid (E) and 
blue dashed (h) profiles to the front model in (b).
For computational convenience, we transform the ansatzes V  and W  in (4.33) using 
x  =  —  ln(//), x\ =  -j-ln(£), xq — -j-ln(£) — 0 - — -  and after some simplifications to
Pi 0i 0i £ + 1
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the form
V =
W =
cr£ (77 — l )2
1 +  — —----TTT-----------  )??<£>
(f -  l ) 2 V
a +  (1 +  a)^kiarj kia , 77 > ,^ 
b (£ +  1)2(t2
1 - 6  +
( ^  +  1) l n ( 0 - i S Ä ( € - l ) ) '
hi(r?)2 ,77 <  770,
,V > Vo,
(4.35)
with
ki = £ + 1
(1 +  « ) « - ! ) ’
),ß =  — ln(—^— c 1 +  a
% =  £ e a £ +  1
ß\X\
<7 =  a — 1 — a, £ =  e a ,
ßi =  c( 1 +  a),
ßxx
r)= e o' . (4.36)
Galerkin ODE system for the front model
The evaluation of the integrals in (4.30, 4.31, 4.32) and resolving these equations with 
respect to a, b and X\ give explicit but rather complicated equations of motion in the 
form
a =  Fa{a,b,xi), b = F b{a,b,x 1), x x =  FXl(a, b,xi). (4.37)
The details of the calculations and description of the functions Fa(a,b,x  1), Fb(a,b,X\) 
and Fxl(a,b,X\) are given in Appendix B.
The 3D-phase portrait for the front model
We present the 3D - phase portrait of the ODE system (4.37) in stereo-pairs, as shown 
in Fig. 4.7. For visualization purposes, x,\ and a — (1 +  a) arc in logarithmic scale. 
The two panels show the same 3D picture from slightly different angles so that the 3D 
image can be appreciated.
The trajectories are selected numerically by considering initial conditions to the initial 
value problem for the ODE system in (4.37) to be very close to the excitation threshold. 
The black and red bold lines result from the choice of initial conditions very close to the 
threshold. These two collections of lines are chosen such that they all lie on the critical 
surface. The bold blue and green trajectories, however, result when initial conditions 
are chosen slightly above and below threshold respectively.
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The bold lines axe the trajectories in the 3D space, and the thin lines are their 
projections onto the coordinate walls. The blue, green and brown lines represent su­
perthreshold, subthreshold and near-critical trajectories respectively. The brown lines 
which are formed as a result of the superposition of the black (the slightly subthreshold) 
and the red (the slightly superthreshold) trajectories represent the critical, or threshold 
surface between excitation (i.e., initiation) and decay and its structure consists of ini­
tial segments that depend on initial conditions, all meeting at a set of common points 
(i.e., “highway” ) which corresponds to the unstable propagating front solution. These 
illustrate the idea that the critical surface is the center-stable manifold of the unstable 
propagating front solution.
Figure 4.7: The 3D-phase portrait of the projected system (4.37). The bold lines are the tra­
jectories in the 3D space, and the thin lines are their projections onto the coordinate walls. The 
blue, green and brown lines represent superthreshold, subthreshold and near-critical trajecto­
ries respectively. The brown lines represent the critical, or threshold surface between excitation 
(i.e., initiation) and decay and its structure consists of initial segments that depend on initial 
conditions, all meeting at a “highway” which corresponds to the unstable propagating front 
solution.
The critical surface fit for the front model
In order to derive the expression for the critical curve to the front model we fit a surface 
of the form z =  f(b, y) to the critical surface obtained through numerical simulations 
of the Galcrkin approximation (4.37). The critical surface is taken to be represented 
by the near-critical trajectories (brown lines in Fig. 4.7). The fitting surface is chosen 
in the form of a cubic polynomial
f ( b ,  y )  =  C i b 3 +  c 2 y 3 +  c 3 b2 y  +  c 4 b y 2 +  c 5 b y  +  C e b 2 + c 7y 2 + c 8 b  +  c 9 y  + cw ,
(4.38)
0 0
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where z  =  ln(.7;i), y  =  ln(a — 1 — a) and Cj, j  =  1, 2, • • • , 10 are the fitting parameters. 
The Cj's are found to be
ci =  0.43158, c2 =  -0.0136067, c3 =  -0.0558982, c4 =  0.0178415,
c5 =  -0.192341, ce =  0.18523, c7 =  -0.0852002, c8 =  0.59912,
Cg =  0.0402983, Ci0 =  -0.22668. (4.39)
The coordinates a ,  X \  correspond respectively to the a m p l i t u d e  and w i d t h  of the ansatz 
in our Galerkin approximation, while b  describes the dynamics of the h - gate. The 
logarithmic scales as used for a ,  X \  arc purposely for visualizations.
The blue solid curves in Fig. 4.8(a) represent the fitting surface (4.38), while the red 
solid lines represent the trajectories we presume lie on the critical surface (that is, the 
threshold surface). The results from our fit are used to obtain the red solid line that is 
being compared with the numerical critical curve (black line) in Fig. 4.8(b). The red 
solid fine in Fig. 4.8(b) is the plot of a  against X \  derived from the relation
z =  /(0 , y) =  ln(.Ti) =  c2y3 +  c7y2 +  cgy +  ci0. (4.40)
It is evident from Fig. 4.8(b) that the approximation is not good enough. The fol-
x  ..stim
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: (a) The fitting of the critical surface (red-solid lines) with a cubic functional
(blue-dashed lines), (b) The numerical critical curve for the simplified front model (black-solid 
line) compared with the approximated analytical critical curve (red-solid line).
lowing might be the possible reasons for the discrepancy in the approximation: the 
actual initial conditions are different from the ansatz profiles and the errors from the 
Galerkin approximation itself. Therefore, linear approximation in functional space (the 
eigenfunction expansion approach) is to be employed as we did for the ZFK equation 
(see Chapter 5).
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4.3 Summary
• We have applied a modified version of Biot-Mornev approximation procedure to 
the ZFK equation, using a piece-wise linear ansatz. This has led to a phase 
portrait similar to that in [68]. However, wc did not employ the quadratic ap­
proximation of the cubic nonlinearity in the ZFK equation, so our phase portrait 
is more realistic: trajectories representing successful initiation approach a finite 
equilibrium, (a,k) —> (a*,0), a* ss 1, rather than blow up (a —> oo) in finite time 
as in [68].
• We have applied the minimization of the residuals method with a two-parametric 
piece-wise linear ansatz to the front model. This has led to a phase portrait 
qualitatively different from the expected: no stable equilibrium representing the 
successful initiation and no saddle point corresponding to the critical front. The 
conclusion is that a two-parametric approximation is insufficient as it gives no 
possibility to account for decrease in the h gate distribution which is responsible 
for the propagation block.
• We have applied the minimization of the residuals method with a three-parametric 
ansatz which is smooth for the voltage. This has led to a three-dimensional phase 
portrait that is qualitatively correct, with an unstable trajectory representing the 
critical front, and its stable manifold as the critical surface. We have obtained 
an analytical fit of this critical surface. Intersection of this fit with the manifold 
of initial conditions produced an approximation of the critical curve, which is 
comparable with the exact curve, but the approximation is not very good.
Table 4.1: Glossary of notations for Chapter 4
Notation Explanation(s): bf=bcforc, af= after Place introduced
a pre-frontal voltage (4.13)
LÜ post-frontal voltage (4.13)
(T minimization functional (4.1)
r component of a (4.1)
a* weighting variable bf (4.9)
© Heaviside step function af (4.9)
continued on the next page =>■
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i => continued from the previous page
N otation Explanation(s): bf=beforc, af=after Place introduced
9 threshold parameter af (4.6)
G function of u bf (4.21)
S residue functional (4.9)
T dimensionless paramter (4.9)
9 independent variable bf (4.35)
o, P, P i, £, Vo auxiliary variable (combination of param­
eters)
bf (4.35),(4.35)
0”) •£(!■) ^0 dynamic variables (4.6)
a, b, x\, k Galcrkin parameters (4.26), af(4.26)
■T0, h auxiliary variable (combination of param­
eters)
bf (4.35),(4.35)
@i)  ^ * * * 5 8 constant (4.24)
a : c_, c+ speed: lower, higher bf (4.24)
C 1 space of continuously real valued functions af (4.9)
C2 space of functions whose second derivative 
exists & are continuous
af (4.9)
E dynamic variable: voltage (4.9)
f nonlinear function (4.2)
F, G nonlinear function (4.9)
G energy functional (4.1)
f ,  a right hand side of the Galerkin ODEs (4.18)
Fa, Fb, FXl right hand side of the Galerkin ODEs (4.37)
h dynamic variable: Na+ gate variable (4.9)
FIj k, Q j , Fj, Gj 
j j k =  1, 2, 3 Galerkin integral (4.12)
k, q indexing paramter (4.7), (4.10)
u dynamic variable: voltage (4.1)
V, W Galerkin ansatz (4.10)
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Chapter 5
Linear perturbation theory for 
the ZFK and the front equations
5.1 Introduction
We have established in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 that the critical surface separating the 
basins of decay and excitation is a codimension-1 center-stable manifold of a critical 
solution: the critical nucleus for the ZFK, the critical pulse for the FHN and the critical 
front for the cardiac front models.
In the present chapter, we develop the method of approximating this center-stable 
manifold with its tangent, the corresponding center-stable space, i.e., the subspace 
spanned by the eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues with non-positive real 
parts [95, 54], This can be achieved by linearizing our nonlinear equations around the 
critical solution, i.e. the critical nucleus for the ZFK and the critical front for the 
cardiac front model. The analysis of the behaviour of the linearized solutions allows us 
to classify the initial conditions, and this gives an analytical initiation criterion.
As an example, Fig. 5.1 shows a sketch of the stable manifold of a critical nucleus 
solution for the ZFK equation. It illustrates the idea of the threshold surface role 
played by the stable manifold of the critical solution (i.e. critical nuclues). The critical 
nucleus is represented by the black dot; the critical trajectories, constituting the stable 
manifold, are shown in black. Meanwhile, the family of initial conditions is represented 
by the dash-dotted line. The bold black line is the critical trajectory with initial 
condition in that family. The sub-threshold trajectories are represented by the blue 
line meanwhile the red lines represent the super-threshold trajectories.
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s^tim
Figure 5.1: The sketch of a stable manifold of the critical solution for the ZFK equation. 
The critical nucleus is represented by the black dot; the critical trajectories, constituting the 
stable manifold, are shown in black. The family of initial conditions is represented by the dash- 
dotted line. The bold black line is the critical trajectory with initial condition in that family. 
The sub-threshold trajectories are represented by the blue line, while the red lines represent 
super-threshold trajectories. Note that the point where the initial condition intersect the stable 
manifold is shown as the empty circle.
5.2 Analytical initiation criterion for the ZFK equation
Recall the initiation problem for the ZFK equation (3.13, 3.14) in Sec. 3.3
du d2u .
m  =  w + m ’ x ’ t - °
du( 0, t) 
dx
=  0, t >  0
u ( x ,  0 )  — tistim © (-t-stim x ) ,  X  —  0 . (5 .1 )
Let us consider an even extension of problem (5.1),
du cPu . . .  .
M = d ? + f { u ) ' X e  ( - ° ° ' 00)’ 
u{ X,0) =  u(x, 0) =  'astim ©( '^stim x ) , X  ^  0,
or, equivalently, u(x, 0) =  'ustim0(x'stim -  x )0 (x stim +  x). (5.2)
It is easy to see that if u(x,t) satisfies (5.2), then its restriction to x  > 0 satisfies (5.1), 
since the initial condition in (5.2) is even and the equation is equivariant with respect 
to inversion x  —> — x\ therefore its solution remains even for all i > 0 and as such 
satisfies the boundary condition of (5.1).
To obtain an analytical criterion of initiation, we linearize the first equation in (5.2)
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about the critical nucleus solution, uCI(x) its steady state solution. Using
u(x,t) =  uCI{x) +  w(x,t), (5.3)
where w(x,t) is a perturbation such that |io| -C 1, this leads to the linearized problem
(5.4)dw d2w . , -  = — +Q {x)w ,
where q(x) =  ' ' . The substitutioncm
w(x,t) =  extip(x),
now leads to a self-adjoint (Sturm-Liouville) eigenvalue problem
d 2ip{x)
Ax2 + (q(x) -  \)<p(x) =  0.
Hence all eigenvalues A G R. In linear operator format, (5.6) is written as
C (f =  0,
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
where C =  - ■■■+ q(x) — A. ax/
Flores in [34] proved using Sturm’s Theorem that (5.6) has exactly one solution 
with positive A.
Here, we look for solutions of the eigenvalue equation (5.6) with bounded <p(x) and 
A > 0, analytical if possible. Thus, our eigenvalue problem becomes for A > 0
d V(x') 
Ax2 + (q(x) -  A)<f(x) =  0,
</?(±oo) =  0 ( or in general \ip\ <  Const). (5.8)
5.2.1 Solution to the eigenvalue problem
To solve (5.8), we suppose <p(x) =  ip(z) where z =  z(x) is to be chosen, and knowing 
the critical nucleus solution of the ZFK equation, using approximate /(u ) — u{u — 6), 
is of the form
Ucr(x) =  ^-sech2(A;æ), (5.9)
V ëwhere k — — , we choose z =  tanh(kx). Then q(x) =  0 (3sech2(A:a;) — l)  is trans­
formed to
q(z) =  0 {3(1- z 2) - l ) . (5.10)
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The problem given by (5.8) can now be re-written in terms of the variable z as
_d_
d z +
/
12 -  
V
( 1 - 2 2) ^ ^ =  0,
V>(±i) =  o. (5.11)
Problem (5.8) is a Sturm-Liouville problem for a (time independent) Schrbdinger equa­
tion [83]. The properties of eigenfunctions of this problem are well known [40, 16, 22, 
73, 17]. The spectrum consists of a number of discrete real and simple eigenvalues and 
a continuous spectrum. If the eigenvalues \n are numbered in decreasing order,
Ai > A2 > A3 >  • • • An > • • • , (5-12)
then eigenfunction <pn(x) has exactly (n — 1) zeros in the interval x  € (—00,00); corre­
spondingly, 'tpn(z) has exactly (n — 1) zeros in 2 € (—1,1). We are however, after an 
unstable eigenfunction corresponding to a positive eigenvalue.
dIt is easy to show that —— ucr(x) is a solution to (5.6) at A =  0, therefore it is the
ox
same as the eigenfunction which corresponds to the zero eigenvalue. Thus, knowing
d—— ucr(x) from (5.9) and using the transformation z =  tanh(/c x), the zero eigenfunction
L/Jb
is then
^   ^ ^ 03//2sech2(Â:x) tanh(fcx),
=  C 2 ( l - 2 2), (5.13)
where C  =  — — is a multiplicative constant. It is obvious in (5.13) that our zero 
eigenfunction, C z (1 — z2) has only one zero in the interval (-1, 1). Hence, we conclude 
that, according to Sturm-Liouville theory, A2 =  0 and ^2(2) oc z(l — z2), and therefore 
there is a Ai >  0, exactly one positive eigenvalue, which corresponds to a ipi(z) which 
has no zeros in (—1,1). Therefore, the unstable eigenvalue we are after corresponds to 
this one and only one positive eigenvalue.
Equation (5.11) is a special case of the differential equation
,2
d ( 1  1 a  dW+  v {v +  1)
( l - * 2)
W  =  0, (5.14)
which has as its solutions the so-called Associated Legendre Functions [75, 38] in 
which v and /i are arbitrary complex constants. The linearly independent functions
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that arc the associated Legendre functions arc given by
P?{*) =
1 2 + 1
r(i — /*) \ z -1
M/2
F  - i/ , j/ +  1;1 - /r ;
1 - 2
QUz) =  c^ r (^ +  M +  1)r (V2) (^2 _  i r /2 z-u - , -1
2>'+i r ( i /+ 1 )
. z/ +  /x +  2 r' +  ¿r +  1 3 1
x F l ^ — 1 — ^ + 5 ^
(5.15)
where F  is a hypergeometric function which by definition is of the form
F(a , f t  7 ;  2 )  =  l  +  2 ^  z  +  a ( a + 1 ) + / ? L 1 )  z 2
+
7 - 1  " ' 7 ( 7  +  1) • 1 • 2
a (a  +  l)(a  +  2)^(/3 + l)(/3 +  2) 3
2° + (5.16)
7 (7 +  l)(7  +  2) • 1 - 2 -3
The hypergeometric series terminates if a  or (3 is a negative integer or zero as it is 
obvious from the definition. The functions Pu(z) and Qv{z) are referred to as the asso­
ciated Legendre P and Legendre Q respectively (see, for example [38]). Therefore, 
the general solution is
*Kz) =  Cx Pjt(z) +  C2 QS(2), (5.17)
where C\ and C2 are undetermined constants. Comparing (5.11) and (5.14), we have 
v =  3 and ¡jl =  ± 2v^ +g. it happens that the solution we are after and which satisfies 
our boundary conditions is
2VX+7£a o
■So
(*) =
y/9 +  A
V ë T x
( z +1)  S o  )n S ô + 2 S ô T \
Vo
(5.18)
Using (5.16), solution (5.18) simplifies to
i \ ^  (l50§ 23 + 3O0\/0TÂ22 + (24 Asfê + 150§)z + 8 A>/0+"X)
z + l )  r ( V + t^ E Â )(V ÿ+ x/^ p I)(V ÿ + 2 v W T Â )(3 V 6  + 2v/^ ^ I ) ‘
(5.19)
^(2) =
The values of the eigenvalue A which make our boundary conditions ^ (±1) =  0 to be 
satisfied are the solutions to the equation
8Av^ T Â  +  300? +  24A\/0 +  300 V 6 +  A =  0, (5.20)
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and are found to be Ai =  — , A2 = 0, A3 =  —— . From (5.19), it follows that the 
corresponding eigenfunction to the eigenvalue A2 =  0 is
rh{z) =  ~ Z{1 , (5.21)
which is equivalent to our deduced zero eigenfunction in (5.13) and therefore confirms 
that our solution is correct.
We are interested in the positive eigenvalue A which corresponds to the unstable 
eigenfunction that we are looking for. Thus, substituting Ai =  —  in (5.19) reduces it 
to
^  =  ¿ ( 1  - * 2) (3/2)- (5-22)
From Sturm-Liouville’s theory, Ai =  ^  is the only positive eigenvalue and ipi(z) does 
not change sign. The plots of i\)\ and ip2 are shown in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.2: The plot of the unstable eigenmode ipi (green curve) for the ZFK equation and the 
zero eigenmode tp2 (red curve) showing the only zero of V>2 in the interval (—1, 1) confirming 
that Ai is the only positive eigenvalue.
Finally, rewriting the unstable eigenfunction in terms of the original variable x, we 
obtain after simplifications and neglecting of multiplicative constant
where k =
ip(x) =  sech3(fca:), (5.23)
5.2.2 Analytical critical (threshold) curve for the ZFK equation
A general solution to (5.4) satisfying appropriate conditions at x  —> ±00 can be de­
scribed by
w(x, t) =  aj f j ( x ) eXjt =  X /  wi(x i (5-24)
j  i
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where P j ( x ) ,  j  =  1, . . .  are the eigenfunctions, Aj are the corresponding eigenvalues and 
Oj are constants depending on initial conditions, and summation includes integration 
for the continuous part of the spectrum. That is,
n  f - e
y~] cij ifj(x) e Xjt =  ^ 2  aj  Pj(x ) eXjt +  /  aW  <A\(x) eAi dA. (5.25)
3 3 =  1 J ~ ° °
Recall that \j <  0 for j  > 2. Therefore, as t —► oo, we have Wj —> 0 for any j  >  2 
and W2 —► a,2 <£>2(x). As to Wi(x), it exponentially grows unless a\ =  0: Wi(x,t) —>■ —oo 
if Oi <  0 (decay: below the critical surface) and W\(x,t) —> oo if Oi >  0 (excitation: 
above the critical surface). If a\ =  0, then the solution is on the critical surface. Note 
that 02 ^ ( x )  accounts for a shift of the perturbation by the distance 0 2■
The coefficients a3 are determined from initial conditions, as o,j axe the projections 
of initial conditions onto the eigenfunctions (see for example [22]). Initially, that is, at 
t =  0
WQ{ x )  =  'Uo(x') -  U c r(x )  -  ^ 2  a3 (5-26)
3
where W q ( x )  =  w ( x , 0), U q { x ) =  u(x',0). Now if we take the scalar product of both 
sides of (5.26) by tpk, and since the operator C in (5.7) is self-adjoint [55], then the 
eigenfunctions can be normalized so that
/ +oo
'
-OO
P^j Pk hx — Sjk —
(ôjk, the Kronecker delta symbol), we have
(5.27)
Oj =  ( w 0 ( x ) , < P j ( x ) )  =  ( u 0 ( x )  - u a {x),<Pj). (5.28)
Thus, to obtain the expression for our critical surface (and by implication our critical 
curve) we consider the unstable eigenmode <p\. For any family of initial perturbations 
rewritten as
w0{x) =  uQ{x) -  ucr(x) =  ¿ 2 * 3  (5-29)
3
we compute ai =  (wo(x), ip\). If a\ >  0, then the initial condition leads to initiation; 
and if tti < 0, it leads to decay and if Oi =  0, it is on the critical surface (i.e. the 
center-stable manifold). Therefore, our ignition criterion then becomes
Oi
l
l
+oo
( u 0 ( x )  - u cr
s^tim Pi (x)
(x))y>i dx =  0,
dx ucr(x) p i ( x )  dx =  0, (5.30)
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after substituting in it Uq(t,) =  ,ustim0(.rstim — x). Now by using
36 u2ucr(x) «  — sech
X
, Vi (x) «  sech3
;V é
(5.31)
we obtain after resolving in terms of ustim, the explicit expression for the threshold 
(critical) curve
9 9 ( 2  , l x stimV6\ , ( x stimV0\  4 ( ,x 8timV0, \ „ )
s^tim«te. =  f  ( f t a n h  sech +  arctan ^exp( r 1)
(5.32)
The plot of our analytical critical curve is compared with other numerical critical curves 
as shown in the Fig. 5.3. It shows the graphs of the analytical threshold curve for 
the quadratic nonlinearity (red-solid) compared with the numerical ones for the ZFK 
(blue-dashed: cubic nonlinearity; light green-cross: quadratic nonlinearity) and the 
FHN (black-solid) equations. The value of 6 for both quadratic and cubic nonlinearity 
is 0.13 in both numerical and analytic computations. From the plot, one can see some 
agreement between the analytical threshold curve for the quadratic nonlinearity and 
the numerical for the ZFK (with cubic nonlinearity). The vital question of how far
Figure 5.3: The plot of the analytical threshold curves for the quadratic nonlinearity (red- 
solid) versus the numerical ones for the ZFK (blue-dashed: cubic, light green - cross: quadratic 
) and the FHN (black-solid) equations. The value of 6 for both quadratic and cubic nonlinearity 
is 0.13 in both numerical and analytic computations.
the critical nucleus should be from initial perturbations is to be addressed in the next 
section.
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5.2.3 Generalized threshold criterion for the ZFK equation
The above consideration has avoided one delicate issue. Equation (5.2) has not just 
one unstable spatially nonuniform solution (critical nucleus) uCI(x ) but a whole one- 
parametric family of such solutions uCT (x — 6), obtained by shifts by arbitrary distance 
6 from the original critical nucleus ucr(x). It is easy to show that ^ ( x )  =  — uCT(x) 
and that a small shift in uCT(x) is equivalent to adding/subtracting a bit of (fi2 (x) to 
uCT(x) for some small 5. This is derived via Taylor expansion as
d
uCT(x - 5 )  =  uCI(x) -  S —  ucr(x ) =  ucr(x) -  6 <P2 (x ). (5.33)
When the additional constraint of u(—x ,t ) — u(x,t) is imposed, only ucr(x) is ad­
missible. However, if we want to generalize the method for arbitrary, not necessarily 
even initial conditions, then this constraint has to be lifted. We thus have infinitely 
many critical nuclei which could be used to linearize our equation, and correspondingly, 
infinitely many initiation criteria which have the form
/ +oo (u0(x) — ucr(x -  S))<pi(x — 6) dx =  0, (5.34)
-OO
for arbitrary 6. The question then arises, which of these infinitely many criteria to 
prefer that gives a more accurate result? In the light of the foregoing reasons, we have 
a center-stable manifold instead of a stable manifold as illustrated by the sketch in 
Fig. 5.4
5.2.4 The value for 5 in the generalized criterion
There is the important question of the value of 5 to be used in the formulation (5.34). 
We have considered two approaches on how to determine the appropriate value of 5 
that should be used for our threshold criterion. One approach is through minimization 
of Wstim, that is, we choose £ such that tistim is minimum. The second is minimization of 
the amplitude of the initial perturbation where we exploit the linearization requirement 
that the perturbation wo should be small.
First, we consider the minimization of ustim by taking a general initial condition of 
the form
'«() =  Ustim 11{x )5 (5.35)
where H(x) is some function of x. Equation (5.34) can then be written as
®l(<^ ) =  'Wstim D\ (SJstim > $) =  0, (5.36)
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6Figure 5.4: The sketch of a center-stable manifold of the critical solution for the ZFK equation. 
The line S is a 1-parametric family of equilibria corresponding to translations of the “standard” 
critical solution (i.e. critical nucleus). Otherwise, notations are the same as in Fig. 5.1.
where
f + OO
,*) = L
F+OO
Ni =
! — OO/ oo uCT(x — Ô) <pi(x — S) dx.
-OO
Thus, from (5.36)
s^tim
Ni
(5.37)
(5.38)
and therefore to minimize ?/stim, we maximize -Di(xstim, 6) with respect to 5 using 
dDx
06
=  0 which then leads to
/ +0O 
•OO
H (x) <fl (x — 6) dx =  0. (5.39)
Now integrating (5.39) by parts, we obtain
H'(x) ipi(x — 6) dx =  0, (5.40)
which then becomes the equation for determining S such that Kstim in (5.38) is minimum. 
Hence, our threshold criterion is then given by (5.38) after substituting the 6 value we 
get from (5.40).
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For the second approach, we recall from equation (5.26) that
w 0 ( x ) =  u q ( x ) -  u cr( x  -  5)  =  ^  aj  i p j { x  -  6) . (5.41)
This is an initial condition for the linearized equation. Linearization assumes that 
perturbation is small, therefore our linearized approximation is the more accurate the 
smaller is the solution, that is, the smaller is the initial condition. We choose 5 so as 
to minimize a norm A of the initial condition. That is, we choose an L2 norm
/ +00 r+00 . -.2
Wq Ax =  /  (u0(x) - u cr( x - 6 ) J  dx.
-OO J — OO  '  /
(5.42)
Now minimizing (5.42) with respect to 6 using — = 0 we have
06
/ +00
(uo(x) -  ucr(x -  6)) <p2(x -  5)
■OO
dx — 0, (5.43)
0 0 0since by chain rule —  ucr(x — 5) =  —~ u Cr(x — 6) and tp2{x — <5) =  —  uCI(x — 6).
Hence, using the initial condition no =  ustimH(x), as in the first approach, equation
(5.43) then reduces to
0.2(6) = ustim D2(xatim,5) - N 2 = 0, (5.44)
where
/ "TOO H(x)<p2(x -  6) dx,
'O O
/  + OO
uCT(x -  6) (p2(x -  6) dx.
■ 00
(5.45)
Considering N2 from (5.45), integrating the right hand side by parts and also since 
<p2 (x — 6) =  —  tiCr (x — 6), we have
N2
/ +00
Ua (x -  6) <p2(x -  6) dx,
■OO-OOf+ O O  Q
J  UCr(x Ua(x  ~ 6) dx,
=  0, (5.46)
but as tistim 0, it then implies from (5.44) that D2 =  0.
Now, since ip2(x — 6) =  —  uCT(x — 6), and using integration by parts, D2 can con-
Ox
veniently be written as
f+OO '
D2(xstnn,6) =  / H (x) ua (x -  6) dx
J —OO
0. (5.47)
The value of 6 is computed from this equation and the threshold criterion is then 
obtained after substituting this 6 in (5.38).
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Symmetric initial condition
For symmetric initial condition Uq =  ustim H (x) , where
H{x) =  Q(x +  x stim) -  Q(x -  xstim) j (5.48)
we have
H'(x) =  6{x +  iCatim) -  S(x -  Xstim). (5.49)
Substituting (5.49) in (5.40) we get
<£l(#stim - 6) -  </?i(—a^ stim -  8) =  0, (5.50)
from which 8 is to be determined. In this case, because of the even nature of the 
function <fi(x) (see Fig. 5.5), the only possibility is 5 =  0. This means that the only 
possible real 8 such that ustim is minimum is 8 =  0.
In the alternative, substituting (5.49) in (5.47) we get
W'c:r(®stim )^ '^cr( s^tim )^ ~  (5.51)
whose zero also gives the value of 8 to be used in (5.38) for the threshold criterion. 
Here again, due to the even nature of the uCT(x) (see Fig. 5.5), the only value of 8 such 
that ustim is minimum is 8 — 0.
Figure 5.5: The plot of the unstable eigenmode 4>i(x) (blue-dashed curve) and the critical 
nucleus ucr{x) (red-solid curve) for ZFK equation (5.1).
Asymmetric initial condition
For an asymmetric initial condition in a form of a 2-step function Uq =  ustim H (x ) 
where
H(x) =  0(.Tstim +  x) Q ( - x )  +  2 ®(xstim -  x) 0(.t), (5.52)
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and then
h \x ) =  ^2 0 (x stim - x )  — Q(x +  arstim) j  5(x) +  © ( -* )  8(x +  Zstim)
- 2 Q ( x ) 8 ( x  - X s t i m ) .  ( 5 .5 3 )
Therefore, substituting ( 5 . 5 3 )  in ( 5 . 4 0 )  we get
2 y>i(a!stim -  5) -  <Pi(-<S) -  V’ li-^stim ~ *>) =  0, (5.54)
from which we determine the value of 8 that can be used to achieve the minimum iistim 
in ( 5 . 3 8 ) .  We can also use ( 5 . 4 7 )  from the second method to find the value of such 8 
from
2 U c r (x 'stim  4 )  Uc r ( 8 )  Ucr (  T s t im  4 )  0 .  ( 5 .5 5 )
We observe that the value of 8 such that Hstim is minimum is close to the zero of 
(5.55). In other words, the zero of D2 (8) =  0 is very close to the minimum of ustim from 
(5.38). We have tested this observation numerically where we fixed xstim at the values 
0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 9 at 0.13 in both (5.38, 5.55) while plotting against 4 the resultant 
Wstim in (5.38) and the resultant function of 8 from (5.55). The results shown in Fig. 5.6 
where in all the three cases (a), (b) and (c), the minimum of 'ustim coincides exactly, 
with the accuracy allowed by the graph, with the zero of D2 (8) =  0, thus confirming 
our observation.
For the ZFK equation in (5.1) with quadratic nonlinearity, / (u) =  u (u — 9) we find
, 3 9 u2uCT(x — 8) =  — sech
\ x - 8 ) V 9 '
<P2 (x - 8) =  ^ - 9 3/2sech2 | tanh ^ ( x -8 )V 9 ^
tpi(x — 8) =  sech3 \ x - 8 ) V 9 S
(5.56)
(5.57)
(5.58)
By fixing xstim at the values 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 9 at 0.13 we obtain the results shown in 
Fig. 5.6 where in all the three cases (a), (b) and (c), the minimum of 'iistim very closely 
coincides with the zero of 0,2 (8) =  0, thus again confirming our observation.
The two different approaches give the same result based on our tested observations. 
We explain this coincidence in this way. To determine optimal 8, one of the approaches 
uses equation (5.40), and the other uses equation (5.47). These two equations have 
very similar form, the difference is that, what is ucr in one equation, is in the other. 
However, as Fig. 5.5 shows, these two functions are rather close to each other, hence it 
is not surprising that the two equations give close results.
Clearly, this explanation depends on the details of this particular problem, so we do 
not expect this to be the case with other types of equations like the cardiac equations.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.6: The plots of the minimum of nstim and zeros of D2(S) =  0 for fixed values 
(a) 0.3 (b) 0.6 and (c) 0.9 of .rstim and 0 =  0.13 for the quadratic nonlinearity f(u) =  
u(u — 0). In all the three cases the minimum of ustim exactly coincides with the zero of 
D2{5) — 0, thus confirming our prediction.
5.3 Analytical initiation criterion for the front model
5.3.1 Introduction
The simplified front model does not have “critical nucleus” or “critical pulse” solution. 
Instead, the role of the threshold is played by a “critical front” , which is the unstable 
front solution with speed c_(o:, r) as explained in Chapter 2. Also we provide numerical 
evidence in Chapter 3 that the center-stable manifold of the unstable front solution is 
the threshold hypersurface separating initial conditions leading to excitation from initial 
conditions leading to decay.
We try to find the expression for the “critical curve” for a 2-parametric family of 
initial conditions with parameters xstim, Est-un as the intersection of the codimension-1 
unstable critical hypersurface, which is the centre-stable manifold of the critical front 
solution, with the 2-dimensional manifold of initial conditions. To do this analytically, 
as in the previous section for the ZFK equation, we approximate the center-stable man­
ifold by a center-stable space which is a subspace spanned by eigenfunction correspond­
ing to eigenvalues with nonpositive real parts (see [95, 54, 51]). This approximation 
is possible if we linearize our nonlinear system around the exact critical front solution 
which plays the same role as the critical nucleus solution in the ZFK equation. The 
sketch of the center-stable manifold of a non-stationary solution is shown in Fig. 5.7. 
When we consider the problem in a frame of reference comoving with the critical front 
then our critical front becomes a stationary solution (i.e. an equilibrium solution). 
Thus, we arc dealing with a center-stable manifold of an equilibrium as in Fig. 5.4.
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M0
Figure 5.7: The sketch of a center-stable manifold of the critical solution for the front equations. 
Instead of the line of equilibria as in Fig. 5.4, we have a trajectory (bold black line) corresponding 
to the critical front. Otherwise, notations are the same as in in Fig. 5.4.
5.3.2 Eigenvalue problem to the Hinch (2004) model
Linearization of the system (2.20)-(2.21) is not straightforward, as the right-hand sides 
of it include Heaviside step functions and are discontinuous, thus linearization includes 
Dirac delta function and therefore is singular. A rigorous justification of this ap­
proach can be made by regularization, by considering our problem as a limit of a 
one-parametric, say depending on parameter e, family of regular problems in which 
the step functions are replaced with smooth steps of width e, and delta functions are 
replaced, correspondingly, by bell-shaped functions of width e. Examples of using sin­
gular linearized equations for stability analysis with discontinuous right-hand sides are 
known in literature (see, for example, [79, 100]).
Another way to investigate stability of solutions in such equations is the free-boundary 
method, which considers, alongside with perturbations of the solutions, also pertur­
bations of the matching points between the domains where the right-hand sides are 
continuous, thus avoiding any singularities in the linearized equations. This method 
has been used by Hinch [43] for a system similar to (2.20), (2.21) (see Appendix C for a 
detailed analysis establishing the equivalence of these two models with an appropriate 
choice of parameters).
However, for the purpose of developing an analytical initiation criterion, we need 
eigenfunctions of the adjoint linearized problem. We are not aware of any extensions 
of the free-boundary method to the adjoint problems. So we use linearization with the 
singular right-hand sides. We, first of all, find the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions to
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the linearized problem and compare the results with [43]. We accept this comparison 
as a justification of our method in lieu of the regularization proof, since this method 
has already been successfully used in literature for similar problems. Then we use the 
same method to find the eigenfunctions of the adjoint linearized problem which is used 
for the initiation criterion.
Linearization of the Hinch’s equations
In a laboratory reference frame with (x , T) as coordinates, the front model [43] can be 
written in the form
dv cPv - t,
5 7  =  a F  +  F (” ’ ' , ) '
dh ~ -
^  =  G(v,h), (5.59)
where F(v, h) =  g Q(v)h, G(v, h) =  © (—v — A) — h and 0  is a Heaviside step function. 
Meanwhile, in a moving frame of reference, the solutions to (5.59) for a right-ward 
moving front are of the form v(T — x/c,T), h(T — x/c,T). Introducing the coordinates 
| =  T — x/c, t =  T with c >  0, we look for functions v(£,t), h(£, t) which satisfy (5.59) 
to give
dv
d!
1 d?v
c2 d~e
+  F(v ,h ),
d£
dh
dt
dh r
~^= +  G(v,h).
dt,
(5.60)
Traveling wave solutions of (5.59) correspond to stationary solutions of (5.60), (sec, for 
example, [82]). Suppose (üo(£)> ^o(O) is a stationary solution of (5.60), then
JL d2f;o
c2 d<i2
dùp
d /  
dfep 
d|
+  F(vo,h0) =  0,
— G{v o, ho) — 0. (5.61)
The linearized version of (5.60) about is obtained by neglecting higher
order terms as
dvi 1 d2v\ dvi  _  . r _  _  7
" à T =  &  ~ d F ~ ~ d (  +  3 6^ o )hoVi +  gQ(vo)hu
dhi dh\ 7—r  =  - —=■ -  ¿(u0 +  A) vi -  hi. 
dt dt
(5.62)
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Let the linearized equations (5.62) support solutions of the form Vi(£, t) =  eXt 0(£) and 
hi (£,£) =  eXt/ip(£). This leads to the (temporal) eigenvalue problem
1 d2</> d0
A<£ =  ST ------ - ~ + g S ( v 0) h 0 <p +  g O ( v 0)'ip,
c d£2 d£
-  5(®o +  A )  </> -  
d£
(5.63)
where (£((;) and ^ (^  are eigenfunctions. The eigenvalue equation (5.63) is then casted 
into a three first-order ODEs by letting =  f) and H =  ((f), fj, ip)T, thus, obtaining
d£
a linear system in M3
where prime (') denotes
A =
È' =  À S
d
d f ’
/ 0 l °  \
« * ( À -  ST 5(v0) ho) c2 --c2 g Q(v0)
V —5(vo +  À) 0 - (1  +  À) )
f - l  +  e « l < 0 ,
% d ) =  ] / ?$#<>, ,  
l 1 + 0 1 e _i ),
0Al
1
h ( i )  =
1, l < l i ,
Hoe-*, | > | i,
and
L = -6/0,  H0 = e~W,  y = (l +  /3)e<5/'5.
The general solution to (5.64) is (see Appendix C for details)
( 4 ) i M
ha =  « 2 h
W W
' A ' ' / o \
ffo =  Bi 0
w W
( i
% =  Cl -P i
w y - i ' s
e*2?,
(  l\
2^ e ^ ' + h ,
W
/ l \
/ l \
2^
w
^2 C
e -0li +  c3 2^
w
c^ 2 ?
(5.64)
(5.65)
(5.66)
(5.67)
(5.68)
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where
f3+ J (32 +  AX ¡3 _ (3 -J (3 2 +  4Â/?
Pi = 1 + A, P2 = ------^ ----------, P2 = -----------^ ---------- (5.69)
The arbitrary constants a2, b\, b2, b3, C\ and c3 are to be determined from matching 
conditions of the solutions in the three intervals, which give the system of equations
b2 (g H0 -  P2) +  b3 (g H0 -  v2) -  ci Pi +  c3 v2 =  0,
b2 +  b3 -  ci -  c3 =  0, 
b\ (3g +  ci ^(1 +  À)2 +  =  0,
Ô2 + h  (3 = 0 ,
a2 e*2«1 -  62 e ''2 1^ -  63 e 525'1 = 0,
â2 P2 e *2 & -  62 P2 c *2 i_1 -  63 P2 c 52 & =  0. (5.70)
The solvability condition of this system leads to the characteristic equation
fe (A, 0 , 6 ) = 0 ( < r - f i - l ) - l  +
1 {i +  p )(P n +  1 +  Â)
(1 +  A)2 +  /3
=  0. (5.71)
The characteristic equation (5.71) is exactly the same as that obtained in [43] when 
eki =  0 which is the case of interest to us in this work. For selected parameter values, 
which correspond to other numerical illustrations in this thesis, the graph of the function 
f e against A is shown in Fig. 5.8. This also confirms the existence of only one positive 
eigenvalue as reported in [8, 43].
A
Figure 5.8: The plot of the characteristic function from (5.71) for the front in Hinch’s model 
[43] for parameter values e*,i = 0, c = 0.3318742892, r = 8.2, a = 1.0.
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5.3.3 Eigenvalue problem to the Biktashev (2002) model
Linearization of the front equations
Let us consider the front model in laboratory frame of reference (x ,T ) (see (C.69) in 
Appendix C)
dE_ 
d f
=  G(E, h)/r, (5.72)
where F(E, h) =  Q(E  -  1 )h, G(E, h) =  Q (—E) — h and © is a Heaviside step function.
In a comoving frame of reference, (£, t), the solutions to (5.72) for a right-ward 
moving front can be represented in the form £(£,£), h(£,t). Using the transformations 
£ =  x  — cT , t — T, with c > 0, (5.72) becomes
dE 
d t 
dh 
dt
d2E dE
W  +  C~ d î+  ( ’ 1
c C^  +  G(E,h)/T. (5.73)
The traveling waves of (5.72) correspond to the stationary solution of (5.73). Suppose 
we take the exact unstable front solution as stationary to (5.73) and designate it by
M 0 = l  1 +  TC
Î <-A,
[—a + ae"cf, £ > —A,
( c ^ TC, £ < 0,
MO =  l
[ 1, £>0,
where
(5.74)
9 /  , a 1 , , 1 T  o .£ =  æ — c t ,  l j  =  1 + t  (r ( 1  +  a), A  =  -  ln(--------).c a
(5.75)
Therefore, we linearize (5.73) around (i>o(£), /¿o(£)) using
E =  vq( 0  + e v i($ ,t),
h =  h0(O +  e h 1(Z,t). (5.76)
Now using Taylor expansion, 0 ( — v q ) =  ©(£), Q(vo — 1) =  © (—£ —A) and the fact that
S(u) =  then by chain rule <$(—Vo) =  S(vo) =  — <5(£), ¿(vo — 1) =  — +  A),
du v0 vQ
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Thus, we obtain (see Sec. C.3 in Appendix C)
dv\ cPih dv\ 1 . . .  , . . . .
■ 77  =  -pTg- +  c •qT-------r5(£ + A) fy) '^ l + ©(—£ “  A) hi,at o£z at, v0
dh\ dhi
~d£
i  /  1 ... .  , \ .
■ w  =  c w  +  H m v i  ~ h'> 'T-
Let the linearized equation (5.77) support solutions of the form U\ =
(5.77)
where Vi(£,t) — eAi0(O and hi(^,t) =  ex t ip(£). This leads to a (temporal) eigenvalue 
problem with A, tp as eigenpairs
C V  =  A V,
where
C s D ^ + c i  +  p -
C
V = ' r D =
r l  0 
,0 0,
( c  o\ ( -± 5 (Z  +  A)hoVr,
<11CD
( „  J -
F  = 1
— r5(0  
V ™o
- V ,  J
We now cast (5.78) into a three ODE system 
d 0
de
■4? =  (A +  4 -5 «  +  A) ho)0  -  cr, -  0 ( —£ -  A) ^  dc V Wn '£
dip
“d£
1 (1 +  ^7") ,
- 5 « ) 0 +  0,TCtt0 r c
which can be written in matrix form as
2' =  AH,
where
A =
0 1 0
4 5 «  +  A)/*> - c  - © ( - e - A )
_ 1 1 +  A T
/ 5(0 0 ----------
T C V q r e
(5.78)
(5.79)
(5.80)
(5.81)
(5.82)
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The general solution to (5.81) is therefore,
/ „ A  / i t  / i t
where
0a
Va
w
n,
W
(*A
%
w
Z/1 =
«1 "1 e"1 * +  a3 - i /2
=  ftl
V-
(o \
V V
( 1 )
} /
( 1 ^
0 ev't  + b2 -V2 e - ^  + h -V2
W \ 0 ) K 0 )
„-«'îC
C2
/ 1  \
- î /2
V 0 /
(5.83)
1 +  Ar c +  Vc2 +  4 A _ 
-, 2^ = -------- -^--------> v2
— Vc2 +  4 A (5.84)
t c  2 ’ '* 2
The arbitrary constants Oi, 03, 6j, 62, ¿3, and C2 are to be determined from matching 
conditions of the solutions in the three intervals, which gives a system of six equations
: cu2 eU2A +  62 eU2A (oiCV2 — ,
+b3 e^ A [c
. p2 A  _  L _ 1/2 A
ttittC/qe 1/1A — «3
üi e 1/1A +  CI3 e ‘
^ a c^ 2 -
- b 2 e V2A- b 3 e
t/A
V2 A
l) = 0'
0,
«1 «4? +  &1 =  0, 
61 err <? +  C2 =  0, 
b2 +  b3 — C2 — 0, 
62 t^ 2 +  &2 ~ c2 2^ — 0.
The solvability condition for this system gives a characteristic equation
/ e(A ;c,a ,r )  =  a c (v 2 - v 2) e wA -  1 +  
where
1 +  TC2
TC^  1 + ^ )  (U1+U2- U)A _
(1 +  At)2 +  re 2
1 +  Ar
r e  ’
(5.85)
0, (5.86)
V =
TC ’ V\ =
c +  Vc2 +  4 A
V2 = 2
t/2 =
1, /  1 +  cAA = -In  -------  .
c \ a  J
c — \/c2 +  4 A
(5.87)
It is easy to check using (C.147, C.148) that the characteristic equations (5.71, 5.86) 
are equivalent. This further confirm the validity of our linearization procedure. For 
selected parameter values, which correspond to other numerical illustrations in this 
thesis, the graph of the function f e against A is shown in Fig. 5.9.
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0.1
A
Figure 5.9: The plot of the characteristic function from (5.86) for the front model [8] for 
parameter values c = 0.3318742892, r =  8.2, a =  1.0.
Adjoint eigenvalue problem for the front model
The nature of the problem we try to solve, that is, approximation of the center-stable 
manifold requires that we deal instead with the adjoint eigenvalue problem. Thus, the 
adjoint eigenvalue problem to (5.78) is
C +W  = ]iW , (5.88)
where
C+ =  DT d
d£2
Dt — D, W  = V
and
F 1 =  p
We cast (5.88) into three ODEs 
d <j>*
+  A) ho TVn
© ( - C - A ) - 1 /t
dr]*
=  ri*,
d£
d ip
=  (]1 + +  A) ho)** + e r f  -  - K m r ,
V V0 1 T  V q
* = 7 ® ( - £ - A ) 4 > * - (1 t ^ TV ,d£ C ' * ' ' TC
and which is then written in matrix format as
(5.89)
(5.90)
(5.91)
E*1 =  BE*, (5.92)
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where S* =  ((f)*, r f , ip*)T , r]* =  (j>*' and
0
B =  M +  A) h0
V -©(-£-A)
1 0
-1
c — tS(0
T C V o
0
(l +  fttr)
\
TC
(5.93)
The general solution to the eigenvalue problem (5.92) (see Sec. C.3 in Appendix C) 
is
where
<t>*(0 =  j
n o  =  <
v*(0 =  <
Pa(0  = a*2 e ^ ,  £ < - A ,
<t>*b(0  =  b*2 e ^ t  +  b*3 e ^ ,  - A < e < 0,
m )  =  ^ e ^ ,  £ > 0 ,
r a(0  =  aluae-nt, £ <  —A,
W 0  =  6i e - ^ €, - A < ^ < 0,
^ * (0  =  ci e " 71*, C > 0 ,
Va(0 =  “ 2 72 e72*, £ < - A ,
(0 =  b*2 72 e72* +  72 e72«, - A  < £ < 0,
»?c(0 =  C$751 e H  £ > 0 ,
(5.94)
1 +  f l T
72 =
C +  y/c? +  4/x
7i =
T C 2
72 =
c -  \J(? +  4 n
73 =
1
2 c(7i +  72)’
1 +  TC2 1 1 ( l +  a \„ ln( „  )• c a7 = T C  ’
A = (5.95)
The arbitrary constants a 6*, 62 > 3^> ci> c3 are to be determined from the matching 
conditions which give a system of six equations for six unknowns
a2etc72 e 72A — b2 e 72A (a C72 +  e 7A) — 63 e 72A (aC72 +  e 7A) =  0,
a* g “ 7^  -  ft* e ~72A - 6g e -72 A =  0,
«2 73 e ~72 A — ft* e 7lA =  0,
¿2 a r c 7 2  +  ftg Q! r  c  72 +  — c^ o l t c ^  =  0,
ft* +  f t * - fi* =  0)
6* -  cl =  0. (5.96)
System (5.96) has nontrivial solutions only if the determinant of its coefficient matrix is 
zero which consequently leads to the following characteristic equation (see Appendix C)
/.* =  ac(T5 -  W  e’ a  -  1 + e - h * + ^ > a =  0. (5.97)
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We note that this characteristic equation (5.97) is exactly equivalent to (5.86), the 
characteristic equation of the direct problem with 7 =  v, A =  fi.
For the same selected parameter values which correspond to numerical illustrations 
in this work, the Fig. 5.10 shows the graph of /*  as a function of ¡1 .
Figure 5.10: The plot of the adjoint characteristic function from (5.97) for the front model in 
[8] for parameter values c = 0.3318742892, r = 8.2, a =  1.0.
5.3.4 Analytical threshold curve for the front: Projection onto the 
unstable mode
Now we use the adjoint eigenfunctions to obtain analytical ignition criteria, using the 
same two methods as we developed for the ZFK equation in sections Sec. 5.2.
We illustrate the method for particular values of parameters, as used in Fig. 5.8, 
Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10. For c ~  0.3318742892, a =  1.0, r  =  8.2, the linearized equation 
at the unstable front and its adjoint have one positive eigenvalue A =  0.03990255031 
which guarantees that the center-stable manifold is a codimension-1 hypersurface in 
the functional space, which separates the decay and ignition initial conditions, as we 
have shown in Sec. 4.2.2.
To derive the ignition criterion, we consider, as in ZFK equation, linearization at 
the unstable front solution. We look for a solution in the form
OO
Ü =  Ü0 +  J 2 a kVk(0  eXkt, (5.98)
fc=1
where U =
M O V ,
is the solution to (5.73) of Sec. 5.3.3, Uq = is a sta-
tionary solution to the nonlinear system (5.73) (see (5.74) in Sec. 5.3.3) and the second 
term on the right hand side of (5.98) represents the solution to the linearized problem
'm o '(5.78). Specifically, Vk =
M O ,
and \k arc eigenpairs to the linearized problem.
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We know Ai > 0 is the positive eigenvalue mentioned above, A2 = 0 corresponds to 
the translational symmetry, and Re(Afc) < 0 for k > 2. Note that since the linearized 
problem is now not self-adjoint, we cannot apply Sturm theorem about eigenvalues (but 
rely on Hinch’s results [43] about an equivalent problem), and also cannot guarantee 
that all eigenvalues are real.
As before, the equation of the critical surface in this linear approximation is a\ =  0: 
with one sign of a±, solutions depart from the critical front in one direction, toward 
decay, and with the opposite sign of ai, they depart toward ignition. Since the problem 
is not self-adjoint, to determine a\, we project the initial conditions of the linearized 
problem by taking scalar product with the corresponding adjoint eigenfunctions =
The exact analytical solutions (vo(£), ho(£)) t° our nonlinear system (5.73) axe given 
as
ai(8) =  |_ °° l ( - a  + vstimH ( Z - 5 ) - v 0( 0 ) m ) + ( l - h o ( 0 ) m ) }  d£ =  0
(5.99)
with 5 as the shift along the spatial coordinate and
0, otherwise
where
— Cstim +  S,
£b =  Cstim +  5. (5.100)
£ < - A ,
£ > - A ,
£ < o ,
£ > o ,
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The unstable eigenmodes, <j>\, rp* which correspond to the positive eigenvalue are 1
rm ) =  a*l2 e72«, £ < - A ,
m )  = m ) =  1^2 e72i +  &î 3 e72*, —A < £ < 0
=  1^3 e72*, £ > o ,
rm ) =  «Î273 e72?, - A ,
m )  =  < r b( o =  b*n e - 7 li, —A  < î < 0 ,
, m ) e~7 li, £ > o ,
where
71
72
1 +  ¡ I T
T C
c -  \Jc2 +  4 n
2
72
73
c +  yjr? +  4 [I 
2
1
c(7i + 7 2 ) ’
The formulation in (5.99) can be compactly expressed in the form
(5.101)
where
D ]  ( “s s t im  > S) Ust im  +  0 ,
N, =  f  ( ( - a  -  Vo) (t>l +  (1 -  ho) ip*i) d£.
(5.102)
(5.103)
Due to the nature of the unstable eigenmode as shown in Fig. 5.11 the integrals in 
(5.103) now become
D i=  (  % : ( 0 d £ +  / % 6* (o  di, 
h  b . / - a
N l=  f  ( ( - a -  V0a) +  (1 -  hoaW M ) )  d£
+  / A (  ^*(0  +  (1 -  hoa)rb(0  )  d^
/ oo
(—a — uob) </>*(£) d£. (5.104)
Therefore,
D i =  i& ( e- ^ A -  e72ib) +  ^ (  e72?f -  e“72 A) + ^ . (  e72*f -  e^72A), (5.105)
7 2  72 72 1
1Note that we use a j j , by, Cy, j  =  1 ,2 ,3  in place o f a* , b), c), j  =  1 ,2 ,3  if the eigenvalue for 
unstable cigenmode applies. Meanwhile, we use ay, by , c j j ,  j  = 1 ,2 ,3  whenever the zero eigenvalue 
that corresponds to zero eigenmode applies.
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Figure 5.11: The plot of the unstable eigenmode for the front obtained from Biktashev’s model 
[8] for parameter values c = 0.3318742892, r = 8.2, a = 1.0. The red solid line, the magenta, 
blue and green dashed lines are respectively for v, h, <p*, V’*-
and
Ai —ai2
^ 1 - 7 3  c ~(72+— )A | 7a - a - w  e _ 72A
1 72
\72 +  —  U
(
T C
+b*11
y7i
b*u a
(71-— )A 1 As—=— (1 — e re  ) ------ (1 -  e7lA)
7i
T C
, -(72—c) A
\
72
\ bu  a  /j _  -(7 2 -c)A\
/  72 -  c v J 72
Hence,
N,
Tstim — Dl (£stim> $ )
(5.106)
(5.107)
5.3.5 Analytical threshold curve for the front: threshold minimization 
method (Method 1)
As with the ZFK equation, we explore two methods for choosing the arbitrary constant 
6 in (5.107): minimization of the threshold and minimization of the norm of the initial 
condition.
The minimum value of 'cstim is attained if Di is at maximum, therefore, maximizing 
D\ with respect to 6, we get
6*2 e 72(is‘im+<5) +  6*3 e72^ stim+<5) a*2 e -72(istim-<5) =  0) 
and correspondingly the expression for S at this minimum vst;ra is
1 a12 c* 2 72 £stim
s^tira D l 1 b*u  ® "
(5.108)
(5.109)
where D  =  y/c2 +  4/x.
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We now use the known values of our parameters c =  0.3318742892, a. =  1.0, r  =  8.2 
for the unstable front solution and /x =  0.03990255031 found from the adjoint character­
istic equation (5.97), to determine the arbitrary constants a*2, b*lt b\2, b{3, c*i, c\3 in 
system (5.96). For these parameter values, u — 2.806304918, 0\ =  3.891359376. There­
fore, by arbitrarily choosing a\2 =  1 we find b\x =  0.4897404175, b\2 =  —0.3464951502, 
b*l3 =  0.4550928743, c*n  =  0.4897404175 and cj3 =  0.1085977241. Consequently, 
(5.106) evaluates to N4 =  —0.8630528410 and thus,
¿*(£stira) =  0.5249242192 -  £stim -  1.925389830 In ( l  +  2.886043281 e-°-85i2496304 istim j
(5.110)
We then substitute 5 =  6* in (5.107) to obtain
- k 0 (1 +  k2 e_fc8?stim)fc3
s^tira (Cstim ) —
k3 +  k\ e~ks s^tim +  k4 (1 +  k2 e~ka s^t'm)k3 (1 +  k2 e fc8£stim)fc7 _
(5.111)
where
k0 =  0.03443800972, 
k3 =  0.8194936906, 
k6 =  0.6414100599,
ki =  0.1172206492, 
k4 =  0.2874873522, 
k7 =  0.1805063093,
k2 =  2.886043281,
k5 =  0.04061638645,
k8 =  0.8512496304. (5.112)
Alternatively, we can find the maximum of D\ by analysing equation (5.103). We
[&
observe that D\ =  / <Pl(£,) d£ and therefore
J$b
dD1
d6
=  b), (5.113)
and thus the maximum of D\ is achieved when 0i(£b) =  0i(Cf)- Hence a graphical 
method of solution: we need to find two points on the graph of (¡>\{x) (see Fig. 5.11) 
which have the same ordinate (j>** and whose abscissas are at the distance 2£stjm from 
each other. As evident from Fig. 5.11, graph of <p\(x) is unimodal so the solution to 
such a problem is unique, and £f > —A and £b < — A, and for smaller values of £stim, 
we have £f < 0. Therefore,
which leads to
m * )  =  < r  =  < p m ,
& (& ) =  — ln (
72  '
1 ,  (b\2 e 72if +  b*,3 e^2$f13
*12
(5.114)
(5.115)
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Note that from (5.115), since £b =  — £stim +  <5 and £f =  £stira +  6, we can derive an 
exact expression for 6 as given in (5.109). Equation (5.115) can further be simplified 
to become, depending on the sign of the ratio ^u/a*2
£b(£f)
1
6  +  — ln72
K f  +  —  I nl  72
+  — In
72
+  —  In
72
1 +  e D^'Sj  , ^i2/ai2 > 0)
( - l - ^ e - ^ f) ,  òi2/a i2 < 0,
(5.116)
where D =  \Jc2 +  &fi. Now using the same set of parameter values c, r, a, [i and the 
same values for the constants a*2, fin, fi*2, fi*3, , c(3, as used in the first approach
and after substituting £b(£f) from (5.116) in (5.107), we now have expression for ustim 
in terms of £f
v s t i m ( £ f )  =  0.1197896555 ( l  -  0.8221718799 e - o .0 9 3 7 5 0 5 2 6 0 0 & ^  1 . (5.117)
Since £stim =  0.5 (£f — £b) and using the expression for £b from (5.116), we can rewrite 
the expression for £stim in terms of £f
&tim(&) =  1.245094763 -  1.174743535 ln ( - 1  + 1.313417732 e-°-5193753412 )  .
(5.118)
The pictures in Fig. 5.12 show the threshold curves (blue dashed curves) from our 
analytical ignition criterion being compared with the one (solid-red curve) obtained 
from numerics. And it also shows that the two approaches for determining ustim from 
the first method yield the same result.
¡stim £ s t i m ( £ f  )
Figure 5.12: The plot of the threshold curves (analytical and numerical) for the front obtained 
from Biktashev’s model [8] for parameter values c =  0.3318742892, r = 8.2, a =  1.0: The 
red solid line is the threshold curve from analytical formulations (5.111, 5.117), while the blue 
dashed line is the threshold curve from numerical simulations. The plot of vstim against £stim 
on the right is a parametric plot when £f is treated as parameter.
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5.3.6 Analytical threshold curve for the front: initial condition mini­
mization method (Method 2)
The threshold criteria are given by
- t t  +  Ustim#(£ - 5 )  - wô( 0 ) # ( £ )  + ( X 
-  a +  vstim H(£ - 6 ) -  vq(0 )  m )  +  ( l
-  ho
-  h0
(fl)tf(O] =  0,
= 0,
(5.119)
where the first is the projection onto the positive eigenmodes and the second can be 
derived from the condition of minimum of the ¿2 norm of the initial condition for 
the linearized problem as in ZFK equation. Note that the second equation can be 
considered as corresponding to projection onto the zero eigenmodes in a similar fashion 
to the first equation. Here, H  is given by
H (Ç -6 ) 1, £ € [& ,& ] ,
0, Otherwise,
(5.120)
where
£f — £stim T  
£b =  — £stim +  5 .
The exact analytical solutions to the nonlinear system are
tfo(0  =  ^Oo(0  =  w -01  ere,  £ < - A ,
k+«o&(0 =  - «  +  «  e_c?, £ > - A ,
ho{0 = { h0a(O =  e r e ,  ¿ < 0 ,  
h0b(O =  1, £ > 0,
where u> =  1 +  tc2(1 +  Q'),0i =
t2c2
1 +  TC2
and A =  i h / 1 +  C*
a
(5.121)
(5.122)
Meanwhile, </>*, ip{, the unstable eigenmodes corresponding to the positive eigenvalue 
are
Î4>UZ) =  a*12e ^ , Z <  - A ,
m )  = \<Plb(Z) =  b t 2 ^ ^  +  bt 3 e^2?, —A < £ < 0,
U ïc (0  =  cï3 e H £ > 0,
i^ îa (0  =  “ 12 73 e72?, C < - A ,
m )  = \ r ib(0  =  bî l e - ^ î , - a  < e < o,
[ r u ( 0  =  $ i £ > o ,
(5.123)
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where
71
72
1 +  ¡IT
r e
C  -  y j ( ?  +  A l l
72
73
c +  \/fi2 + 4 n 
2
1
c  (71 +  72) '
The eigenmodcs $2, 02 correspond to zero eigenvalue
02(0
02a(0  =  «22 eCÌ, e <  " A ,
026(0 = ^ 2 ecC + b*23, - A < e < 0 ,  
l 0 5 c ( O  =  4 i .  e > 0 ,
02(0
0 2 a  ( 0  =  «22  e
_JL
026(0 — Oil e TC>
_ x
l 0 2 c ( O  =  «21 e  T C >
c£ i < -A ,
—A < £ < 0,
^ > 0 .
The equations in (5.119) can be rewritten as
«stim - ^ l ( 0 0  — -^1,
Wstim £ * 2 ( 0 0  =  W2)
where
/ OO
ff(É"O0Ì(O do
-OO
/ OO ff(e -005(0 do
•OO
M = y°° (« + t*(0) 0Î(O de -  J£ (i -  ^o(O)0î(O de, 
( a + « b ( o ) 0 a ( o d e - y *  ( 1 - W 0 ) « ( 0  de-
From (5.126, 5.127) we have
where
/ OO
f f ( e - w o  de =  o,
•00
*(e) =  M  02(0 - ^ 2  0Î(O-
Let us look for r/(x) such that i>(x') =  [r/(x)], ) that is,
7(x) =  £  [ n , m )  -  ^2 0 ï(e )) ¿e.
(5.124)
(5.125)
(5.126)
(5.127)
(5.128)
(5.129)
(5.130)
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Then we can apply here the same graphical method of solution as we applied in our 
first method in the previous subsection, with function rj(x) in place of <f>\{x).
For x  <  —A,
Vl ( x ) =  N, a*22 f  e c« d£ -  N2 0J2 f  e72« d£, 
j —oo 7—c
N l  a 22
- J   oo
,c i  _  72 xe —
72
(5.131)
and for x >  —A and ic < 0, 
-A
w o  =  /  ( n i 05(0 -  iv2 0 k o )  dc +  f x ( n , m )  -  m i )  ¿ 0
=  M o52 f  "  e cZ d t - N 2a*l2 f  *  e72« d£
7 —00 7—00
+ £ (b*22 e c « +  653) d£ -  1V2 J *  (b*12 e 7 2 « +  &I3 e 7 2 « )  d£,
e - ^  +  N ^ a  (z +  A)_  -^1 a 22 e- c A  _  ^ 2  Q*2 e - 7 2  A +  ^1 ^22 g cx _
C 72 C C
b22 —cA
iV26*2
e H-----e
72 72
^ 2ft12 072X , b{ -  72 A _  iV2 ^13 V2 x , ^ 26*3  -  y2 A
72 +  —r -^  e72
(5.132)
We note that % ( - A )  =  /_  A (./Vi 0|(O -  ^2 05 (O ) d£ 
Thus,
Vl (x ) =
°22 „ c i  -^ 2 Q*2 72 xe —
72
(5.133)
and
„  M _ ^ 2 e cx _  ^ 1 2  e 72X _  i!2CJi3 e 72X +  ^  (x  +  A )
72 72
For cc > 0,
1 " 1^ t * l* s — cA . -^2 f i * * \ —70 A . ^2^x3 — 70 A+ — W22 -  O22) e + —  (o12 -  012) e 72 +  —^  e 72 .
c 72 72
W * )  =  W O )  +  j f  (iVi 05(0 -  iV2 $ ( 0 )  dO
=  W O )  + Ni c4  f  d£ -  N2 c *23 r  e * t  dO 
Vo Vo
VR2a(x)
(5.134)
W O H ^ x C ^ - ^ O  e72£ — 1 
72
( e - l ) . (5.135)
where
W O )  = ^  ^  ^  + ATx b*23 A +  ^ W 2 -  ^ 2) e“ c Ac 72 72 c
+  — (f>52 -  a *2) e - 7 2 A  +  ^ ^  e - 7 2 A .72 72 (5.136)
We also note that W O )  =  05(0 -  JV2 0 J (o ) d£.
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Thus, rfoi2(x) =  r]Rl(0) +  rjR2a(x) and hence, our rj(x) function is written as
V( x ) =  i
r]L{x),
VRi(x),
^ r2(x),
x <  —A,
— A < x <  0, 
x >  0.
(5.137)
The values of our parameters for the unstable front solution are c =  0.3318742892, 
r  =  8.2, a =  1.0 (for this value, A =  2.088583549) and /t =  0.03990255031 is found to 
be the only positive zero of the characteristic function from (5.97). For an arbitrary 
chosen value of one of the arbitrary constants, a*2 =  1, we find from system (5.96) 
2 the values of the other constants to be b^ =  0.4897404175, &*2 = —0.3464951502, 
6*3 =  0.4550928743, c*n =  0.4897404175 and c*13 =  0.1085977241.
Similarly for /j, =  0 the eigenvalue corresponding to the zero eigenmode of the 
adjoint and for arbitrarily chosen value a22 =  1, we find from system (5.96) the 
other constants, 621 =  1.0, 622 =  —1.107232771, 623 =  1.053616385, c21 =  1.0 and 
c*3 =  -0.05361638563.
And for these values, the integrals in (5.127) evaluate to N\ =  0.863052923, N2 =  
-0.970438513,
D\ =  1.158369225 e-0 0937505260 Sb -  1.158369225 e-°  0937505260if, (5.138)
and the r] functions in (5.137) then become
r]L(x) =  2.600541684 e0 33187428921 +  2.280032739 e0'42562481521, 
r}Rl{x) =  11.63093169 -  2.879404976 e°'331874289221 + 0.9093267008x  
-0.7900202861 e0 4256248152 x -  4.71 07 9 6 5 26 e_0 0937505260i:,
VR2(x) =  4.374836009 -  0.04627377834Z -  1.124126108 e-°  0937505260x. (5.139)
The plot of the rj(x) function (see Fig. 5.13) shows that it has a unique maximum in 
the interval x >  0. Applying the same reasoning as in our first method, we need to find 
two points £b and £f such that £f — £b =  2 £stim and i?(£b) =  ??(&)• Hence £b and £f arc 
at dilferent sides of the maximum of r/(x), and close to it, if 5 is small.
The maximum of t]r2(x ) is found to be located at x  =  8.779341309 and has value 
f?max =  3.474998428. We consider
r]R2 (x ) =  4.374836009 -  0.04627377834® -  1.124126108 e“ 0 0937505260 x =  r]s, (5.140)
2Note that we use aJj , b\j, c f , , j  = 1 ,2 ,3  in place o f  a*, b], cj, j  =  1, 2 ,3  for unstable eigenvalue 
and a2j, b2j, c2j, j  =  1 ,2 ,3  for the zero eigenvalue.
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Figure 5.13: The plot of the r] function, (5.137) showing the unique maximum when x > 0.
and then numerically, fix some constant values for r]s starting at some value, say r]0 —
3.250709716 to rjmax =  3.474998428 increasing by a constant step of approximately
0.0002. Each time we calculate the zeros of the resultant equation, the smaller of the
two zeros we assign as £b and the bigger as £f. We substitute these values of £b and
£f in (5.138) and then from the first equation in (5.126), we get our vstim and the
A _  A
corresponding £stim =  ■ Plotting the pair of numerical values for £stim , Astim
should hopefully give us the threshold curve for the front model. The resultant plot is 
shown in Fig. 5.14, where the dashed-blue curve is the threshold curve obtained from 
numerical simulations and the solid-red one is from our analytical approximation.
Figure 5.14: The plot of the threshold curves for the front equations from numerical simu­
lations of our nonlinear PDEs (5.72) (dashed-blue curve) and the one (solid-red curve) from 
our analytical approximation using the second approach, that is projection onto the zero eigen- 
modes.
5.4 Summary
• We have developed a method of obtaining analytical criterion of ignition, by linear 
approximation of the center-stable manifold of the critical solution. This method 
depends on an arbitrary parameter S, due to translational invariance of the prob­
1 0 0
lem. This arbitrary parameter is to be determined from further considerations, 
independent of the linear approximation.
• We have proposed two methods of determining parameter 6. Method 1 is about 
finding minimal tistim at the given stimulus profile, and therefore provides a lower 
estimate of the threshold of all possible 5. Method 2 is about finding minimal L2 
norm of the initial condition for the linearized problem.
• We have applied the two methods for the ZFK equation. Both methods gave 
very close results, which agree very well with critical curve obtained by direct 
numerical simulations.
• We have applied the two methods for the front model. They gave qualitatively 
correct shape of the critical curve and correct order of magnitude of the quantities. 
Method 1 gave a noticeable underestimation of the threshold stimulus amplitude, 
whereas Method 2 gave a noticeable overestimation of this amplitude.
We conclude that a good approximation for the critical curve in the front model 
can be obtained for an appropriately chosen method of determining 6. This 
method remains a question for further study.
1 0 1
Table 5.1: Glossary of notations for Chapter 5
N otation Explanation(s): bf=beforc, af=aftcr Place introduced
a. constant (5.16)
a, u voltage: pre-frontal, post-frontal (5.74)
P constant (5.16),(5.66)
l i constant parameter (5.66)
A norm (5.42)
A constant af(5.59)
parameter af(5.71)
£ parameter Sec. 5.3.2
8 parameter (Hinch’s equations) bf(5.67)
8 distance bf(5.33)
T parameter Fig. 5.8
e threshold parameter bf(5.9)
0i constant af(5.100)
Vma.x constant bf(5.140)
Vs constant (5.140)
r Gamma function (5.15)
À temporal eigenvalue (Hinch’s problem) af(5.62)
Ai, A2, A3 eigenvalue: unstable, translation, stable 
(ZFK problem)
(5.12)
A temporal eigenvalue (direct front prob­
lem)
(5.5)
M parameter (Hinch’s equation) (5.71)
temporal eigenvalue (adjoint to the direct 
front problem)
bf(5.88)
v1, i>2, ¿*2 spatial eigenvalue (Hinch’s problem) (5.68)
"l, ^2, 02 spatial eigenvalue (direct front problem) (5.83)
7i> 72, 72 spatial eigenvalue (adjoint to the direct 
front problem)
(5.94)
c o n t i n u e d ,  o n  t h e  n e x t  p a g e  =>
1 0 2
| =>• c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  t h e  p r e v i o u s  p a g e
N otation Explanation(s): bf=bcforc, af=aftcr Place introduced
complex constant (5.14)
<t> eigenfunction (ZFK) (5.5)
eigenfunction (direct front problem) bf(5.78),(5.80)
V*, ip*, V* eigenfunction (adjoint to the direct front 
problem)
(5.89),(5.91)
1pl, V*; eigenfunction (ZFK): unstable, transla­
tion
(5.22), (5.21);
<Pl, <P2 bf(5.29), af(5.25)
4>j, Pk the j ’th, fc’th eigenfunction (ZFK) (5.24), (5.25), bf(5.27)
t i r i unstable eigenfunction for the adjoint 
front problem
(5.99)
4> 2 , 1P2 translation (zero) eigenfunction for the ad­
joint front problem
(5.119)
$ , r j function (5.128), af(5.129)
1L, VRi, VR2 function (5.131), (5.132), 
(5.135)
Çstiin : £bj £f stimulus width: back, front (5.100), bf(5.100)
0 Heaviside step function (5.1)
JH
* m [i] * vector of eigenfunctions bf(5.64),(5.81),(5.92)
A, A, B coefficients matrix (5.64),(5.81),(5.92)
ai(6) projection onto the unstable eigenfunction (5.34)
(J’2(S) projection onto the translational eigen­
function
(5.43)
c  : C - speed in the front equations: lower bf(5.73), 
Sec. 5.3.1
C speed in Hinch’s model [43] bf(5.60)
C constant (5.13)
C matrix (5.79)
D, D diffusion: coefficient, matrix (5.109), (5.79)
D parameter dependent on c ,  p (5.109)
D\, Nu D2, N2 integral (5.36), (5.126)
c o n t i n u e d  o n  t h e  n e x t  p a g e  = >
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N otation Explanation(s): bf=bcforc, af=aftcr Place introduced
E, h dynamic variables: voltage, gate (5.72)
F hypergeometric function (5.15)
/ ;  F, G nonlinear function (5.1), (5.72)
F, G nonlinear function (5.59)
F matrix (5.79)
Je, fe, f e characteristics function (5.71),(5.86),(5.97)
H function (5.35), (5.119)
9, H0 parameter in Hinch’s equations af (5.59), (5.66)
k parameter (5.9)
Q functions of x  or z (5.4),(5.10)
pM Legendre P, Legendre Q (5.15)
?/Cr critical nucleus for quadratic nolinearity bf(5.3)
U dynamic variable: voltage (5.1)
vo, ho exact solution (stationary) to the front bf (5.74)
v\, hi perturbation for the front equations bf (5.76)
v, h dynamic variable: voltage, gate (5.59)
Vo, ho stationary solution bf (5.61)
vi, hi perturbation for the Hinch equations (5.62)
w perturbation (5.3)
W dynamic variable (5.14)
Ü,Ü 0 solution: nonlinear, unstable af (5.73), af(5.77), 
(5.98)
V, W vector of eigenfunctions (5.78), (5.88)
s^tim stimulus amplitude Fig. 5.7
Æ'stim i s^tim stimulus: width, amplitude (5.1)
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Results
In this thesis, the following results have been obtained:
• We have developed a numerical procedure for identifying critical nucleus and 
validated for the ZFK equation for which the critical nucleus solution is known 
exactly.
• Our numerical critical curves confirm the prediction from the approximate ana­
lytical theory by Neu et al. about inverse proportionality of the critical stimulus 
amplitude to its width.
• We presented numerical evidence that the role of the “critical nucleus” as for the 
ZFK equation is being played by its slowly moving variant, the “critical pulse” 
for the FHN system, which is consistent with the theoretical results by Flores. In 
the case of the simplified front model, we have observed through numerics that 
the relationship between the asymptotic voltage (rheobase) EiiSym and the pre­
frontal voltage a  is found to be F’asym =  ot +  1, which means that at very large 
stimulus width, the stimulus amplitude should be such that it opens the rn-gates. 
This revelation will among other things assist in checking the analytical ignition 
criteria that we seek to find.
• We have established the role of unstable fronts as critical solutions in the cardiac 
front models, whose center-stable manifolds serve as threshold hyper-surfaces in 
the functional space between decay and ignition initial conditions.
• We have extended the variational description by Neu et al. of ignition in the ZFK 
equation, by using two-parametric piecewise linear ansatzes and avoiding blow-up 
solutions.
• We have developed a variational description of ignition in the front model using 
2-parametric piece-wise linear ansatz, and established that a 2-parametric ap­
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proximation is insufficient to describe the front dissipation mechanism essential 
for ignition failure in this model.
• We have developed a variational description of ignition in the front model using 3- 
parametric piece-wise smooth ansatz. This leads to a qualitatively correct critical 
curve approximation.
• We have developed a method of obtaining analytical criterion of ignition, by linear 
approximation of the center-stable manifold of the critical solution. This method 
depends on an arbitrary parameter 5, due to translational invariance of the prob­
lem. This arbitrary parameter is to be determined from further considerations, 
independent of the linear approximation.
• We have proposed two methods of determining parameter <5, one based on mini­
mization of the threshold amplitude and the other based on minimization of the 
perturbation initial condition.
• We have applied the two linearized methods for the ZFK equation. Both methods 
gave very close results, which agree very well quantitatively with critical curve 
obtained by direct numerical simulations.
• We have applied the two methods for the front model. They gave qualitatively 
correct shape of the critical curve and correct order of magnitude of the quan­
tities, with one of the method giving an overestimation and the other giving an 
underestimation of the threshold amplitude.
6.2 Further Directions
• Sequel to the unexpected result from our piece-wise linear variational approxima­
tion to the front model, we will revisit the problem adopting now a new approach 
by considering t(x ) rather than x(t) description of the front motion, which hope­
fully will produce the unstable front solution.
• A good approximation for the critical curve in the front model can be obtained 
for an appropriately chosen method of determining the parameter 5. This method 
remains a question for further study. •
• The propagation of excitation in cardiac muscle for example, generally have been 
treated as though it occurred in a continuous structure (medium). However, new 
evidences are emerging that suggest propagation in cardiac muscle often displays a 
discontinuous nature, “ectopic nexus” as it is popularly referred to (see [76]). We 
will therefore extend our initiation criterion to other applications and phenomena 
such as the ectopic nexus where initiation thresholds are crucial.
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• We will consider other different initiation protocols, for example, initiation by 
current, where currents are used as stimulus, popularly used in physiology and 
experiment (see [88, 91]).
• It will also be interesting and quite challenging as well to try and explore how 
our initiation criteria are going to be molded appropriately so as to investigate 
initiation processes in models of higher dimensions, for example, 2D and 3D.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the variational 
approximation of the front 
equations using piecewise smooth 
ansatz
A .l  Integrands for the ODE system
The integrands in (4.12) from Sec. 4.2.1 can be derived via chain rule using the formulas
[ t o ;] x o ,x i  =  Vxoc {Xa)u +  Vxu {xw)u +  >
=  Vxa {Xa)x0 T Vxui {Xu)xq T [Kcolxa.Xu, )
[Vxi]u,Xo =  Kca (% a)x i +  Vxu> {%U>)xi +  [ I 'x i]  Xq ;Xcjj J
[ l/x ] a ) ,X o ,X l  =  V x a ( X a ) x  +  Vxu, ( X u ) x  4"  \Y x] OJ )XOc yXjjJ *
(A.l)
where the subscripts (except for xw, x a, Xq) denote partial derivatives. After after some 
tedious calculations and simplification we get
V,XQ
V,X I
0, x < xu
(a+w) ^(a+w)i+ia-Xu-(<rau+aJio)j
(xa—XwP )
X u , <  X  <  X a
0, X a  <  X .
'0,
< — ( a + u )  ^ ( a + u ) x —( a x ^ + u x a )
X  <  Xu ,
X u  < X  <  X a  
X a  <  X .
1, X  <  X u
0, X u  <  X  <  X ,
0, X a  <  X .
r°, X  <  X u
II (a + u )
Xot Xu ^ X u  <  x < X a
X a < X
(A.2)
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Similarly, the integrands in terms of W  are obtained using the chain rule formulas in
(A.l)
0, x < xu
Wu ~  \ u2(i0- fa) >
0, X 0 <  X .
0, X  <  X u
(q+o;) |(a+u))x+i0-iu-(a^ui-t-wxa)j
WX0= < j{xa—Xu)*
WX1 =
xw < x < Xq 
Xq ^  X •
0, x < x u
(a+ai) ( ( a + w ) x — ( a i u + u i a ) )
----------- -^-------------™ X u  <  X  <  X qa>(xot—Xu) ’ — u
0, x0 < x.
(A.3)
A .2 Alternative representation of the integrands
Alternatively, we could express the integrands (4.12) directly in terms the dynamic 
variables (to, X q , X \ ) .  Therefore, using the same formulas (A.l) we get
XQ ry, rf> rp
x 0 - x i  ’ x  ^
Xu < x < x a
X a  <  X1.
0, X  <  X w
Vxo =  ' (x0-x !)2 > X u  < x <  X a
.0, xQ <  x.
0, X  <  X u
v* =  < Xu < x < x a
0, X a <  X .
(A.4)
(A.5)
IT =
0, X  < X u
1 + ^ S r y >  x u < x < x o 
kl, X0 <X.
0, X  <  X u i°* X  <  X u
^  ^0 > IIo 1 a?i X u  <  XI U>(xo— X l)2 ’
X q <  X . U , Xo <  X .
, X  <  X u
0, x'o <  x.
(A.6)
(A.7)
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A .3 The ODE system
Substituting the integrands (A.2, A.3) in (4.12) and from (4.11) we have
Muxo MUX1 (  Ù \  ^ Qu +  Fu T Gu ^
MX(,U Mxoxo Mxqxi x'o = Qx0 T FXq -\- Gxo
y Maui MXlxo MXlXl j / y Qx i T  FX1 +  GX1 J
(A.8)
where (after some tedious computations)
Muul -
MXox0 —
MXoxi —
( x o - x -1 )/x2r2 w  { 2 u - 3 ) h 2 t 2 w  v2t2
3u , Mux o -  , ™i*)n 3 »
xj4 -  3x;3 +  (/x2r2 + 3)x;2 -  (3h2t2 — a3 — 3a2 — 3a)x> + 3/x2r2
3u(xo — Xi)
2lj3 — 3x>2 +  2/j? t 2u  +  2a3 + 3a:2 -  3¿i2r 2 
—6(x0 -  xi) ) MXqUJ   M jJXQ >
MXlX1 = ---- ^ ----- — ---- , MXlXo =  MXoXl, MX1U) =  MU1X1 (A.9)
3(®o -*i)
o  - 1 IIoo* a  +  u Qxi^  2(x0 — X \ )  ’ 2(.x0 - x i ) 2’
o'II6?
o
II (a) -  l )3 
6u ’ Fx i
^  (x0 - x i ) / i 2r 
0 Gxo =
(u — 3 ) h 2t  
6
a +  x)
2(x0 -  .ri)2 ’ 
(x> +  2)(x> — l )2 
6x;
x>/i2r
6
(A-10)
Thus, we obtained the following system
r 2 jU2(2x> — 3)(x0 — Xi ) x 0 — 2 t2 h 2 u j (x 0 — Xi ) x i +  2 r2g2(x0 — X i)2 w 
+  ( t ^2 (x 0 -  x i )2 +  3^  u  =  0,
2 (xo — xi) ( uj4 — 3 uj3 +  (3 +  r2 n2) u 2 +  (a3 +  3 a2 +  3 a — 3 r2 n2) u  +  3 r2 /x2 j xo
-  (x'o -  xi) ^2w4 -  3w3 +  2 r 2g 2 w2 +  (2a3 +  3 « 2 +  3 «  -  3 r 2g 2) wj Xi
+ (x0 -  Xi)2 t 2 [i2 (2 u  — 3) u  +  (x0 -  Xi)2 uj3 — ^(x0 — Xi)2(3 — r/r2) + 3 j  x>2
-  3^(1 +  t2 n2)(x0 -  x i)2 -  a j  u -  (x’o -  x i)2 =  0,
(x0 — xi)  ^— 2x>4 +  3u>3 — 2 t 2 [i2 uj2 — (2 a3 +  3 a2 — 3r2 ¿¿2) u j  x 0 
+  ( x q  -  Xi) ^2x4 +  2r2 /n2 u 2 +  2 a3 u j  X \  —2 r2 /x2 (xo -  Xi)2x;u;
-  (x0 -  Xi)2 a;3 -  ( th2 (x0 -  Xi)2 -  3) u 2 +  3^(x0 -  x i)2 +  exj u  -  2 (x0 -  x i)2 =  0.
( A l l )
We solve (A.11) for u, ±o, Xi to obtain the third order ODE system and because of 
translation invariance we use Xq — X \  +  q  to get the second order ODE system involving
1 1 0
only u), q
=  — (r/x2w6 +  (4a r/ x 2 — r 2 yu2) ec»5 +  (6 a 2 r/x2 +  r 3 /x4 — 4 a r 2 /x2) u 4 
d i  V
+ (3 T2 /x2 — t4 ¡J,4 +  4 a3 t ¡i2 — 9 a2 r2 ytx2) a;3
-  (6 a3 t2 jU2 -  3 a 2r 3 /j4 - 2 t 2/x2 +  12a 2 r 2 /x2 +  r  a 4 /x2 +  12 a r 2 /x2) w2 
+  (12 a 3 T2 f i 2 +  3 a 2r 2 /x2 — 8 a  r 2 ¿x2 +  3 r 4 ¡ i 4 —  2 a 3 r 3 ¿x4 — 2 a 3 r 3 ¿x4) a)
-  6 a 2 T2 yu2 -  6 a 3r 2 ¿x2 -  2 r 4 /x4) /^2 r 2 yix2 (w5 +  4 a  w4 +  (6 a  2 +  r 2 /x2) a)3
+  4 a 3w2 +  « 4w - a 3r 2/i2j j
-  ^3a;6 +  12a w 5 +  (9r2 /x2 +  18a2)u;4 +  (27a r 2 ¿x2 +  12a3)u;3
+  (3 a4 + 39 a2 r2¿x2 +  6 r4 yU4) w2 +  (3 a r4 /x4 +  21 a3 r2 /x2) w) /  ^ 2 r2 yU2 q2 
+  4aw4 +  (6 a 2 +  r2ii2)w3 +  4a3w2 +  a4w +  « 3T2 yu2^j =  f(ui,q),
=  q Í 2 v 5 +  (—4a +  3r/x2 — 12)tu4 +  (—r2/x2 — 6 a2 +  18)a»3 
d i  V
+  ( -3  a 2 r  /x2 +  12a2 — 8 +  12 a) w2 +  (—6 a 2 — 8 a  +  3 r 2 /x2) w -  2 r 2 /x2) 
/^2w(w +  a )(w 4 +  3 a w 3 +  (3 a2 +  t 2/x2) w2 +  (a3 -  a r 2/x2) u |  a 2 r 2 /x2^
+  ^15 cl)4 +  36 a a;3 +  (21 a2 +  6r2 yu2) u 2 +  3 a t2 /n2 u'j /  ^ 2 u  (u> +  a.) q
(u 4 +  3 a  cl)3 +  (3 a 2 +  r2 /x2) w2 +  (a3 - a r 2 /i2) u  +  a 2 r 2/x2^  =  <?(cl), <?).
(A.12)
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Appendix B
Integrals for the variational 
approximation of the front 
equations using smooth ansatz
B .l Derivation of the integrals
The integrals in (4.30, 4.31, 4.32) in Chapter 4 can respectively be further split so as 
to facilitate their computations
+  x i
f X l
roo
Va d x +  /  v;2 dx +
rxo
/  wl
roc
dx +  / V 2 d x )
Jo J XQ /
roo rx o roo >
KVb dx + 1' KVb d.x+ / WaWb dx +  /  W W  d.r
J£1 Jo J £0 /
roo r£0 rooVavxi dx + / vavxi dx + wawxi d x +  /
J X\ Jo ^£q
+
rxi roo
/  Va{Vxx + f(V , W )) dx +  /  Va(Vxx +  f(V , W )) 
Jo J xi
rxo i r°° i
/  ~ W ag(V ,W ) dx + /  - W ag(V ,W ) dx,
JO T Jxn ^
dx
(B.l)
+  b
+  X'l
rx\ roo rx o roo
a I /  VaVb d x +  VaVb d x +  WaWb d x +  WaWb dx 
JO Jx i Jo Jx o
( rx i roo rx o roo
/  Vb dx +  /  Vb dx +  /  Wb dx +  /  Wb dx 
J o  J x  i  J o  Jxt• XQ
rxi roo rxo roo
/  vbvxi dx + / VbVXl dx + / WbWxl dx +  / WbWXl dx 
Jo Jx i Jo Jx' X0
rx i roo
=  /  Vb(Vxx +  f(V , W )) dx +  /  Vb(Vxx +  f(V , W )) dx
Jo J x i
rxo 1 foo i
+  /  - W bg(V,W ) d x +  /  - W bg{V ,W ) dx,
/o
(B.2)
'£0
1 1 2
+  b
+  X\
WX1 dx
+
rx\  r o c  r x  o r o c
/  VaVXl dx 4- /  VaVXl dx +  /  WaWXl dx +  /  Wa 
a O J x  i J  O J x  o
r-x i /•oo /•xo /*oo
/  H K i d x +  /  HKci dx +  wbwxi d x +  /  dx
ao i n  ao J x  o
J/-xi /•oo /•xo r  oo1 Vx]  d x +  /  V).2 d x +  /  W lx d x +  I w £  dx
0 */xi «/O J x  o
/•æi /*oo
/  ^ ( ^ X  +  /(V , W)) dx +  /  VU^xx + /(V , W )) dx
a o a xi
/■Xo 1 /-oo 1
/  - W X1</(V,W0 dx 4- /  - W aiy(y ,W) dx. 
ao r Jxo T
(B.3)
The definitions in (B.4, B.5) and the Table (B .l) are used to help simplify and trim 
down the integrals in (B.l, B.2, B.3). Let f (V ,W ) and g(V, W ) be define by
f(V , W ) =  f v ■ f w , g(V , W ) = g v - g w ,  (B.4)
where
fv  =  Q { V - l ) ,  fw =  W,
gv =  ® ( - V ) ,  gw =  W, (B.5)
and let the table of the functional values of f(V,  W)  and g(V, W) in the specified 
intervals be:
Table B.l: Functions value in specified intervals
IfafetpasiH mirera :
[0, xi] fv  =  1) fw  =  W, gv =  0, gw =  VF
[Xl,x0] fv  =  0, fw  =  W, =  0, gw =  W
[x0,oo)
r—fIIr-HIIr—1IIoII
Thus, the integrals in (B.l, B.2, B.3) simplify to
à
+  b
+  ±i
à WaWb
r x  i r  oo r x  o
/  l/2 dx + /  K2 dx +  /  W 2 dx
Jo J x i Jo
r x  o
Jo
WaWb dx
rx \  r o o  r x o
/  VaVxl d x +  VaVxl +  /  WaWxl dx 
JO J x i J o  J
r x i  r o o  r x o i
/  Va(Vxx + W) d x +  /  VaVx x d x +  - W a( -W )  dx, (B.6) 
Jo Jx i  Jo T
r x o r x o /•xo i
dx +  b Wb2 dx + xi /  dx =  /  -PFft(-lT) dx, (B.7)
ao ao ao T
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a+ b
+  ¿1
XI
0
xo
r o o  r x o \
VaVXl da: +  J VaVXl d * +  J  WaWx 1 dx j
IJo
Orx i r o o  r x  o' Vx]  dx +  /  Vx]  da: +  /  W l dx
O J x\ «'0
WbWxl dx
/•X l /*CX) /*X0 1
/  +  da; +  /  d.x +  /  -W X1(-W^) da-. (B.8)
ao an ao T
B.2 Values of the integrals
Let denote the values of integrals in (B.6) by Zj, • • • , i j0, those in (B.7), by i f , • • • , I2
and those in (B.8) by i f ,  •• • , l f0 respectively. Using (4.35), (4.36) from Chapter 4 and 
Pi%i
letting 0 — £_1 = e n , we obtain the values to the integrals in (B.6, B.7, B.8) as 
follows:
I\ =  8<r(204 + 503 +  202)ln(£)3/(3/?i(l - 0 ) 6)
+  2cr(—205 +  04 — 02 +  20)ln(£)2/(/?i(l — 0)6)
+  <r(06 -  1105 + 1O04 +  1O02 -  110 +  l)ln(O/(0i(l -  0)6)
+  11ct(06 — 205 +  04 — 02 +  20 — 1)/(4/?! (1 — 0)6), (B.9)
I\ =  (02(1 +  o:)3ln(£)2)/(/?if72(l — 02)(1 +  0)2), (B.10)
l\ =  m 2p2(3 M 0 ‘202)/((5rr2(l +  0)3)(<r(l +  0)ln(fl -  /?A ( 1 -  0)), (B.ll)
/]  =  (86/31n(< )^0)/(15<r( 1 +  0)2), (B.12)
41 =  <Kl +  0 ) ( l -2 1 n ( 0 0 -0 2) / ( ( l - 0 ) 3)
<7(1 +  0)((ln(O +  1) +  0(ln(O -  1))(1 -  80+  121n(O02 +  803 -  04)/(2(l -  0)6) 
+  (7(1 +  0)(21n(O(l -  40 -  403 +  04) -  (1 -  80 +  803 -  04))/(4(l -  0)5)), (B.13)
l\ =  (-(1  +  a)3M O 02)/(<72(l +  0)2(1 -  4>2)) ~  ((1 +  a)2ln(O0)/(2(7(l -  02)),(B.14)
I7 =  (862/3/?i (er( 1 + 0)2 -  2/3Pi0) In (£) 0) /  (5cr2 (1 +  0)3(a(l +  0)ln(£) -  /?/?i(l -  0 ))),
(B.15)
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I ¡  =  < r ( l -6 ) ln (ö /0 i -A ( l  +  0 ) /( l -0 ) -< r ( l -& )(( ln (O  +  l)
+  (ln(0 -  1)0)(1 -  21n(O0 -  02)/(/?i(l -  0)3)
+  A((ln(0 +  1) +  (ln(0 -  1)0)(1 -  40 +  41n(O02 +  403 -  04)/(2(l -  0)5)
+  6ct3(1 + *)2ln(07(3/?i(<7(l + 0)ln(fl -  0 ft(l -  0))2)
+  <7(1 -  6)((ln(0 -  1) +  (In(í) +  l)02)/(/?i(l -  0)2)
-  A((21n(0 -  1) +  (21n(0 +  1)04)/(4(1 -  0)4)
+ 6<t3(1 +  0)2((ln(O +  1) +  (ln(f) -  l)0)(21n(£)30 -  31n(£)2(l -  02) +  61n(0(l +  02)
-  6(1 -  02))/(3/M1 -  0 )V (1  +  0)ln(O -  ß ß i ( l  -  0))2)
+  6cr3(l + 0)2(ln(O3(l +  02) -  31n(02(l -  02) +  61n(fl(l +  02)
-  6(1 -  02))/(/3i (1 -  0 )V (1  +  0)ln(0 -  /?Ä(1 -  0))2)> (B.16)
4  =  ( - ( l  +  a)/?1ln (O 0 )/(2 a (l-0 )2), (B.17)
4  =  (—46(26 — 5)/?ln(£)0)/(15<7T(l +  0)2), (B.18)
I ¡  =  (86/?ln(O0)/(15<7(l +  0)2)) (B.19)
/ 2 =  8(<7(l +  0 ) ln (O -/3 Ä (l-0 )) /(1 5 Ä (l +  0)), (B.20)
I ¡  =  46(<t(1 + 0)2 -2/3/?10)/(15<7(1 +  0)2)! (B.21)
I ¡  =  -2(46 -5)(<7(l +  0 ) ln ( a -m ( l -0 ) ) /( 1 5 r A  (1 +  0)), (B.22)
/f  =  <r(l+ 0)(1 -  21n(O 0-02) / ( ( l - 0 ) 3)
a(l +  0)((ln(O +  1) +  0(ln(O -  1))(1 -  80 +  121n(O02 + 803 -  04)/(2(l -  0)6)
+  <7(l +  0)(21n(O(l - 4 0  -  403 + 04) - ( 1  - 8 0  +  803 -  04))/(4(l - 0 ) 5), (B.23)
I ¡  =  (—(1 +  a)3ln(^)02)/((72(l +  0)2(1 — 02)) — ((1 +  a:)2ln(£)0)/(2(7(l — 02)), (B.24)
I ¡  =  (862/?A(<r(l +  0)2 -  2/0Ä0)ln(O0)/(5a2(l +  0)3(a(l + 0)ln(0 -  ß ß ß l  -  0))),
(B.25)
I\ =  46(ct(1 + 0)2 — 2/3/?i 0) /  ( 15cr( 1 + 0)2), (B.26)
I ¡  =  crßi(l +  0)2(1 — 80 +  121n(£)02 +  803 — 04)/(2(l — 0)6), (B.27)
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if = (l + a)A(l + 0)/(2(l-0)) + ((l + a)2/510)/(a(l-02))
+ ((1 + Q;)3/?i<^>2)/(cr2 (1 + 0)2(1 — 02)), (B.28)
I7 =  462/?i(ct(1 + 0)2 -  2/?/?10)2/(5(r2(l + 0)3(<r(l + 0)ln(£) - /?/?i(l -  0))),
(B.29)
/f = (a(l — 6) (1 + 0)(1 — 21n(£)0 — 02))/((l — 0)3)
-  (0?(1 + 0)(1 -  40 + 41n(£)02 + 403 -  04))/(2(l -  0)5)
-  (6a3( 1 + 0)3(21n(£)30 -  31n(02(l -  02) + 61n(0(l + 02) -  6(1 -  02)))
/ (3(1 -  0)3K1 + 0)ln(O -  /?/?!(l -  0))2), (B.30)
if = ((1 + a)/??0)/(2a(l — 0)2) + (/??(1 + 0)2)/(2(l — 0)2), (B.31)
/?o = (—26(26 — 5)(<r(l + 0)2 — 2/?/310))/(15tct(1 + 0)2). (B.32)
Thus, from integrals (B.6, B.7, B.8) and equations (B.9) to (B.32)
 ^ A l l  d\2  O13 ^
(  '  )
f  6X \
«21 «22 «23 6 — 62
y «31 «32 «33 / U i ) l  ft3 /
where
« 1 1 = l \ + i\  +  4
« 12 =
«13 = 41 +  ^  +  /71,
« 2 1 = T2i l >
«22 = T2
«23 = I I
«31 = Il +  Il +  I l
«32 = I I
«33 = i i  + i l  + ih
61 = I8 +  Ig + I\q ,
62 = I I
63 = Il + Ii + Ifo-
(B .3 3 )
(B .3 4 )
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Let
a n «12 «13
«21 «22 «23
«31 «32 «33
£>i «12 «13
£>2 «22 «23
£>3 «32 «33
«11 £>i «13
«21 £>2 «23
«31 «33
«11 «12 bi
«21 «22 b2
«31 «32 £>3
Now using Cramer’s method we obtain the ODE system
a
b
Xl
— Fa (ci,b,x i ),
^  =  Fb{a,b,x  i), 
A ,
—  =  Fxi(a,b,x  i).
(B.35)
(B.36)
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Appendix C
Linear approximations of the 
front equations
C .l Correspondence between Biktashev (2002) and Hinch 
(2004) models
The Hinch (2004) model [43] is given as
dv d2v
0= =  ^ 2  +  9 0 (v) h ~ eki&(-v )(l  +  v), 
meanwhile, Biktashev (2002) model [8] can be express as
dE
dt
dh
dt
—  +  e ( E - i ) h, 
m - E )  -  h)/r,
(C.l)
(C.2)
where © is the Heaviside step function. The Bikatashev model (C .l) can be recovered 
from the HR (C.l) model when e^i =  0,
dv
di
d2v 
dx2 + g&(v) h,
™  =  ©(— ■© - A  ) - h .dt (C.3)
We establish that (C.2) and (C.3) are equivalent by using the Affine transformation 
formulas
E = p + qv, h = r + sh, 
t — k-1 1, x =  w~1cc,
where p, q, r, s, k and w are parameters to be determined. Using (C.4)
dE dv d2E  2 &h , &h
~dt =  q d l ’ 'dx2 ~ qW d ¥ '  ~dt ~ k S di'
(C.4)
(C.5)
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Substituting (C.4) and (C.5) in (C.2) we obtain
fp 7j __
Tt =  (w2/k) W  +  (1 /(kq)) 0 (p - 1 +  <**)h>
| !  =  ( l /(k s r ))  (© (—p -  q€) -  (r +  s h)) . (C.6)
Now by comparing (C.3) and (C.6) and since 0 (C E) =  Q(E) for some scalar C, we 
get
w2/k  =  1, r =  0, s/(kq) =  g, p =  1,
rks =  1, s = l ,  p /q  =  A, (C.7)
from which we have
p = l ,  q =  r/g (=  1/A ), r =  0, s =  1,
k = 1/ t (i.e., k =  t_ 1), w2 =  1/ t (i.e., w =  r -1/2), (C.8)
and from (C.8), g — r  A. Hence,
E — 1 +  (1/A ) v, h = h ,
t =  r t , x =  t1/2x . (C.9)
And from the boundary conditions, E (—oo) =  —a [8] and 'D(—oo) =  —1 [43]
A =  1/(1 + a).
The speeds are related via c =  x/t, c =  x/t and which lead from (C.9) to
c = CT1/2 P =  c2 =  r  c2.
Here, we check our transformation formulas using
d
dt
=  T-1&_ _ —1/2 ^
<95: ’
and thus,
dE 1 dv 1 dv
dt t À  dt g d t ’
d 2E  1 d2v 1 <92f>
dh 1 dh
dt t d t ’
dx2 t A  dx2 g dx2'
But since Q(v/A) =  0(v), 0  (u +  A )/A ^ =  Q(—(v +  A)) and (C.13)
dv d2v r
a T  a F  + 9 e ( ’ ’) '*'
§  =  e ( - s  -  A )  -  fc,
dt
which is exactly the same as (C.3).
(C.10)
(C .ll)
(C.12)
we
(C.13)
have
(C.14)
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We linearize both the models in their comoving frame of reference to obtain
C.1.1 Linearized equations
=  | ^  +  c 1) V » !  +  e ( » „ - ! )  ft,,
dt d p  d(
=  c ^ - - 5 ( vq) vi/t -hx/T, (C.15)
l è  =  ( ! / g2) +  9 ^ h v i  +  g @(v0)~hi,at a i1 ai
^  -  ô(v0 + Â)vx - h i ,  (C.16)
dt d£
where
£ =  x — et, £ =  t — x/c. (C.17)
From (C.9), (C .ll) and (C.17) we deduce that
d0 =  1 +  (1 /À )d0, hç, =  ho, £ = - c r f .  (C.18)
As yet another check on our transformation formulas, we derive one of our linearized 
equations (C.15, C.16) from the other. Therefore, using the relations
II s 1 )—
* d  - i - i  9
eç  T c a r
(C.19)
and
dvi 1 dvi  1 dvi ahi 1 dh\ dhi 1 dh\
dt r À dt g d t ' dt t  dt d£ c t  <9| ’
dv1 1 d v i 1 dv i a2Di i a2ùi i a2ûi (C.20)
d£ c t Â d£ e g  d£ ’ d p  tc2  g d p  P  g d p '
Thus,
=  (1 /c 2) ^  +  g 5(Vo /Â ) ho (Ûi/À) +  g 0 ( do/À )  h, +  g Ô(v0/À) h0, 
dt dP  df
(C.21)
and since 0 ( di / Â )  =  0 ( di), ô(vi/À) = K ô {  Di)
=  (1 /62) +  g S(€o) h  vi + g © (do) h\ + g ô{v0) h  Â. 
dt d p  d$,
(C.22)
Meanwhile
^  ^  -  5((vo + Â)/Â) (fq/Â) -  h  -  ¿((do + Â)/Â), (C.23)
at d£ ---------------------
1 2 0
reduces to
^  =  _  _  S(v0 +  A ) v 1 - h i -  S(Vo +  A) A.
at d£ -----------------
Hence,
=  (1 / c 2) +  g 5{v0) ho ill +  9 0 («o) ^1 +  9 5(«o) A,
at <9£2 d£
^ -  =  - ^ - - i ( ® b  +  A )iî1 - f c 1 -5(î5b +  A )A . 
df d£ -----------------
(C.24)
(C.25)
N B: System (C.16) and (C.25) are equivalent only when the underlined extra terms in 
(C.25) become zero.
C.2 Linearization of Hinch (2004) equations
In a laboratory reference frame with (x ,T ) as coordinates, the front model ( [43]), can 
be written in the form
dv
d f
dh
d f
( fv
dr? +  F(v,h),
G(v,h), (C.26)
where F(v, h) =  g @(v)h, G(v, h) — ©(—v  — A) — h and 0  is a Heaviside step function. 
In a moving frame of reference, the solutions to (C.26) for a right-ward moving front 
are of the form v ( f  — x / c ,f) , h ( f  — x / c ,f) . Introducing the coordinates £ =  f  — x/c, 
t =  f  with c >  0, we look for functions ü(|, t), h(£,t) which satisfy (C.26) to give
dv
dï
1 c?v
(? d è
^  +  F (v,h ),
S  =  ~  +  G(v,h). (C.27)
d t d £
N B: Traveling waves of (C.26) corresponds to stationary solutions of (C.27). Suppose 
v0(£), hod), a stationary solution of (C.27), then
J_ d2 °^
c2 di2
dûp
d i
dho
~ w
+  F(v0,h0) =  0,
- G ( v 0,ho) =  0. (C.28)
The linearized version of (C.27) about 
terms)
(ho(l), M Ô )  is neglecting higher order
d v i 1 d 2 v i d v i .  . ? _ , \ t
~zr =  -~2 -Trx------ r j  +  9 S(vq) ho Vl +  g 0 (uo) h ,
at (r a£,z dç
^  -  S(vo +  À )v x -  h .  (C.29)
dt d£
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Let the linearized eqtn (C.29) support solutions of the form hx(£, t) =  eA 4 </>(£) and 
hi(£,f) =  eAi,0(£). This lead to the (temporal eigenvalue) problem
C.2.1 Eigenvalue problem
(C.30)
a 4> =  4  A i  -  +  fi m  ho <f> + (i O(vo)cz d£2 d£
\ $ = --- _  ¿(f;0 +  A) 0 -  %j),
d£
where 0(£) and '¡¡¡{O are some eigenfunctions. The eigenvalue eqtn (C.30) is then casted
into a three first-order (ODE) equations by letting =  77 and H =  (<fi, rj, $ ) T. Thus,
d£
we ”obtain a linear system in C3
= A h , (C.31)
where (') =  — =,
d£
A  =
/  0 1 0 \
2 (\  t2 _ c2gQ(v0)(À -  g 5{v0)
V —<5(v0 + à) 0 -(1 +À) y
(C.32)
and
%(£) =  <
ho(0
-1  +  e
P gH 0
/?€ i < 0 ,
( l - e - Ò ,  f > 0,
. 1 +  P 
1, l < | i ,
Hoe-*, | > f i ,
6  =  -5/P, H0 =  e - W ,  g = ( l + P ) e 5/13
(C.33)
(C.34)
Solution to the linearized equations We have three intervals (cases i =  a, b, c) 
to consider. For case i =  a, f  € (—oo,|i), therefore in this interval, O(uo) =  0, <5(u0) =  
0, 6(v0 +  A) =  <5(£ — fx) =  0, ho =  1. Thus, the solution is
%
w
axu^e? 0-^1$ + a2 v 2 eq. „ - ¡> 2  £ +  à3v ^ éi>2 £
(o\ / i \ / i \
ttl 0 e 1/1 * +  Ù2 *>2 e"2 ^  +  d3 2^
W w w
(C.35)
1 2 2
where
P +  J / P  +  4 X 0  _ P - J l P  +  4 \ p
i>i = 1 + A, P2 = ------ — j----------, ^2 = ----------------------- (C.36)
For case i =  6, | € (£i,|o)> therefore in this interval, <d(vo) =  0, ¿(iio) =  0, 8(v0 +  A) =  
5(£ — £i) =  0, ho =  Thus, the solution is
%
W
h  jf\ e -"1* +  b2 ~vb2 e" "21 + b3 ~v\ A
(o\ (  A ( l\
61 0 l>2 e*t + h h
v ) 1 ° / w
and lastly, for case i =  c, f  € (£0,oo), therefore in this interval, 0 (vo) 
0, S(vo + A) =  <5(£ — £i) =  0, ho =  Hoe~Z. Thus, the solution is
Vc
w
= ci v i e -"1 * +  c2 i?2 e 1/2 ^  +  3^ #3 e1"2
( 1 )
/ A (  l\
Cl -Z>1 e i>1 ^  + ¿2 ¿>2 e** + <k h
v -* v w
where
¿'a =
(1 + A)2 + /?
PS
(C.37)
1, 5(t>0) =
(C.38)
(C.39)
C.2.2 Characteristic equation
Now to determine the characteristic equation for Hinch (2004) equations we consider 
the conditions at the boundaries:
Boundary conditions at ±oo: With A > 0 : &\ > 0, ¿>2 > 0, < 0, for the case
i =  a
(  <t>a\
lim
£ —► —00
V a  «
W
(C.40)
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must be bounded and therefore ài =  0, à,3 =  0. Hence,
( 4 )
/  l\
fi« =  Ù2 V2
W w
,¿2 Í (C.41)
For the case i =  b, we can only consider the internal boundary conditions and so the 
solution is
( À )
fib =  6l
/(A
0 e - ^  +  bi
(  l\
v2 e ^ ’  +  fc
I A
h
W v ) W W
However, for the case i =  c
lim
£-*+00
/¿A
fib
w
must be bounded and therefore, C2 =  0. Hence,
( à ) (  1 Ì
A \
fit
w
= h -V\
K-p>)
e 1/1 * + c3 A?
W
(C.42)
(C.43)
(C.44)
Internal boundary conditions (IB C S): Let (C.31) be rewritten in terms of regular 
( ill , R2) and singular (51, 52) functions
d0
"d|
=  V,
« 1(0 « 1(0
Ì |  =  c2 ( a|> + f) -  g Q(v0) - c 2g h0 <5(t3o) <4
i t  =  - ( l  +  A ) ^ -  ¿(f)o +  A )0 .
« 2(0 « 2(0
(C.45)
IBCS at |o — 0: Here, we integrate the second equation from (C.45) around £ =  £0 
over a small range, (£0 — £,|o +  e) in the limit e —> 0. But <5('ÿ0) =  ô(£)/v'0((-) and the 
integral becomes
f î o+e fifi _  rfo+e _  _  rlo+e
lim /  — l d£ =  lim /  51(£) d£ — lim /
* - ° 4 - e « - ° 4 - e £- ° 4 - £lo v'od)
m  df. (C.46)
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Its solution is
lim [fidio +  e) -  fjbdo - £ ) ]  < lim M l e -  lime—>0 e—>0 e—>0
. Pghiio)<i>do)
v'odo)
for some bounded function M l. Hence,
f/c(lo) -  %(fo) =  -
q) 0(6)
®o(lo)
But from (C.37) and (C.38),
Veilo) -  Vbdo) =  ~h  ¿>2 -  6  2^ ~ h V\ + C3 2^,
while from (C.33), (C.42),
hodo) =  H0 e-«° = Ho,
< ,(& )= /*  e ^ ° = A
0(6) = M io ) =  h e ° ^ 0 +  b3 e ù^ ° =  b2 +  b3.
(C.47)
(C.48)
(C.49)
Hence,
62 (<7 #o -  ¡>2) +  h  (g Ho -  ¿>2 ) -  Cl i/1 +  c3 ¿2  =  0.
(C.50)
(C.51)
The IBCS at £ =  £0 — 0 for regular functions are derived using the continuity 
conditions
which respectively give
lim 06 =  lim 0C, 
£-00— £—00+
lim 06 =  .Uni 0 c, 
£—0o— £—0o+
(C.52)
b2 +  ¿3 — ci — Ô3 =  0, (C.53)
&i /? <ÿ + ci (^1 +  À)2 +  p'j =  0. (C.54)
IBCS at £ =  £1: Here we integrate the third equation from (C.45) around £ =  6  
over a small range, (£1 — e, £1 + e) in the limit e —> 0. But, ¿(Do + A) =  ¿(£ — ii)/v'0(() 
and the integral becomes
M +e d0  - M +e - - M +£ <b(£) ~ -
lim /  - f  de =  lim /  R 2(0  d| -  lim ^  6(t -  M  d£. (C.55)
£ — J ç i—e d £  £ — J £ 1 —£ M O
Its solution is
for some bounded function M2. Hence.
Now from (C.35) and (C.37),
(C.58)
while from (C.33), (C.41),
v ' o ( i i )  =  P
0 (li) =  0 a ( l i )= a 2 e i?ai*1. (C.59)
Hence,
a2 e *211 + h p e  & =  0. (C.60)
The IBCS at f  =  |i for regular functions are derived using the continuity conditions
_lim cj>a =  Jim (¡>b,
£—>£i— £—*£i+
lim fia =  lim fjb, (C.61)
£-£l-  £-£i+
which respectively give
a2 e *2^ - b 2 e*2 ll ~ h ^ 2& =  0, (C.62)
a2 P2 e "2 - b 2u2 e °2 - b 3P2 e r'2 ^ =  0. (C.63)
=  (C.57)
Eigenvalues and Hinch’s parameters The relationship between the eigenvalues 
and the parameters in Hinch’s model can be establish as follows
i>i =  1 +  A, ¿>2 =
P  +  y j p  +  4JÀ
=  Per, v2 =
P -yJ/P  +  APX
=  Pii,
li = - X X  =  - S I P ,  Ho =  e - W ,  ~g =  (1 +  P) e^, (C.64)
where
1
2
(C.65)
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Therefore, from (C.51), (C.54), (C.60), (C.63), and (C.64) we have a system of six equa­
tions in terms of the undetermined arbitrary constants
b2 (g H 0 -  P2) +  63 (9 H 0 -  v2) -  ci Pi +  c3 ¿>2 =  0,
t>2 +  63 — Cl — C3 =  0,
bi P g +  ci ^(1 +  À)2 +  P'j = 0,
Ô2 e *8*1 + h p e  = 0,
02 e ^ ^ '1 -  b2 e * 2 * 1 -  63 e"2*1 =  0 ,
Ô2 P2 e *2 ^  -  b2 P2 e *2 Î_1 -  M 2 e & = 0. (C.66)
System (C.66), has non-trivial solutions only if the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix is zero.
0 0 1 +  P -  Pa 1 +  P - P g - ( 1  + A) Pg
0 0 1 1 - 1 - l
0 Pi  1 +  P) eW 0 0 (1 + Â)2 + P 0
e-Sa P e " -|(/3-l-À) 0 0 0 0
e-Sa 0 -  e~Sa -  e- 0 0
P a e~Sa 0 ~P a e~Sa -p H  e—<5 ix 0 0
0. (C.67)
This lead to a characteristic equation
(1 +  P ){P  /r +  1 +  A) ^\/g+cr—1^
/e(A, P, ô) =  P {a -  g, -  1) -  1 +  v~ V ~ : v e V ' = 0. (C.68)
(i + x y  + p
C.3 Linearization of the Biktashev (2002) equations
In a laboratory reference frame with (x,T ) as coordinates, the front model 
written in the form
QE_
dT
dh
dT
d2E
dx2 
=  G(E, h)/r,
+  F(E, h),
[8], is
(C.69)
where F(E, h) =  ©(E  — 1 )h, G(E, h) =  © (—£') — h and 0  is a Heaviside step function. 
In a moving frame of reference, the solutions to (C.69) for a right-ward moving front 
are of the form E(x  — cT ,T ), h,(x — cT ,T ). Introducing the coordinates £ =  x  — cT, 
t =  T, and with c > 0, we look for functions E(£,t), h(^,t) that satisfy (C.69) thereby 
getting
dE d2E dE , ,
- d t - W  +  c B ( + i ' ) '
dh = c ^  + G(E,h)/T.
dt
(C.70)
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N B : Traveling waves of (C.69) corresponds to stationary solutions of (C.70). Suppose 
Uo(0> /¿o(0 ) is a stationary solution of (C.70), then
d2u0 dv0 , .
,c2 +  c " j7" +  F(vo, ho) — 0,
dç d£
dho
d£
+  G(v0,ho)/T =  0.
Now linearizing (C.70) about i^>o(0> h o (0 ) using
E =  v0(0  + evi(£ ,t), 
h =  h« (0  + eh i(£ ,t ) ,
(C.71)
(C.72)
where £ 1, |ui(£,i)| <  1 and |hi(0i)l <C 1. Thus, (C.70) becomes
dv\ d2vQ dv0 d2vi dvi , , .
e ~ d t= ~ d ë + c ~ ^ : + £ w + £ C ~ d ï+  {V o + e v iM  l ) '
dhi
6 dt d£d^° +  +  G(vq +  ev\,ho +  ehi)/T.
dhi
dt
(C.73)
Using Taylor expansion we express F(vo +  £ Vi, ho +  £ hi) and G(vo +  £ V\, ho +  £ h\) as
dF dF
F(vo +  £ Vi, ho +  £ hi) =  F(v0, ho) +  £ -^j(u°, ho) tq +  e o> ho) hi +  0 (£2),
QQ QQ
G(vo +  £ Vi, /io +  £ hi) =  G(vo, ho) +  £ -tt— (vo, ho) vi +  e (vo, ho) hi +  0(£2).av ah
Since @(—vo) =  0 (0 )  ©(wo — 1) =  © (—£ — A) and using the fact that S(u) =  
and from chain rule S(—Vo) =  <5(t>o) =  — 5(0» ¿(uo — 1) =  —r<5(£ +  A),
(C.74)
d0 (it)
du
F(v0, ho) =  © (—£ — A) h0,
~x~(v0) ho) =  —r<5(£ + A) ho, an v0
§ £ (u 0,ho) =  © ( - £ - A),
G(u0,ho) =  © ( O - h 0, 
^ o , h o )  =  ^ ( 0 ,au v0
dG
dh (u0,h0) = -1.
(C.75)
Equation (C.70) then reduce to (neglecting higher order terms)
chq ch>i 52Ui 1 , . . .  , A . . .
=  c -ttt +  ~âc2------+  ^ ) ho Ui +  0 ( —£ — A) hi,dt dç d e
dhi dhi (  1 ... .  , \ .
(C.76)
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C.3.1 Eigenvalue problem
Let the linearized eqtn (C.76) support solutions of the form v\(£,i) =  ext <j>(Q and 
hi(£,t) =  ex t ip{^). This lead to the (temporal eigenvalue) problem
d r  d£ V0
=  (^r5(0 (l> -fp )/r, (C.77)
d£ Vu0 '
where (j)(£) and ip(£) are some eigenfunctions. The eigenvalue problem (C.77) of the 
linearized equations (C.76) can be express in a compact form as
C V  =  XV, (C.78)
where
c  =  ^ + 0 ^  +  p -
C =
c O'
,0 c,
V =
F =
V D = 1 0
,0 0 ,
f - L s t t + £)}*> 0 ( - £ - A ) \
1
\ TVo
-5(0 - 1 / t
(C.79)
y
d (f> 
"d£
Equation (C.78) is then converted into a three first-order (ODE) equations by letting 
=  rj and S = (</>, r], ip) T. Thus, we obtain a linear system in C3
=  AE, (C.80)
where (') =  —— and
d£
A =
0 1 0
4-5(£ + A ) / iq
vo
_ c —© (—£ — A)
1 +  Ar
— -5 (0 0
T C V 0 T C
(C.81)
where
r 2 «2
«o(0 = <
M O =
uj —
1 +TC2
—a + a e ~ c ,^ 
e«/TC, £ < 0,
1, e > o ,
e?/rc, £ < —A, 
£ > - A ,
£ =  x — ct, uj =  1 +  r  c2 (1 +  a), A =  -  ln(—^—)-
(C.82)
(C.83)
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We have three intervals (cases i =  a, b, c) to consider. For case i =  a, £ € (—00, — A) 
so therefore in this interval, 0 ( —£ — A) =  1, 6(£ +  A) =  6(£) =  0 and ho =  e^/TC. Thus, 
the matrix A in (C.81) becomes
0^ 1 0 ^
Aa = A —c —1
1° 0 Ml )
(C.84)
and whose characteristic equation (i.e., |fxa I  — v4a|=0) gives the spatial eigenvalues
1 +  A t
Mi =  v\ = TC
M2,3 =  ~V21 ~V2,
where
i/2 =
M2
c +  Vc2 +  4 A 
2 ’ 
y/c? +  4 A
(C.85)
(C.86)
(C.87)
(C.88)
Eigenvectors for case i = a:
1 +  At
The eigenvector corresponding to Mi =  v\ =  ----------is derived as follow
t  c
 ^v\\y (o\
«21 = 0
W
/  ^1 - 1  o \
-A  v \ + c  1
\ 0 0 0/
From (C.89) and for some parameter k
V*! =  k, V21 =  k ui, =  k A^ — vi(vi +
Thus, the eigenvector is
U \  (  1 \
V\
vvsi /  \ - K 2 ^
Hence, taking k =  1,
(C.89)
(C.90)
=  k C<H1
(  1 ^
= V\
\~VJ
(C.91)
(C.92)
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, , o \\ (1 +  A t ) 2 + t c 2
where z/9 = (i/f +  cu i -  A) =  ---------------------- ■ For M2 =  ~ "2
^-i/2 -1
—A —1^ 2 +  C
 ^ 0 0
From (C.93) and for some parameter A:
\
'van A; ", ■ (o\
V 22 = 0
[v h ) ; w
h2 =  fc, l>22 =  —^ 2 A:, V32 =  0 (since Vy +  v2 ±  0 j .
Thus, the eigenvector is
hence, taking k =  1,
fvau (  1 \
V°- -v2 — V22 =  k -u 2
V^2 ) { 0 /
(  1 \
-v-i
\  0 /
Similarly, for ¿¿3 =  —1/2, the eigenvector is
/  1 \
- m2
v 0 y
For case i =  b, £ € (—A,0), and in this region, 0 ( - £ - A )  =  0, <5(£ + A) 
h,Q =  e ^ TC. Therefore, the matrix A in (C.81) then becomes
0^ 1 0 ^
Ab = A - c  0
1° 0 V y )
from which we get the spatial eigenvalues
. h 1 +  Ar
M2,3 = “ "2, - v 2-
Eigenvectors for case i =  b:
(C.94)
(C.95)
(C.96)
(C.97)
6(0  =  0,
(C.98)
(C.99)
(C.93)
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The eigenvector corresponding to ¡i\ — V\ is derived as follow
l  V\ - 1  ( A
M
— A  v \  +  c  0 «21 = 0
~~o
OO
-O CO
W
(C.100)
From (C.100)
«11  -  «21 =  0 ,
A- A v u  +  ( v  1 + c ) v  21 =  0 , (C.101)
since +  cv\ — A ^  0 then v2i =  0, v\x =  0 and v^  =  k for some parameter k. Thus, 
the eigenvector is
(C.102)
hence, taking k — 1,
^ « h N ( o \
®i = „6V21 =  k 0
\vb31J I 1/
fo\
&i = 0
W
For nb2 =  — z/2
/ - ■vi \ ( v\*
«22 = 0
) y«32y w
- 1  0 \
—A —U2 +  c 0
\ 0 0 —1/2 — Vl
and from it we get for some parameter k
V12 =  k, V22 =  —V2 k, v\2 =  0 ( since 1^ +  1^2 ^  0), 
therefore, the eigenvector is
( A.2 (  1II■nr vb«22 =  k -V2
\«32 ) \ 0 )
hence, taking k =  1,
«2 =
/  1 \
-V 2
V 0 /
(C.103)
(C.104)
(C.105)
(C.106)
(C.107)
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Similarly, for ¡1  ^=  — /v2, the eigenvector will then be
(  1 ^
-jbv3 — -P 2
V o )
(C.108)
And lastly for the case i =  c, £ € (0, +oo), then 0 ( —£ — A) =  0, +  A) =  5(£) =  0
and ho =  1. Thus, the matrix A in (C.81) then becomes
/o 1 o\
Ac =  A - c  0
\0 0 i * /
from which we get the same set of spatial eigenvalues as with the case i =  b
(C.109)
hi =  "I,
h2,3 =  ~ l,2i ~&2>
and so we will have the same corresponding eigenvectors
/o\
(  1 ^ (  1 ^
0 , V2 = -V2 > ^ = -Û2
W \ 0 ) \ 0 /
(C.110)
(C .lll)
C .3.2 Characteristic equation
To determine the characteristic equation we rewrite the solutions to (C.80) by consider­
ing each of the three regions. Each of the solutions are written as a linear combination 
of the product of its corresponding eigenvectors and the exponential of its eigenvalues. 
That is,
/V \
Vi
w
v ) e ^ (C.112)
and is such that A1 v 1^ =  where A1 — A*(A), /i*- =  /¿*.(A) for i =  a, b, c and
3 =  h  2, 3.
N B: Note that v% = ^2 ~  ^2> 3^ =  3^ =  ^3’ =  ^î- The solutions for the three
cases can be written explicitly as
/V \
w
ai v  “ e171  ^ +  Ü 2 v  2 e V 2 ^ +  a ^ v ^ c  U 2 ^ , (C.113)
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(C.114)
[ * )
*w bi v i eVl e +  b2 v b2 e ‘/2Ì +  Ò3ì)3e "2Ì,
/¿A
V c =  Ci v i e"1 ? +  C2 v 2 e "^ d -C s i/fe  1/2
w
(C.115)
, 1 +  Àr c +  y/(? +  4 A _ c — -y/c2 +  4 A
where ^  =  --------- , i/2 = --------- --------- , 2^ = --------- ô---------■
T  C 2 ^
And Vi, v%, V3; ^1,^2, "^ 3! "01, $>, V3 as given in equations (C.92) - (C.96), (C.103) - 
(C.108) and (C .lll)
/  1 > f d A A>\
* î = «21 = J'l , « 1 — «21 = * ! = «21 - 0
w V«3iy { v î j W
«^12 ^ «^12N ^«12^ (  1 '
t?s = «22 — —  v2 «22 = «I  = «22 — -V2 >
«^32 ) \«32/ V 0 y
fa A «^13N (  1
*3 = «23 -  vb -—«3 — «23 = * C3 = «23 — -v 2
y «33 ) «^33^ «^33 ) V 0 ;
(C.116)
Determination of the constants (i j): To determine the constants ij : i =  a, b, c; j  =  
1, 2, 3, the solutions (C.113), (C.114) and (C.115) has to satisfy both the boundaries 
at ±00 (i.e., £ —> ± 00) and at the internal boundaries £ =  —A and £ =  0.
Boundary conditions at ± 00: With A >  0 : V\ >  0, 2^ >  0, 2^ < 0: 
For the case i =  a
lim
Ç—► —00
A A
V a
W
must be bounded and therefore a2 =  0. Thus,
a a ( 1 ^ / 1 \
<u =  ai "1 e1"1 ç +  a3 -iy2
w V 0 J
(C.117)
(C.118)
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For the case i =  b, we can only consider the internal boundary conditions and so the 
solution (for the time being) is
/ o \
Vb =  61 0
w W
However, for the case i — c
/ 1 \ (  1 ^
~ u 2 + 63 - Z /2
V 0 1 0 J
lim
Ç—>+oo Vc
W
must be bounded and so therefore C\ — 0, c% =  0. Thus
i 1 ^
Vc =  C2 - v 2
w \ 0 J
(C.119)
(C.120)
(C.121)
Internal boundary conditions (IB C S): Let (C.80) be rewritten in terms of regular 
(RI, R2) and singular (51, 52) functions
dp
d£
dr/
V,
R m s m
1
—  = \<f> -  cr) -  Q (-£  -  A)ip +  — 6^ +  A )h 0(p,
Rm)
dip
s 2 (0
rev  n
(C.122)
IBCS at  ^ =  —A: The trick here is to integrate the second equation from (C.122) 
around £ =  —A over a small range, (—A — e, —A +  e) and consider limit e —> 0,
/•-A+e j_ p—A+e
lim /  ~  d£ = lim /  R1(0  d£ +  lim / - ^ 777^  ¿(^ +  A) d£.e-o J_a _£ d^  O j - A - e  e-0 J_A_£ v'0(O
r~A+e h0( o m
Its solution is
lim [% (-A +  e) -  r/a( - A  -  e)] <  lina M e  +  lim ^  A \e—>0 e—*0 e—»0 Uq(— AJ
hence,
*fo(-A) -r ?a( -A )  = h o (-A )< K -A)
^ ( - A )  :
(C.123)
(C.124)
(C.125)
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for some bounded function M . Now from (C.116), we have
r/b(—A) - r )a( -A )  =  -a\v\ e Ul A +  a3 2^ e "2 A -  62^ 2 e 1/2 A -  63^ 2 e 1/2 A, (C.126)
meanwhile, from (C.82), (C.113)
h0( - A ) =  e~ A^rc\ 
v'0( - A) =  - a c  e cA,
</>(-A) =  M - A) =  62 e"2A +  63 e"2A, (C.127)
thus,
M - A ) 0 ( - A )  e~ ,/A(ft2 e t/2A +  fe3 e*2A)
?;q(—A) —« e
(C.128)
1 +  T C"^where 1/ = ---------- . Hence, (C.125) becomes
TC
Oi a cv  1 e 1/1A -  a3 acu2 e"2A +  b2 el'2A (a c v 2 — e A^  ^ +  63 el/2A(a c V2 q~vA)  =  0.
(C.129)
The IBCS at £ =  —A for regular functions are derived using the continuity conditions
lini <pa =  lina <pb,
€ - > - A -  £ - > - A +
lina ipa =  lim xpb,5— A - £— A+
which respectively give
ai e -t'1 A +  a3 e ^ A - b 2 e l'2 A - b 3 e i>2A =  0 ,
«1 t'q +  ¿1 =  0.
(C.130)
(C.131)
(C.132)
IBCS at £ =  0: In this case, we integrate the third equation from (C.122) around 
£ =  0 over a small range, (— £,e) and consider limit £ —> 0,
lim f  4 t  d£ = lim /  '  d£ ---- — lim T  ^ 7^ 6 (0  d£.d^ « - 0 . / - e TCe->oJ_e Vq(£)
Its solution is
lim [ipc(e) — ipb(—£)] < lina A  e — lina
 ^ 1 m
“ “ b tcvg(0) ’
(C.133)
(C.134)
hence,
Vfc(0) -  f^t(O) = - 0 (0)r c ^ ( 0) ’
(C.135)
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for some bounded function N .  Now from (C.116), we have
V'c(O) -  M O )  =  0  -  b i  =  - 6 1 ,
and meanwhile from (C.82), (C.115)
vo(0) =  - a c ,
0 ( 0 )  =  0 C(O) =  c 2 ;
thus,
hence, (C.135) becomes
0 (0) =  C2
t c v  q( 0 )  a r c 2 ’
6 i  a r c 2 +  c 2 =  0 .
(C.136)
(C.137)
(C.138)
(C.139)
The IBCS at £ =  0 for regular functions are also derived using the continuity condi­
tions
lim <bh -- lim 6C, 
€ -o -  Ç-0+
lim rjb =  lim rjc,
i—*o— t~*o+
which respectively yield
bï +  b$ — C2 =  0,
62 " 2  +  b3 Ü2 ~  C2 V2 =  0 .
(C.140)
(C.141)
(C.142)
Thus, we have a system of six equations in terms of the undetermined arbitrary con­
stants
o,i c/.cvi e~"lA — o3 a. d?2 ^ 2A +  ?>2 (o.ci/2 — e~"A^
+b3 eW2A(acv2 -  e- "Aj  =  0,
ai e~ VlA +  a3 e ^ A - b 2 &V2A- b 3 e ^ A = 0,
ai i/q + bi =  0,
fti a r  c2 +  c2 = 0, 
b2 +  b3 — C2 =  0,
i*2 2^ +  b3 &2 ~ c2 2^ — 0. (C.143)
The system in (C.143) with Oi, a3, bi, 62, 63, and, c2 to be determined can be written in 
matrix form having a six-by-six coefficient matrix. The system has nontrivial solutions
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if the determinant of the coefficient matrix equals zero
ftfii/i e ^ A —O.CU2 el'iA 0 i o  ci/2 — e v Aì  e172 A iocz/2  — e I/Ai e 1"2A 0
e-^iA e^ A 0 - e - A -  e ^ A 0
v q 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 a r c 2 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 - 1
0 0 0 2^ 2^ - v -2
=  0. 
(C.144)
The solvability condition for this system leads to the characteristic equation
f e(X\c,a,T) =  ttc(i/2 -  A  e I/A -  1 +
T c(yi +  iz2)
(1 +  A t ) 2 +  r  c2
e -(ui+iy2-i') A _ (C.145)
where
1 +  TC2
= TC ’ V\ =
c +  Vc2 +  4 Ai/2 =
2
I/2 =
1 , / l  +  a\A =
A  a  '
1 +  Ar
e — s/c2 +  4 A
(C.146)
Parameters/variables/solutions relations between Hinch (2004) and Bikta- 
shev (2002) model
The relationships between parameters are given by
f3 =  c? =  r  c2,
i = - l n ( l - A )  =  - l „  M ^ ) ,
c =  \/t c , À =  r  A, 
1A =
I T « ’
.  s 
A  =  ?
and that for the variables and solutions are
(C.147)
v =  l +  -=-v,
A; =  ^  ‘Âb
Vo — 1 +  -=- v0 ) 
A 01 =
V’j = (C.148)
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for j  =  a, b, c. Meanwhile, for the yet to be determined constants and eigenvalues the 
relationships are
i_
oi =  e^(1+A) Ci,
A
h =
ci =  0 {ai = 0) ,
0,2 =  0 { C2 =  0},
b2 =  ± - e - dab2,
A
—6 < 7 ~C2 =  ~~~ e 0,2 , 
A 
c „
2^ =  ^^2 =  ca,
1 -5n -03 =  e ^c3,
63 =  | e - 5^ 3,A
c3 =  0 ( 5-3 =  0};
V2 =  ^ 2  =  C/I. (C.149)
C.3.3 Adjoint eigenvalue problem
We can construct the adjoint eigenvalue problem to the front model from the eigenvalue 
problem (C.79) Thus, the adjoint eigenvalue problem is
C + W  =  fiW , (C.150)
where
C+ = D 1
d e
and
- C - ^ -  +  F t , Dt =  D, W  =
db,
-± 5 (£  +  A )h 0 - L s ( 0
T V n
V
0 (—£ -  A) - l / r
Now when casted into a three ODE equations, (C.150) becomes 
d<p*
dt;
drj*
d{
dip*
V ,
=  (m+  +  A ) h o ) ( p *  +  c r i * ------\ - 6 { Q i p
'  vn ' r v n
1 (1 +  mt)= - © ( - e - A ) 0* -
d£ c r  c < P ,
which is then written in matrix format as
Z*’ =  BE*,
(C.151)
(C.152)
(C.153)
(C.154)
where (') =  —-  and
d£
B  =
0 1 0
1 -1—r<K£ +  A) ho c ------r « (0
vo t c v 0
\ - e ( - i - A )  o - (1 +  lor)TC
(C.155)
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We have three intervals (cases i =  a, b, c) to consider. For the case i =  a, £ G 
(—00, —A): 0 ( — £ — A) =  1, 6(£ +  A) =  ¿(£) =  0 and ho =  e^/TC. Thus, the ma­
trix B  in (C.155) becomes
( 0 1 0 ^
Ba = c 0
v! / c 0 -7 1 /
(C.156)
and whose characteristic equation (i.e., |7a I  — 5 a|=0) gives the spatial eigenvalues
1 +  /XT
7i =  - 7i =  — 
72,3 =  72, 72,
r  c
(C.157)
(C.158)
where
72
72
c +  \ / ? + 4 / i
c -  c2 + 4ju
(C.159)
(C.160)
Eigenvectors for case i — a:
The eigenvector corresponding to 7“ =  —71 =  —1 +  j l T
TC
is derived as follow
( _ 7l -1 0^ ( 0\
-M -(71  +  «) 0 ™2i = 0
y - l / c 0 <v v v
and from (C.161) and for some parameter k
(C.161)
w“j =  0, since 0 w%i =  0, and =  k, 
thus, the eigenvector for k =  1
io\
w\ = ™21 — 0
1^31 ) v )
For 7 =  72
(  72 - 1 0 ^ ( 0\
- f i  72 -  fi 0 < 2 0
\ - l / c  0 71 +  7 2 / ^ 32y
' .
\ ° )
(C.162)
(C.163)
(C.164)
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and we get from (C.164) for some parameter k
W12 =  k, W22 =  72 k, ( since 72(72 -  c) -  n =  0) , w£2 = + ^
Hence, the eigenvector is (for k =  1)
( l \
w% = W22 = 72
\wh ) W
where 73 =  —— -----r.
c (71 + 72)_
Similarly, for 7 =  72, the eigenvector will then be
( l \
™3 = w23 = 72
^ 3 3  ) w
where 73 =  —-— -—r^r-
« (7i + 72)
(C.165)
(C.166)
(C.167)
For case i =  b, £ € (—A, 0), and in this region, 0 ( —£ — A) =  0, 6 ( (  +  A) =  <5(£) =  0, 
h0 =  e ^ TC. Therefore, the matrix B in (C.155) then becomes
/  0 1
Bb = /x c
0  ^
0
\0 0 -71 /
from which we get the spatial eigenvalues,7J =  —71, 7^3 =  72, 72- 
Eigenvectors for case i =  b:
The eigenvector corresponding to 7* =  —71 is derived as follow
^_7i
V 0
-1 0^ V
(71 + c) 0 W 21 = 0
0 V ^ 3 1  ) w
which yields
(C.168)
(C.169)
~ 7 i w i i  ~  w 2 i =  0> 
~fJ>wn ~ (7 i + ciwn =  0, (C.170)
since 71 +  C71 0 then w i^ =  0, =  0 and =  k for some parameter/;:. Thus,
the eigenvector is, for k =  1
o\
Wi = W2l = 0
U 3J a /
(C.171)
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h
w22 = 0
[ W 32 J w
For 72 =  72
/  72 - 1  0
~H  72 — « o 
V 0 0 7i +  72)
and then from (C.172) for some parameter k
wb12 =  k, wb22 =  72 k ( since — c72 — M =  0), tt&j =  0 ( 71 +  72 ^  0). 
Therefore, the eigenvector for k =  1 is
w2
^12 ' l\
W22 = 72
\wL j 0 ,
(C.172)
(C.173)
(C.174)
Similarly, for 73 = 72, the eigenvector will then be
/ A
Wo = 72
w
(C.175)
( ° )
A  A (  A A ^
Wi = W21 — 0 , W2 = ™22 = 72 . ^2 = ™23
V"§1 ) V J \lW32 ) \ wh  /
For region (i.e. case i =  c) three, the matrix is exactly the same as that one in (C.168), 
that is case i =  b, and so has the eigenvectors
/ A
72 • (C.176)
\ ° J
C.3.4 Characteristic equation for the adjoint problem
To determine the characteristic equation, we rewrite the solutions to (C.154) taking 
into account each of the three regions. The solutions are written as
Vl = E ij Wj e 7A (C.177)
w
and is such that B'l w^ =  7 where B l  =  B z ( f i ) ,  'f- =  7j(/u) for i =  a, b, c and 
j  =  1, 2, 3.
N B: The solutions for the three cases can be written explicitly as
'll
w
=  a îu ;îe  71 ^  +  a2 w 2 e72 ç +  al w%  e7A (C.178)
142
=  blwle-^t + bìwb2e'y2ii + b*3wb3 e^ 2^ (C.179)vt
w
w
=  Ci w t e-71? +  C2 10 2 e,72? + cîw S e72e, (C.180)
, l  +  iitr o +  \/e2 +  4/x _ c — \/c2 +  4(i
where 71 =  ----- — , 72 = ---------x---------> 72 = --------- ~---------•T C 2 ^
And to“ , tug, tof; wb,w2, w3\ tuf, w2, w3 as given in equations (C.163), (C.166), 
(C.167), (C.171), (C.174), (C.175), and (C.176)
Determination of the constants (ij): To determine the constants ij : i =  a, b, c; j  = 
1, 2, 3, the solutions (C.178), (C.179) and (C.180) has to satisfy both the boundaries 
at ±00 (i.e., £ —1 ± 00) and at the internal boundaries £ =  —A and £ =  0.
Boundary conditions at ± 00: With fj, > 0 : 71 > 0, 72 > 0, 72 < 0, then for the 
case i =  a:
lim
?—>—oo 1Ü .Uv
(C.181)
must be bounded and therefore a* =  0 and a3 =  0. Therefore,
( « ) ( l \
*= a2 72
W ) W
(C.182)
For the case i =  b, only the internal boundary conditions are considered, and so the 
solution (for the time being) is
< =  b{ 0 e ^ ^  + b*2
(  l\
72 e72 ç +  63
/ 1\
72
I v U J
For the case i =  c:
lim
?—>+oo Vc
w
1
(C.183)
(C.184)
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must be bounded and so therefore =  0, therefore,
/(A / A
V c = Cl 0 e- 7li + c^ 72
w VV w
(C.185)
Internal boundary conditions (IB C S): Let (C.154) be rewritten in terms of reg­
ular (f?l) and singular (51, 52) functions
dr/*
dip*
fii(0 s m s 2(0
li<P* +  cr,* +  -r5(Ç +  A) h0 0 * -------r¿(0V>*,
u,0 TVn
=  i  0 ( - £  -  A ) <p* -  (1 +  Mr) ip*.
C TC
(C.186)
IBCS at £ =  —A: Integrating the second equation from (C.186) around £ =  —A 
over a small range, (—A — £, —A  +  e) and consider limit £ —> 0
lim f  £ d£ =  lim f  £ ftl(£) d£ + lim f  "<5(£ + A) d£
e -o  y_A_e d£ e-0  A A_£ « -0  y_A_e « ¿ (0
- l i m /  ¿(0 - I J Í 1  d^,
«"*0 / -A -*  ™ '(£ )
(C.187)
and its value is
lim [»/£(-A + e ) -  r /*(-A  -e )\  < lim M le  +  lim ^
£->0 L J £—*0 £ - .0  'Uq ( - A )
Hence, (C.188) reduces to
V b ( ~ A )  — r /* (—A )  =
M - a )0*(-a )
« ¿ ("A )  ’
for some bounded function M l. But
r/6* (-A ) -  r]*(—A) =  —«272 e “ 72 A + ^72 e ^ A +  ^72 e " 72 A. 
Meanwhile, from (C.82), (C.182)
(C.188)
(C.189)
(C.190)
M —A ) =  e _A/(rc),
«b (-A ) =  - a c  ecA,
<P*(—A) =  <pl(—A) =  i>2 e -72 A +  63 e " ^ A, (C.191)
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thus,
h p (-A ) <(,*(-A) e ~v*(bS e ~r>-A +  b*3 e A)
w '(-A ) - a c  ’ ( ' >
1 T  ( ?where 7 = -----------. Hence, (C.189) becomes
r c
0,2 a c 72 e~^A -b*2 e -72A( a c 72 + e ^ A)  -  b*3 e - ^ A ( a c 72 + e "7A)  =  0. (C.193)
The IBCS at £ =  - A  for regular functions are derived using the continuity conditions
lim 0* =  lim (f>l, 
A - “ C-.-A+ 0
lim ip* =  lim ipl, 
S— A- a A+ 0
(C.194)
which respectively give
a* e - 72A _ 6* e - 72A e - 72A =0> (C.195)
and
a2 73 e ~72 A — 5Ì e 71A =  0, (C.196)
where 7 3  =  —7—  ------ r .
c(7i + 72)
IBCS at £ =  0: In this case, we integrate the second from (C.186) around £ = 0 over 
a small range, (—£,£) and consider limit e —> 0.
lim r ^ d *  =  lim f  R1 ( 0  d£ + lim f  6 (Z +  A) e—*0 J _ £ d £  6 - 0  J _ e - e - 0  J _ £ v'0(O
- l im  f  6 ( 0 d0^ 0  y _ £
which evaluates to
lim K (£) -  %*(-£)] < limM2£ -  lim
thus,
V* (0) — Vb (0) =
n  0)
rv o(0)
for some bounded function M2.  Now from (C.185), we have
V* (0) -  nl (0) =  -62 72 -  b*3 72 +  c*3 72, 
and from (C.82), (C.185)
v'0(0) =  - a c ,
r ( o )  =  r c(o) =  c i
Hence, (C.189) becomes
b l a r e s  +  b l a r e  ^ 2 +  c* — c l a r c 72 =  0.
(C.197)
(C.198)
(C.199)
(C.200)
(C.201)
(C.202)
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The IBCS at £ =  0 for regular functions are also derived using the continuity condi­
tions
lim 4>l =  lim </)*,
«-*0-  0 ?-o+  c ’
lim ibi =  lim ip* (C.203)
e^o- 0 z-*o+ c
which respectively yield
b*2 +  b t-c*z =  0, (C.204)
b\ -  c\ =  0. (C.205)
Thus, we have a system of six equations in terms of the undetermined arbitrary con­
stants
a2 a  c 72 e- 72A _  b* e 72A (q:C72 +  e 7A) —b*3 e“ 72A (a c 72 +  e“ 7A) = o,
a\ e _72 a _  b* e -72 A _  b* e -72 A = 0,
a2 73 e _72 A — 6* e 71A = o,
b2 a rc7 2  + 3 a r  C72 + c* — C3 aT C72 = 0,
b*2 +  b*3 - c t  = 0,
b l - c {  = 0. (C.206)
The system in (C.206; can be written in matrix form with a six-by-six coefficient matrix
whose determinant is given as
a c 72 e 72 A 0 —(0:072+  e_7A) e _72A — (a c 72+  e tA) e 72 A 0 0
e-72A 0 -  e "72A e-72 A 0 0
73 e_72A -  e71 A 0 0 0 0
0 0 a r c  72 a r c  72 1 —a r  C72
0 0 1 1 0 -1
0 1 0 0 -1 0
= 0. 
(C.207)
System (C.206), has non-trivial solutions only if the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix is zero. This lead to a characteristic equation c, a, r) j
/*  =  ac (72-  72) e7A — 1 +  — r ^-i-----r e_ 7^l+72~7 A^ =  0. (C.208)
e r c (  71+ 72)
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N B: Note that _____1_____ __ —L£Ì2L Ì 2e}—  Renee
r c ( 71 +  72) "  (1  +  A4r )2 +  r c 2 ’ °  C
fe =  a c (72 -  72) e 7 A  -  1 + T C ( 7 l  +  72) (7 l+ 7 2 _ 7 )A  _  Q
( 1  +  M t ) 2 +  t c 2
where
7
72  =
1 +  TC2
r  c
c +  -y/c2 +  4/x
A - i t a f l l “ 'c \ o> .
71 =
72 =
1 +  HT
TC ’
c — \J(? + 4 [x
2
(C.209)
(C.210)
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